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ABSTRACT
The prevention and control of weed infestation is a matter of importance in the
agricultural domain. American farmers alone annually spend $4 billion to protect $16
billion in crops. This work moves in this direction and aims to classify weeds from crops
and then spray the weeds in real-time. Another aim is to find the correlation coefficient
between the nitrogen treatment levels of the crops and the statistical values computed.
In this work, multispectral reflectance images are used in conjunction with
classification techniques to detect, classify and spray weeds on a real-time basis in the
field. Multispectral images were grabbed real-time in the field. This multispectral
reflectance information was then used to develop an algorithm that would classify the
plant matter from the background. The four images at the four different wavelengths ;
546nm, 690nm, 750nm and 803nm; were superimposed and the largest pixel was selected
at every point of the resultant image. This image was then divided by the image grabbed
at the wavelength (690nm) corresponding to the red portion of the spectrum. The
resultant image was then thresholded, eroded and dilated to finally get an image
consisting of only plant matter. A competitive neural network is then used to classify
weeds from crops. To increase the speed of the process, we also use a priori information
and adopt an algorithm that does not use neural networks but rather statistical methods. In
the field, corn plants are planted in rows at a distance of 30 inches apart from each other.
The algorithm does the weed-crop classification only along the rows. In between the
rows, anything green is considered to be weed and is sprayed. Pipelining techniques like
loop unrolling and loop parallelism have been incorporated in the algorithm. This enables
the tractor, on which the classification system is mounted, to run at a maximum speed of
40 mph. Also, images in Field 81 of the Purdue Agricultural Research Park were imaged
in conjunction with latitude and longitude values provided by a GPS system. Statistical
parameters like mean, standard deviation, reflection index, normalized reflection index,
normalized difference vegetation index and greenness ratio are calculated. These values
are then correlated with the nitrogen treatment levels of the corn plants. The data of the
corn plants are also taken by a SPAD meter by Litton Task Inc. The statistical values that
they calculate are then correlated with the ones calculated by our system. The best
correlation is found to be in the near infra-red region of wavelength 803nm.

1. INTRODUCTION

Control of the proliferation of weeds and their subjugation during the crop life
cycle is a matter of interest to farmers throughout the world. Weeds occupy the tilled land
and then begin to sap nutrients from the soil thereby causing a shortfall of nutrients for
the crops. This in turn results in reduced profits to the farmer. Thus we see that weed
elimination is of profound value to the agricultural domain and hence to a nation's
economy.
There are different methodologies of spraying pesticides on weeds. One of them
is 'spot spraying'. In this method, only a certain portion of the ground is sprayed with
pesticides and the remaining area of the ground is not taken action on. In order to achieve
this, the equipment that we use comprises a microprocessor which has a high operating
frequency, image acquisition electronic hardware (frame-grabbers), digital camera, image
processing software, an input/output port, solid-state relays, solenoid valves and the
pesticide spraying sprayers.
A microprocessor operating at a very high frequency is needed so as to enable fast
processing of the image according to the algorithms of the source code. Slow speed of the
microprocessor would cause the spot spraying to take place at a slower rate which in turn
would require the tractor which houses the entire equipment to run very slow (in the
order of 1 mph).
The camera used is a digital one which has 4 lenses fitted at its input. The image
grabbed is split up into 4 by means of a prism situated at the front end of the camera. The
rays then pass through the 4 lenses so as to get images corresponding to 4 different
wavelengths. The wavelengths selected were 546nm, 690nm, 750nm and 803nm. Photodetectors can also be used instead of a digital camera. But their disadvantage is that they
cannot distinguish between fine differences in shades or color of the plants. Another

drawback of photo-detectors is that they have got low data resolution. Comparatively,
digital cameras with a resolution of 640x480 have a resolution 640x480 times higher than
that of a single photo-detector.
A program written in C code and board specific functions operates on the images.
The image has data in the 4 wavelengths of weeds, crops and soil. The purpose of
grabbing images at 4 different wavelengths is to eliminate the background and thus to
eliminate noise. We first AND the images taken at the 4 different wavelengths and then
divide the resultant image by the image grabbed at 690nm which corresponds to the red
color in the spectrum. When the resultant image is then thresholded to 1.S [21], we get an
image which is devoid of any soil data. Instead, in place of soil data , we get a value of
zero (where zero stands for black and 255 for white). This step is called pre-processing.
Pre-processing is followed by the execution of algorithms to distinguish weeds
from crops. Humans distinguish one plant from another or one weed from a crop by
perception. The signal when camed by the optic nerve gets processed in the brain. The
brain actually looks for difference in shape and color. The work done by Yonekawa,
Sakai and Kitani is based on this human perception model method. They used idealized
simple dimensionless shape factors of leaves to determine the species of the plants under
study. The drawback of this approach is that a lot of computation and training of a large
number of images is required before the right decision can be made. Another hitch in this
method is that when there are shadows in the images, we will not be seeing the complete
leaf or stem and if such an image has not been used in training then the network will be
unable to take an informed decision.
Spectral reflectance can be used for distinguishing weeds from crops [3:)[4].
However, under varying lighting conditions, the reflectance from the leaves changes. So
again this method would require a lot of comparisons with the various input images used
for training. These images have to be taken such that they account for all combinations
and permutations of lighting conditions and shadows.
An artificial neural network can also be used to do the classification. An artificial
neural network is a network that aims to mimic the intelligence of the brain. The network
was trained with a number of images of both weeds and crops. A neural network

classifier was used to do the classification. The neural network algorithm used was that of
competitive learning as it can do the classification fast. The classification is a 2 class one
- to make a decision between weed and crop. However, under varying lighting conditions,

the number of images that would be needed to do the training of the neural network
would be enormous. Also, the number of levels in the network would also need to be
increased resulting in an increase in processing time. In order to apply this technology to
real field conditions, we would need decisions by the algorithm at a rapid rate.
To meet the demands of rapid rate classification, statistical means were adopted.
A number of images were collected from a corn field for this purpose. It was observed
that the corn plants were laid out in rows. This a priori information helps to reduce the
processing only to the row and not on the portion of the images that correspond to the
distance between the rows. The image of 36"x36" was then divided into 5 rows and 6
columns. All processing was then limited to only the fourth column of each grabbed
image in order to enhance the speed of processing. As we are aware from the a priori
information that corn plants are laid out in rows with spacing between them, we have to
really distinguish whether there is a weed or a corn plant in the middlemost block of the
fourth column. The other 4 blocks of the selected row, 2 on either stde of the middle
block are decided to contain a weed in the event of any plant matter being within them.
By adopting the strategy of making just one block (out of 30 blocks within each grabbed
image) as the region of interest and running the algorithm that consumes the most time
on it, a lot of time gets saved. Using calculations which are a combination of mean and
standard deviation, a weed detection accuracy of 95 % was obtained. It is to be
remembered though that the two paramount factors in this area of agricultural application
are speed and weed detection accuracy. If we are able to spray weeds 95 % of the time at
the maximum speed of the tractor, it is permissible to spray 30 % of the corn plants with
pesticides.
In order to obtain the necessary high speed for distinguishing weeds from crops,
computer architecture techniques such as pipeline scheduling using loop unrolling have
been utilized extensively. Pipelining is an implementation technique whereby multiple
instructions are executed in parallel. Pipelining yields a reduction in the average

execution time per instruction. Pipelining is usually viewed as reducing the CPI. viz. If
the starting point is a machine cycle that takes one clock cycle per instruction, then
pipelining decreases the clock cycle time. Pipelining is an implementation technique that
upholds parallelism among the instructions in a sequential instruction stream. Pipelining
increases the speedup of the program and this speedup is limited by Amdahl's Law.
The potential overlap among instructions is called instruction level parallelism (ILP).
Hence the instructions are to be evaluated in parallel. The most common way to increase
the amount of parallelism available among instructions is to exploit parallelism among
iterations of a loop. This type of parallelism is often called 'loop level parallelism'. Loop
unrolling is one of the many methods to achieve loop level parallelism as well as
instruction level parallelism. This technique increased the speed of the algorithm to such
an extent that the speed of the program touched 1 lmph from just 3mph. i.e. A percentage
increase in speed of 267% (8 / 3 )was achieved. And if we do the processing for all the
30 blocks in the image instead of 5 blocks and give out the decision ON / OFF signals to
the 30 nozzles, then the speed touches 40mph. In [27], an infrared sensor was used to
detect sugar-beets that were located every 12 inches on a row. The infrared sensor
controlled a solenoid that would be turned on to deliver insecticide to the plant every 12
inches while the vehicle was moving at 2mph.
Also, we are interested in developing a method by which we could determine the
amount of nitrogen that would have to be added to the crops. For this work , we store
values of crops, weeds and soil for every square meter of displacement of the tractor
which carries the machine vision equipment. The values are stored for all the 4
wavelengths of the digital camera. Images of corn were captured from Field 81. This field
consists of 4 levels of additional nitrogen - 0, 80, 160, 240 lbs per acre. The images are
also geo-referenced by using a DGPS receiver and the latitude and longitude data for
each image has been data-based in a computer. In sync with the image collection, image
data of field 81 was also taken with SPAD meter (Minolta 502). The geo-referenced
images data-based in the computer have been archived on the ABE computer network.
Each of the images grabbed has been processed using image processing
techniques. The mean and standard deviation of crops and soil. for 4 different

wavelengths (546nm , 690nm, 750nm, 803nm ); crop percentage and soil percentage ;
and statistics like reflection index, normalized reflection index ,normalized difference
vegetation index and greenness ratio have been calculated.
Correlation and regression statistics have been computed for SPAD data versus
the data that was collected using the machine vision equipment. The data has also been
correlated versus the four different nitrogen levels and regression statistics for the same
have also been calculated.
In summary, the project is tackled by splitting it into the following steps :
1. To develop an artificial neural network that will distinguish weeds from crops

2. To develop statistics based methods to dstinguish weeds from crops
3. To design algorithms that would determine the correlation that exists between the

nitrogen treatment level of the crops and the image spectral intensity.

2. THEORY

2.1 Multi-spectral Reflection
Multi-spectral reflection helps to differentiate between weeds and crops [21]. The
idea behind this is that if each plant or group of related plants can be assigned their
unique multi-spectral signature, then the process of distinguishing each plant is
simplified. If this signature is unique for every type of class of plant, then there is no need
to take any other characteristics of the plant into account for classification purposes. This
would reduce computation as well as increase the speed at which the plants can be
recognized. For these techniques, not only has RGB information been used as a basis for
establishing a "signature" for the weeds, but also HLS or HIS color space parameters,
chromatic indices as well as straight multi-spectral reflectance measurements. These
methods have been used in conjunction with either an optical sensor tuned to detect a
certain reflected wavelength, color cameras from which RGB information as well as
chromatic information can be derived, or grayscale cameras with optical filters to allow
only the desired wavelengths to pass.

In [22], several different spectral features were investigated for their potential in
discriminating between soyabeans, velvet leaf, morning glory and fox tail. The features
that gave the best discrimination were red skewness, near infra-red mean, near infra-red
variance, blue mean and blue variance. It was found that most features selected for
discrimination depended on the macrostructure of the leaf surface. It was also found that
the training set used in the discriminant analysis needed to account for leaf orientation
with respect to the illumination source.

The use of multi-spectral reflectance as a means of discriminating between
brassica crops and some weeds was studied in [23]. It was found that it was feasible to

use specific wavelength information to discriminate between cabbage, cauliflower,
broccoli, chickweed, oilseed rape and red shank. This information was used in [24] to
develop a discriminant analysis of the weeds and brassica crops. It was found that the
reflectance information of as few as two wavelengths could be used to discriminate
between crops and weeds although it decreased the accuracy with which weeds were
discriminated from each other.
Commercial sprayers based on light sensors have been developed [25]. The
sprayers are either based on the concept of detecting reflected light or sense when a plant
has cut through a projected beam of light. The two sprayer systems, Detect Spray and the
Weed Seeker PHD1620, work on the basis of reflected light. They are either tuned to the
red or near infrared spectrum since plants are highly reflective in these bands. They can
only be used in a fallow field, orchards or between rows in the field since they spray
anything that reflects in the spectra which correspond to most green plants. The Spot Shot
works on the basis of projecting a light beam across the top of the canopy so that anytime
a plant is taller and cuts through the light beam, it will be sprayed as a weed. This reduces
the amount of chemical used, but only works for weeds taller than the crops.
In [26], a number of crops and weeds were analyzed with a spectrophotometer to
determine if wavelength reflectance could be used to differentiate between plants. It was
found that classification of the spectra into weeds, crops and soil was possible by using
spectral reflectance measurements. It was also discovered that only between three light to
seven wavelengths were needed to classify the spectra into their respective classes. This
suggests that only a limited number of reflectance measurements at pre-determined
wavelengths are necessary for the classification. This simplifies the development of realtime detectors to be used in the fields.

2.2 Competitive Neural Network Theory

2.2.1 Competition
For each input pattern to the neural network, the neurons in the network compute
their respective values of a discriminant function. This discriminant function provides the
basis for competition among the neurons. The particular neuron with the largest value of
discriminant function is declared winner of the competition.

2.2.2 Competitive process
Let 'm' denote the dimension of the input (data) space. Let an input pattern
(vector) selected at random from the input space be denoted by
X=[ x l , x2, ....... x,]

T

The synaptic weight vector of each neuron in the network has the same dimension
as the input space. Let the synaptic vector of neuron 'j' be denoted by

Where 'r' is the total number of neurons in the network. To find the best match of
the input vector X with the synaptic weight vectors Wj, compare the inner products wjTx
for j=l, 2, ...... r and select the largest. This assumes that the same threshold is applied to
all the neurons; the threshold is the negative of the bias. Thus, by selecting the neuron
with the largest inner product w j T x ,we will have in effect determined the location where
the topological neighborhood of excited neurons is to be centered.
The best matching criterion, based on maximizing the inner product

wjTxis

mathematically equivalent to minimizing the Euclidean distance between the vectors X
and Wj. If the index i(X) is used to identify the neuron that best matches the input vector
X, we may then determine i(X) by applying he condition
i(X) =arg minj )( X - WjJ(, j=1,2 ,......,r
The above equation sums up the essence of the competition process among the
neurons. According to the above equation, i(X) is the subject of attention because we
want the identity of neuron 'i'. The particular neuron 'i' that satisfies this condition is
called the 'best matching neuron' or the 'winning neuron' for the input vector X. The
above equation also leads to this observation:
A continuous input space of activation patterns is mapped onto a discrete output space of
neurons by a process of competition among the neurons in the network.

Depending on the application of interest, the response of the network could be
either the index of the winning neuron or the synaptic weight vector that is closest to the
input vector in the Euclidean space.

2.3 Remote sensing
Remote sensing is the ability to measure the properties of an object without
touching it. Almost all of the applications of remote sensing to date have been based on
observing crops in distinct areas of the electromagnetic spectrum. The spectrum is
represented in the figure below. Agricultural remote sensing is commonly done in the
visible, near-infrared and thermal infrared portions of the spectrum; however, new
applications in the microwave area are under development.
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Fig.2.1. Ranges within the visible and infrared spectrum
Visible

Infrared

0.40-0.45pm - Violet

0.7-3.Opm - Near Infrared

0.45-0.50pm - Blue

3.0-14pm - Thermal Infrared

0.50-0.55pm - Green

14.0-1OOOpm - Far Infrared

0.55-0.60pm

1

- Yellow

0.60-0.65pm - Orange
0.65-0.70pm - Red

2.3.1 Measurements
The amount of energy radiating from a surface in a particular portion of the
spectrum is called "radiance". Radiance is influenced by both the properties of the object

and the radiation hitting the object. The latter effect is called irradiance. When the sun is
used as the source of irradiance, the irradiance is not constant (varying with the time of
day and atmospheric conditions); therefore, the radiance of an object is not necessarily a
good indicator of physical properties. Instead, the apparent reflectance of an object is
best used to learn about its properties. Reflectance is the ratio of the radiance from an
object to the irradiance reaching the object. The reflectance of an object can be impacted
by the angle you are looking from and the angle of the sun .
2.3.2 Spectral Characteristics

The usefulness of the visible and infrared portions of the spectrum can be seen
by comparing the typical spectral responses of a crop canopy and a bare soil.

Fig.2.2. Typical Soil and Crop Canopy Spectra
Notice the following features of the curves above:

Peak in the crop curve around 550 nm -- this corresponds to the color green. That
is why plants look green to our eye, as this is where they reflect the most radiation
in the visible part of the spectrum.
Dip in the crop spectra around 690 nm - this corresponds to the color red and is
mainly due to chlorophyll absorption.
The crop canopy is lower in the red compared to the soil but much higher in the
near-infrared (NIR). The structure of the leaves account for this relative increase
in reflectance in the near-infrared.
As a result of these properties, measurements of reflectance in the red and NIR
can be used to determine differences in crop canopy densities.

'The response of

vegetation in the red and NIR have been used to form "Vegetation Indices," which
typically involve some ratio of near infrared to red reflectance.
Optical properties of soils are related first to their mineral composition, since soils
result from the transformation of weathering products of rocks. A soil reflectance
spectrum is the superimposition of spectra of the soil mineral components. Like minerals,
soils have an increasing reflectance from the visible to the short-wave infrared, with
absorption bands around 1.4 pm and 1.9 pm related to the soil moisture (Fig.2.3).

Fig. 2.3. Spectral reflectance curves for Newtonia silt loam at various moisture contents
(after Bowers and Hanks, 1965)

Another factor affecting optical properties of soils is soil moisture. Increasing soil
moisture leads to parallel curves of soil reflectance spectra (Fig. 2.3). This means that the
soil moisture has an equal effect over all the spectrum and that the ratio between spectral
bands, such as red and near-infrared bands, is independent from the soil moisture. Thus, it
is possible to define the "soil line" concept which is the line representing the relationship
between red and near-infrared soil reflectances (Fig. 2.4).

Red reflectance (red in %)

Fig.2.4. Soil line for a silt-loam soil in Avignon-Montfavet (France) (after Baret,
1986)
The soil line is characteristic of the soil type and it uses to define some vegetation
indices (see below) which are be able to correct plant canopy reflectances from the
effects of optical soil properties. The soil line is calculated by the least-square regression
method and is expressed as follows:
nirsoil= a redsoil
+b
(2.1)
where
red soil = soil reflectance in the red band
nir soil = soil reflectance in the near-infrared band
a, b = parameters of the soil line estimated by the least square regression method

Other visible bands, such as the green or the blue ones, can be used instead of the
red ones. A third factor influencing soil optical properties is the content of organic matter
which has a lower effect in the bands beyond 1.8 m. A high organic matter content can
induce spectral interference for band characteristics of some minerals like Mn and Fe.
This factor has an indirect spectral influence through its effect on soil structure and on
water retention capacity. Another factor which can affect the optical properties of soil is
the soil roughness related to its texture. Experimental results showed that the soil
reflectance is increased with decreasing particle size for a given type of soils. Indeed,
coarse soil particles give rough surface where the light is trapped. This change in the
distribution of light and shadow areas with surface roughness induce variations of soil
reflectances. We have to note that this factor is more important in the thermal infrared
and microwave spectral domains.
Optical properties of leaves are the same whatever the species. A green healthy
leaf has typical spectral features which differ in function of the three main optical spectral
domains (Fig.2.5).
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Fig.2.5. Typical spectral response characteristics of green vegetation (after Hoffer, 1978)

In the visible bands (400-700 nm), light absorption by leaf pigments dominates
the reflectance spectrum of the leaf and leads to generally lower reflectances (15%
maximum). There are two main absorption bands, in blue (450 nm) and in red (670nm),
due to the absorption of the two main leaf pigments: the chlorophy1.l a and b which
account for 65% of the total leaf pigments of superior plants. These strong absorption
bands induce a reflectance peak in the yellow-green (550 nm) band. For this reason,
chlorophyll is called the green pigment. It should be noted that other leaf pigments also
have an important effect of the visible spectrum. For example, the yellow to orange-red
pigment, the carotene, has a strong absorption in the 350-500 nm range and is responsible
for the color of some flowers and fruits as well as of leaves without chlorophyll. The red
and blue pigment, the xantophyll, has a strong absorption in the 350-500 nm range and is
responsible for the leaf color in fall. In the near-infrared spectral domain (700-1300nm),
leaf structure explains the optical properties. Leaf pigments and cellulose are transparent
to near-infrared wavelengths and therefore leaf absorptance is very small (10%
maximum). However, the leaf reflectance and transmittance are not transparent to nearinfrared wavelengths and the leaf absorptance can reach 50%. In this region, there is
typically a reflectance plateau in the leaf spectrum. The level of this plateau is dependent
on the internal leaf structure as well as on the space amount in the mesophyll that
determines interfaces with different refraction indices (air or water - cells). Leaf
reflectance increases for more heterogeneous cell shapes and contents as well as with
increasing number of cell layers, number of inter-cell spaces and cell size. This
reflectance is therefore depending on the relative thickness of the mesophyll. The nearinfrared spectral region has two main spectral regions, one between 700 and 1100nm,
where the reflectance is high, except in two minor water-related absorption bands (960
and 1100nm) and the other is between 1100 and 1300 nm, which corresponds to the
transition between the high near-infrared reflectances and the water-related absorption
bands of the short-wave infrared. The last optical domain is the short-wave infrared (1300
-2500nm) characterized by the light absorption by the leaf water. As water strongly
absorbs radiation in 1450, 1950 and 2500nm, these wavelengths can not be used for
reflectance measurements. In the other short-wave infrared wavelengths, reflectances

increase when leaf liquid water content decreases. For all the three main spectral
domains, factors affecting leaf optical properties are: internal or external structure, age,
water status, mineral stresses and, healthiness. All the effects of these factors are detailed
in Guyot (1989).
In order to minimize the effect, on the canopy radiometric response, of factors
like optical properties of the soil background, illumination and view geometries as well as
meteorological factors (wind, cloud), single-band reflectances are combined into a
vegetation index. An ideal vegetation index must be sensitive to the plant canopy (the
green part) and not to the soil. Also, it must be less affected by the atmospheric effects,
although the reflectance values used to compute vegetation indices must ideally be
radiometrically and atmospherically corrected. There are atleast fifty different vegetation
indices. The most common used vegetation indices are ratios of single-band or linearcombined reflectances. Ratioing allows removal of the disturbances affecting, in the same
way, reflectances in each band. Ratio-based vegetation indices can be computed from
radiance values instead of reflectance values, if radiances are measured in the same
irradiance conditions. Most of the ratio-based vegetation indices use, as spectral bands,
the red one, which is related to the chlorophyll light absorption (Fig.2.5) and the nearinfrared one, which is related to the green vegetation density, because these bands contain
more than 90% of the information on a plant canopy. Also, in the red and near-infrared
bands, the contrast between vegetation and soil is maximum. The first ratio-based
vegetation index was the Reflectance Ratio or Ratio Vegetation Index (RVI) which is
computed as follows (Pearson and Miller, 1972):
nir
RVI = red (2.2)

where
nir = reflectance in the near-infrared band
red = reflectance in the red band
Rouse et al. (1974) improved this index and defined the Normalized Difference
Vegetation Index (NDVI) which is computed as follows:
nir - red
NDVI=n r + red (2.3)

where
nir = reflectance in the near-infrared band
red = reflectance in the red band

NDVI has the following value ranges:
Vegetation: 0 < NDVI 11
Soil: 0 1 NDVI 11
Water: -11 NDVI1 1
Pinty and Verstraete (1992) showed that a better minimizing of the relative
influence of atmospheric effects is achieved by non-linearly combining single-band
reflectances into the vegetation index. They proposed the Global Environment Vegetation
Index, GEMI, calculated as follows:

with
nir = reflectance in the near-infrared band
red = reflectance in the red band
Because RVI and NDVI do not minimize well the soil optical effect on the
canopy reflectances, vegetation indices based on the soil line concept are also used.
Richardson and Wiegand (1977) proposed the Perpendicular Vegetation Index (PVI)
which is defined as the orthogonal (perpendicular) distance between a point representing
the plant canopy (redveg., nirveg.) and the soil line (Fig. 2.6).
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Fig.2.6. Geometrical relationships between RVI, NDVI, PVI and TSAVI (after Baret et
al., 1989)

The intersection point between the soil line and the perpendicular is (red soil, nir
soil) shown in Fig.2.6. In this figure, RVI is the slope of the line joining the origin (0,O)
to the vegetation point (red veg. , nir veg.). It is therefore equal to tan (a)and lVDVI is
equal to tan ( a - 45). PVI is computed by:
PYI = \l(redsoi,-red,)'+(nirSoil

-n
),ri

2

(2.5)

where
red veg.= vegetation reflectance in the red band
nir veg. = vegetation reflectance in the near-infrared band
red soil = soil reflectance in the red band
nir soil = soil reflectance in the near-infrared band

= a * red soil + b (a, b = parameters of the soil line)
PVI has the following value ranges:
Bare soil: PVI = 0 (whatever the soil surface status)
Water: PVI c 0
Vegetation: PVI > 0
Since nir soil = a red soil + b, PVI is also equal to:

PVI =

nirwg.- a redwg,-b

4

7

(2.6)

In this formula, PVI is explicitly a function of the soil line parameters (a and b)
that are less variables from one soil to another than soil reflectance measurements.
PVI has been improved by Baret et al. (1989) and Baret and Guyot (1991) into the
Transformed Soil Adjusted Vegetation Index (TSAVI) which is calculated as follows:
TSAVI =

red.,

a(nireg, - a redwg,- b)
+ a nri,.ab + X (1 -a*)

(2.7)

where
red veg. = vegetation reflectance in the red band;
nir veg. = vegetation reflectance in the near-infrared band; a and b are the soil line
parameters;

X = 0.08 (to minimize soil effects)
TSAVI has the following value ranges:
Bare soil: TSAVI = 0 (whatever the soil surface status)
Higher LAI: TSAVI close to 0.7
For a=l and b=O, TSAVI = NDVI. In Fig. 2.6, TSAVI is defined as tan(B), where

B = angle between the soil line and the line joining the point (red veg., nir veg.) to the
point S of the soil line which has X as abscissa.
All these commonly used vegetation indices have advantages and limits related to
experimental conditions for which they have been defined. The correlations between
themselves are low, as shown by Baret and Guyot (1991) through theoretical simulations.
Furthermore, defining the best vegetation index to be used depends on the kind of sensors
which are considered, because of the difference in band types (wavelengths, widths,
atmospheric effects) for each sensor. It means that NDVI , say, defined from data
acquired with the NOAA-AVHRR sensor is different than NDVI defined using data
acquired with the LANDSAT-TM sensor, because of the difference between both sensors
for the red and near-infrared bands.

2.4 Pipelining
Pipelining is an implementation technique whereby multiple instructions are
overlapped in execution.

A pipeline is like an assembly line. In an automobile assembly line, there are
numerous steps, each contributing something to the construction of the car. Each step
operates in parallel with the other steps, though on

a different car. In a computer

pipeline, each step in the pipeline completes a part of an instruction. Like the assembly
line, different steps are completing different parts of different instructions in parallel.
Each of these steps is called a 'pipe stage' or a 'pipe segment'. The stages are connected
one to the next to form a pipe. i.e. instructions enter at one end, progress through the
stages, and exit at the other end, just as cars would in an assembly line.
In an automobile assembly line, 'throughput' is defined as the number of cars per
hour and is determined by how often a completed car exits the assembly line. Likewise,
the throughput of an instruction pipeline is determined by how often an instruction exits
the pipeline. Because the pipe stages are connected together, all the stages must be ready
to proceed at the same time, just as we would require in an assembly line. The time
required between moving an instruction one step down the pipeline is a machine cycle.
Because all stages proceed at the same time, the length of a machine cycle is determined
by the time required for the slowest pipe stage, just as in an auto assembly line, the
longest step would determine the time between advancing the line. In a computer, this
machine cycle is usually one clock cycle (sometimes it is two, rarely more), although the
clock may have multiple phases.
The goal of the pipeline designer is to balance the length of each pipeline as the
assembly line tries to balance the time for each step in the process. If the stages are
perfectly balanced, then the time per instruction on the pipelined machine-assuming ideal
conditions-is equal to
Time per instruction on unpipelined machine / Number of pipe stages.. ... .(2.8)

Under these conditions, the speedup from pipelining equals the number of pipe
stages just as an assembly line with 'n' stages can ideally produce cars 'n' times as fast.

Usually, however, the stages will not be perfectly balanced; furthermore, pipelining does
involve some overhead. Thus, the time per instruction on the pipelined machine will not
have its minimum possible value but it can be close.
Pipelining yields a reduction in the average execution time per instruction.
Depending on what you consider as the base line, the reduction can be viewed as
decreasing the number of clock cycles per instruction (CPI), as decreasing the clock cycle
time, or as a combination. If the starting point is a machine cycle that takes one (long)
cycle per instruction, then pipelining decreases the clock cycle time.
Pipelining is an implementation technique that exploits parallelism among
instructions in a sequential instruction stream.

2.4.1 Basic Performance Issues in Pipelining
Pipelining increases the CPU instruction throughput - the number of instructions
completed per unit of time - but it does not reduce the execution time of an individual
instruction. In fact, it usually slightly increases the execution time of each instruction due
to overhead in the control of the pipeline. The increase in instruction throughput implies
that a program runs faster and has lower total execution time, even though no single
instruction runs faster!
The fact that the execution time of each instruction does not decrease puts limits
on the practical depth of a pipeline. In addition to the limitations arising from pipeline
latency, limits arise from imbalance among the pipe stages and from pipelining overhead.
Imbalance among the pipe stages reduces performance since the clock can run faster than
the time needed for the slowest pipeline stage. Let us see how much speedup in the
instruction execution gain rate will we gain from the pipeline.
Average instruction execution time with the unpipelined program is
Average instruction execution time = Clock cycle x Average CPI

= 1017s. x ((40% + 20%) x 4 + 40% x 5)
= 1oqs. x 4.4
= 4417s.

In the pipelined implementation, the clock must run at the speed of the lowest
stage plus overhead , which will be 10

+ 1 or

l l q s ; this is the average instruction

execution time. Thus, the speedup from pipelining is
Speedup from pipelining = Average instruction time unpipelined /
Average instruction time pipelined

= 4477s. / 1 lqs.
=4
The Iqs. overhead essentially establishes a limit on the effectiveness of
pipelining. If the overhead is unaffected by changes in the clock cycle, Amdahl's Law
tells us that the overhead limits the speedup.

2.4.2 Quantitative Principles of Computer Software Design
The most common and pervasive case principle of computer software design is to
make the common case fast: in making a design trade-off, favor the frequent case over
the infrequent case. This principle also applies when determining how to spend resources,
since the impact on malung some occurrence faster is higher if the occurrence is frequent.
Improving the frequent event rather than the rare event, will obviously improve
performance, too. In addition, the frequent case is often simpler and can be done faster
than the infrequent case. For example, when adding two numbers in the CPU, we can
expect overflow to be a rare circumstance and can therefore improve performance by
optimizing the more common case of no overflow. This may slow down the case when
overflow occurs, but if that is rare, then overall performance will be improved by
optimizing for the normal case.

2.4.3 Amdahl's Law
The performance gain that can be obtained by improving some portion of a
computer can be calculated using Amdahl's Law. Amdahl's Law states that the
performance improvement to be gained from using some faster mode of execution is
limited by the fraction of the time the faster mode can be used.

Amdahl's Law defines the 'speedup' that can be gained by using a particular
feature. Suppose we can make an enhancement to a program that will improve
performance when it is used. Speedup is the ratio
Speedup = Performance for entire task using the enhancement when possible
Performance for entire task without using enhancement
Alternative1y,
Speedup = Execution time for entire task without using enhancement
Execution time for entire task using the enhancement when possible
Speedup tells us how much faster a task will run using the program with the
enhancement as opposed to the original program.
Amdahl's Law gives us a quick way to find the speedup from some enhancement,
which depends on two factors.
1. The fraction of the computation time in the original machine that can be converted to
take advantage of the enhancement - for example, if 10 seconds of the execution time
of a program that takes 60 seconds in total can use an enhancement, the fraction is
10160. This value, which we will call Fractionenhanced,
is always less than or equal to
one.

2. The improvement gained by the enhanced execution mode; that is, how much faster
the task would run if the enhanced mode were used for the entire program - This
value is the time of the original mode over the time of the enhanced mode: If the
enhanced mode takes 3 seconds for some portion of the program that can completely
use the mode, while the original mode took 5 seconds for the same portion, the
improvement is 5 / 3. Let us call this value, which is always greater than 1 as
Speedupenhanced.
The execution time using the original machine with the enhanced mode will
be the time spent using the unenhanced portion of the machine plus the time spent
using the enhancement:

FYactionenhonced

Execution timene,= Execution timeoldx ((I -Fractionenhanced)+
)
Speed~penhonren
The overall speedup is the ratio of the execution times :

Amdahl's Law expresses the law of diminishing returns. The incremental improvement in
speedup gained by an additional improvement in the performance of just a portion of the
computation diminishes as improvements are added. An important corollary of Amdahl's
Law is that if an enhancement is only usable for a fraction of a task, we can't speed up
the task by more than the reciprocal of 1 minus that fraction.

2.4.4 Instruction level parallelism
Pipelining can overlap the execution of instructions when they are independent of
one another. This potential overlap of instructions is called 'instruction level parallelism'
(ILP) since the instructions can be evaluated in parallel.
To keep a pipeline full, parallelism among instructions must be exploited by
finding sequences of unrelated instructions that can be overlapped in the pipeline. The
amount of parallelism available within a basic block ( a straight line code sequence with
no branches in except to the entry and no branches out except at the exit ) is quite small.
The simplest and most common way to increase the amount of parallelism available
among instructions is to exploit parallelism among iterations of a loop. This type of
parallelism is often called 'loop-level parallelism'. The following code is an example of a
loop that is completely parallel.
for (j=l; j<=100; j++)
xu1 = xu1 + ytil
Every iteration of the loop can overlap with any other iteration, although within each loop
iteration there is little opportunity for overlap.

2.4.5 Loop level parallelism
The analysis of loop-level parallelism focuses on determining whether data accesses in
later iterations are data dependent on data values produced in earlier iterations. The
following loop is parallel.
for( k=l;k <= 1000; k++)
x[k] = x[k] + s
There is a dependence in the loop body between the two sets of x[I], but this dependence
is within a single iteration. There is no dependence between instructions in different
iterations. Thus the loop is said to be parallel.
Consider the following example:
for ( 1=1; 1 <=loo; I++)

I
A[I] = B[I] + C[I:];

D[I] = A[I] * E[I];

1
Because the dependence involving A is not loop-carried, we can unroll the loop
and find parallelism; we just cannot change the two references to A. In many parallel
loops, the amount of parallelism is limited only by the number of unrolls, which is
limited only by .the number of loop iterations. The absence of a loop-carried dependence
plainly tells us that we have a large amount of parallelism available.

Program implementation
In order to gather more input data, 4 images are grabbed simultaneously at
different wavelengths. These wavelengths have been selected in such a way so as to aid
the processing optimally. Refer Fig.2.7 (a). Reducing amount of data to be processed
helps decrease time in processing. Increasing sensitivity improves weed-crop
classification accuracy. The information collected at different wavelengths is preprocessed so as to separate plants from the soil. Refer Figs 2.7 (b) and (c).

Fig.2.7. Crop-background classification. (a) Raw data (b) Intermediate image (c) Final
image

1. The image is divided into 5 rows and 6 columns.
2. The image system searches for weeds in the third column from the right
3. Weeds are marked with a square box

4. In these images, which use artificial plants to simulate field conditions , the corn drill
is in the middle row. The software doesn't call for spraying except where weeds are
detected

5. Each grid block is 6"x 6 .
6. A spray nozzle is focussed on each row in the image, and the computer turns on the
spray tip when it is over a block where a weed is detected. Thus there are 5 nozzle
tips for each 30" corn row.

7. The new technology is much faster than shape-based pattern recognition, and is more
accurate than previous methods, including photo-detector devices

8. The speed at which the sprayers will spray pesticides on crops is 11 mph . This speed
has been attained by using computer architecture techniques like pipelining.

9. The figures below indicate the status of the 5 different sprayers as the system moves
over the plants from left to right.

Fig.2.8. Figure showing the ON / OFF condition of the five nozzles
(a) Image with grid on it. Nozzle 1 ON. (b) Only sprayer nozzle 1 ON.
(c) Only sprayer nozzle 3 ON (d) Sprayer nozzles 1 and 5 ON

a
START

Yes
No

No

I

Fig.2.9. Flowchart which portrays the way the algorithms decide whether to spray or not
spray.

2.5 System Implementation
The system consists of the following equipment
Digital camera
Frame grabber
Computer
Tractor

2.5.1 Digital Camera
General Principles of Operation:
The MultiSpec Agro-Imager is a common aperture imaging spectrometer system
that separates four spectral images spatially on a single image plane. All spectral
information is acquired simultaneously and no moving parts are used in image
acquisition. Any object of interest can be separated into its component colors represented
by the filters placed in the system. An objective lens forms an intermediate image of
some object of interest. Proprietary optics separate the optical energy into four paths
through the system. A separate filter is then placed in each of the paths eliminating all the
optical energy that is not in the transmission band of the filter. The energy that is allowed
to pass through each of the filters is then imaged onto a single detector. After the detector
data is acquired it can be read out and processed in a computer or by special dedicated
software.

Optical Adjustments
Changing the focal length of the objective lens will change the field-of-view of
the system. Nearly any C-mount type lens can be used as the objective lens of the system.
Detectors can be mounted with either a C-mount of F-mount type attachment. The filters
are placed in a filter side that is inserted into the top of the system. The filters are retained
in the filter side with a circular collar that is attached with two Allen head countersunk
screws. Removing the circular collar allows the filters to be inserted and removed. The
positions for each spectral image can be moved to provide a higher degree of pixel-to-

pixel registration if alignment is altered. Each image has a pair of adjustment screws that
move the image in the X and Y directions. Adjustment is done with an Allen wrench.

Detector specifications and electrical requirements
The system will be shipped with a power supply that can be used to convert wall
socket 120Vl60 Hz to the 5 Volt D.C. (0.3 Amps.) that the electronics require.

The MultiSpec Agro-Imager Software
The Melange software is a prototype program that allows the user to perform
simple operations on acquired multi-spectral image data. The software supports IBM
DOS and windows formatted files and runs under Windows 95 and Windows NT. The
software will allow the user to import an image that has been acquired from a MultiSpec
Imager and accomplish automatic alignment , achieve some simple image mathematics
and save as an image cube or as multiple spectral files.

CCD Black and White Video camera module
This is a monochrome video camera module using a CCD (Charge Coupled Device) solid
state image sensor.
The CCD provides a high resolution image with 768x494 pixels (XC-75) or
752x582 pixels ( XC-75CE). The operating mode can easily be selected. The gain , for
example, can

be set to the 'fixed gain mode' or the ,'manual gain mode' . The

compensation can be switched on or off by internal jumpers.
The camera module can be externally synchronized with three types of signals Horizontal drive, Vertical drive and Video signals. The capture frequency range is f 1%
of the horizontal scan frequency. In the case of the first two signals, the camera module
automatically determines whether to operate in interlace or non-interlace mode for
external synchronization. The unit switches automatically switches between HD 1 VD and
VS synchronization.
The timing for reading out the contents of the register can be adjusted by the reset
pulse signal. Field index (FLD) signals are output constantly from the 6-pin connector.

An internal switch change allows the HD and VD signals to be output from the 12-pin
connectors.
Shutter speed can be selected from a wide range (11125 to 111000 sec.) or in
flicker-less (FL) mode. The other features of the camera are long life, high reliability,
fine image, minimum distortion, high resistance to vibration and impact, quick start-up,
stability against even strong magnetic fields, low power compensation (1.6 W)

Typical CCD Phenomena
The following effects on the monitor screen are characteristic of CCD cameras.
They do not indicate any fault with the camera module
1. Smear : This occurs when one shoots a very bright object such as electric lighting,
the sun, or a strong reflection. This phenomenon is caused by an electric charge
induced by infra-red radiation deep in the photo-sensor. It appears as a vertical smear
because the CCD imaging element uses the inter-line transfer system.
2. Vertical Aliasing : When one shoots vertical stripes or lines, they may appear jagged

3. Blemishes : A CCD image sensor consists of an array of individual sensor elements
(pixels). A malfunctioning sensor element will cause a single blemish in the picture.
In practice, this is not a problem.

4. White Speckle : When one shoots a dark object at high temperature, small white dots
may appear all over the image

Settings
1. Gain : Automatic gain control, fixed gain , manual gain control
2. Compensation: Compensated, not compensated

3. 75-Ohm Termination : Terminated, not terminated
4. HDIVD Signals: External signal output, internal signal output

5. Electronic Shutter: Flicker-less
6. RestartiReset: Frame sync, not frame sync
7. Charge Accumulation: Frame accumulation, field accumulation

Notes on Operation
The camera operates on 12V DC. Use a stable power source free from ripple or noise.
The camera should not be wrapped in cloth or any other material.

Locations for operation and storage
One should try to avoid operation or storage in extremely hot or cold locations. The
recommended temperature range is 32 - 104 " F. The camera should not be kept in humid
or dusty locations and locations exposed to rain. It should also not be kept in locations
subject to strong vibration and near generators or strong electromagnetic: radiation such as
TV or radio transmitters.

2.5.2 Frame - Grabbers
The Matrox Genesis Imaging Boards
The Genesis Main Board
The Matrox Genesis main board is a single-slot, PC1 board with on-board
processing, optional grab module, and optional display section . The optional grab
module provides real-time acquisition (analog and digital). The optional display section
provides high-resolution display for monochrome and color applications, and includes
non-destructive overlay graphics. Processing power is scalable by connecting one or
more Matrox Genesis boards or processor boards.

Host Interface
The Matrox Genesis main board can be a PC1 bus master, and can exchange data
with the Host at up to the PC1 bandwidth of 132Mbytes/sec. The actual data transfer rate
that can be sustained in practice is host-independent, but 80Mbyteslsec is attainable on a
typical system.

Processing
Processing is performed by the Texas Instruments TMS320C80 (also known as
the 'C80) running at 50 MHz. This single chip, the digital signal multiprocessor, contains
five powerful, fully programmable processors: a RISC master processor (MP) and four

parallel processors. The 'C80 is much more flexible than most custom processing ASICs.
An optional Matrox-designed ASIC (the neighborhood Operations Accelerator or NOA)
can further accelerate neighborhood operations such as convolutions and morphology.
There is up to 64 Mbytes of on-board processing memory. Genesis addresses this
memory as a single bank of linear memory. This means that there is no inherent hardware
restrictions on items like image dimensions and pixel depth. Applications requiring more
memory can use Host system RAM and transfer data tolfrom the board over the PC1 bus
at very high speed when needed.

Display Section
The optional display section has an 8-bit overlay frame buffer and either a 8-bit
monochrome or a 24-bit true color main (underlay) frame buffer (depending on whether
you have the monochrome or color version of the display section). The overlay and main
frame buffers can be displayed at a maximum resolution of 1600 x 1200. The main frame
buffer will use the same resolution of the overlay. Display memory is physically distinct
from processing memory, and transfers between processing and display memory are
performed in hardware by a custom chip: the Video Interface ASIC (VIA). To maintain a
live display of processed images, transfers can occur parallel with processing.

Grab Module
Jinages can be grabbed directly into processing memory, display memory, Host
memory, or any other memory mapped onto the PC1 bus (you can also grab to two or
more of these destinations at the same time). Grabbing is totally independent of
processing operations, so an image can be acquired while a different one is being
processed. This makes real-time operations much more flexible and easier to realize.

Processor Boards
Genesis processor boards can be added to increase system performance. A typical
processor board (which requires one extra PC1 slot) has two 'C80s, each with additional
memory, VIA, and optional NOA. A processor board can also have only one 'C80, along
with additional memory, VIA, and optional NOA.

Routing Data
Matrox Genesis can send image data along various paths. The grab module
broadcasts input data to all the video interface ASICs (VIAs) in the system, and each VIA
can write to its local memory (SDRAM) or display memory (WRAM). Using the VM
Channel , Genesis can transfer data from any Genesis memory bank in a system to any
other Genesis memory bank in the system. This is most commonly used to send images
from processing memory to the display. The VM Channel can also transfer data from a
Genesis memory bank to an external (non-Matrox) VM device. Using the PC1 bus,
Genesis can copy data between any two Genesis memory banks in a system , between a
Genesis memory bank and the Host, and between a Genesis memory bank and any other
memory mapped onto the PC1 bus. The PC1 bus is the only route that can be used to send
data totfrom the Host. It is also used for general communication between multiple 'C80s,
and as the secondary route to transfer processing data between processing nodes.

Software Concepts
One does not need to have extensive knowledge of the Genesis hardware to write
simple applications. However, if one is going to write software for real-time application,
it is very much necessary to know the architecture of the system.

2.5.3 Computer
Intel Pentium I1 300 MHz with MMX Technology Twin Processor
RAM

: 128 ME3

Hard Drive : 3 GB

2.5.4 Tractor
The entire system is housed in a metallic cabinet and which is fitted on the tractor.
The cabinet is so fitted such that the field images are grabbed by the camera as the tractor
moves in the field.

2.6 Software Used
1. C language on a Visual C++ 5.0 compiler
2. Matrox Imaging Library

2.6.1. The MIL package
The Matrox Imaging Library (MIL) package is a hardware-independent
modular imaging library. It has an extensive set of commands for image processing and
specialized operations such as blob analysis, measurement, pattern recognition, and
optical character recognition. It also supports a basic graphics set. In general, MIL can
manipulate either grayscale or color images. However, statistical, blob analysis,
measurement, pattern matching, and optical character recognition operations are done on
grayscale images only.
The package has been designed for fast application development and ease of use.
It has a completely transparent management system and entails virtual, rather than
physical, data object manipulation, allowing for platform-independent applications. This
means that a MIL application can run on any VESA-compatible VGA board or Matrox
imaging board under different environments (that is, DOS extenders, and Windows 95,
Windows NT). MIL uses the notion of systems to identify boards, and more than one
board can be controlled by a single application program. MIL is capable of running solely
with the Host CPU, but can take advantage of specialized accelerated hlatrox hardware if
it is available and is more efficient. This is the 32-bit version of MIL.

Image acquisition : Images can be loaded from disk or acquired from the wide range of
supported input devices and can be stored in the platform's storage area.

Image processing capabilities: One can smooth, accentuate, qualify, or modify
specifically selected features of an image using MIL'S processing capabilities. These
capabilities include point-to-point, statistical, spatial filtering, and morphological
operations.

Graphics capabilities: One can annotate or alter images using the basic graphics tools
provided by MIL. MIL has commands to write text, in addition to the basic graphics
commands to draw rectangles, arcs, lines, and dots.

Blob analysis capabilities: The MIL blob analysis capabilities allows one to identify and
measure connected regions commonly known as blobs or objects) within an image. The
blob analysis module can measure a wide assortment of blob features, such as the blob
area, perimeter, Feret diameter at a given angle, the minimum bounding box, and
compactness. It can also be used to perform some image processing operations such as
reconstructing or eliminating blobs.

Measurement capabilities: The MIL measurement capabilities allow one to measure
dimensions, positions, and characteristics of objects. Objects such as points, edges, and
stripes can be used as markers. Point markers are user-specified. Edge and stripe markers
are determined by user-specified characteristics and then located in the image.
Measurements (such as distance, angle, and line equation) can then be taken between
markers. For stripe and edge markers, measurements of the marker itself (such as width,
contrast, and polarity) can also be taken.

Pattern recognition capabilities: The MIL pattern recognition capabilities can help
solve machine vision problems such as alignment, measurement, and inspection of
objects. These capabilities include finding the coordinates of a model in a target image
and the number of occurrences of a model in a target image.
For example, you can align an object by finding the model of the object in a target image
and determining its displacement from the expected position.

Optical character recognition capabilities: The MIL OCR (optical character
recognition) capabilities allow one to read and analyze character strings in an image.

Creating your own NIIL functions: If the available MJL operations do not provide
one's application's required functionality or do not make use of some board-specific
feature, one can directly access one's target system driver functions through native mode

andlor create one's own pseudo-MIL functions. Note, although entering native mode can
be useful, one should be aware that the resulting application will not be portable to other
Matrox platforms supported by the MIL package.

MIL objects: MIL handles physical objects (systems, digitizers, displays, and data
buffers) as virtual objects. These virtual objects must be allocated before one can
manipulate them and must be released when they are no longer required. For simple
applications, one seldom needs to allocate these objects individually, since those set up
by default (MappAllocDefault()) generally meet one's application needs.

Image pixel depth
The MIL package can grab 8, 16-bit or color images; process 1, 8, 16, or 32-bit images;
display 1,8 or 16-bit grayscale or color images and also process color images depending
on the operation. Each band of a color image is processed individually, one at a time.
Statistical, blob analysis, pattern matching, and optical character recognition operations
do not support color processing.

The library:
MIL is available as a C library under many common operating systems or as a
DLL under Windows NT/95.

MIL and the Intel MMXTMTechnology
MIL'S processing operations have been optimized, in assembly language, to take
advantage of Intel MMXTMacceleration. On a Pentiumo or Pentium II processor with
Intel MMXTMTechnology, MIL operations can execute, typically, 400% faster than on a
regular Pentium or Pentium Pro. However, some operations benefit even more (for
example, a convolution operation can be up to 12 times faster).
Intel MMXTMTechnology, an extension to the Intel architecture, is designed
specifically to accelerate multimedia (and multimedia-like) applications. It addresses the

key characteristics of applications that must handle large amounts of image, video, and
graphics data.
Intel MMXTMTechnology is built to handle computation-intensive algorithms
that perform repetitive operations on small data types (such as 8-bit pixels). The
technology covers several areas, such as basic arithmetic operations, logical operations,
shift operations, comparison operations, and data transfer instructions. 'These instructions
use an SIMD (single instruction, multiple data) model that allows the processor to
perform a single calculation simultaneously on 2, 4, or 8 data elements by packing
multiple operands (8-bit, 16-bit or 32-bit values) into a single 64-bit register and
performing processing functions on them in parallel. Also, increased cache pennits
additional instruction and data storage and reduces processor access time to off-chip
memory.

The Matrox Genesis Native Library
The Native library for Matrox Genesis is a board-specific library that consists of
an extensive set of functions for image processing and specialized operations such as the
scheduling and synchronization of parallel operations. It provides explicit control over
grabbing, processing, transferring to the Host, and displaying. The library was designed
for the efficient use of the Matrox Genesis board, as well as for fast application
development. The Matrox Genesis C-callable library (C-binding) that runs on the Host
platform is simply a set of small stub functions, one for each function supported by the
board. Each function prepares a "message" that consists of an operation code (opcode)
and various optional parameters. Messages are sent to the board to perform a specific
operation.

Using MIL versus the Genesis native library
In general, it is recommended that the hardware-independent MIL is used rather
than the Genesis Native Library to develop applications. Circumstances when one will
have to use the Genesis Native Library are as follows:

When MIL does not have the required functionality. For example, MIL does not use
some of the more specialized features of the grab module and display section. When MIL
requires using more calls than the Genesis Native Library to perform the required
operation. Some Genesis functions perform several operations with only one call . Using
these functions can increase the speed of your application. When you want to run a
particularly complicated, real-time application that requires several operations run in
parallel. When you want to port your application to the Matrox Genesis local
TMS320C80 (MVP) processor. When you want to develop your application under an
environment not supported by MIL i.e. another operating system or compiler.

Using both libraries
MIL allows one to mix native (board-specific) code with its own code. Therefore,
if only a portion of your application meets one (or more) of the above mentioned first
three criteria, one can generally use MIL to develop the bulk of the application, then
integrate Genesis Native Library function calls where necessary. The main benefit of
proceeding in this manner is that it makes the application as portable as possible.

2.6.2 Matrox Intellicam
Matrox Intellicam 2.0 is a high-level, 32 bit Windows-based program that
provides fast camera interfacing and interactive access to all the grab features interfacing
and interactive access to all the grab features and functionality of your Matrox digitizer.
It allows you to:
Interface with various camera types, interactively experiment with your. digitizer, use and
experiment with the various Matrox Imaging Library (MIL) function, using the MIL
Interpreter.
When a digitizer that supports nonstandard acquisition is used, the Intellicam can
be used to create and /or modify digitizer configuration format (DCF) files. These files
can then be used to interface to any camera that is supported by your Matrox digitizer.
Intellicam also includes grab and control features.

2.6.3 Matrox Inspector
Inspector provides a comprehensive set of image processing operations. There are
two main types of processing operations:
1. Those which enhance or transform an image.
2. Those which analyze an image (that is, generate a numeric or graphic report
which relates specific image information).

Enhancement and transformation operations
Inspector's image enhancement and transformation operations allows one to
improve the quality of your image and / or transform your image. These include point-topoint operations that include operations like brightness and contrast adjustment, constant
thresholding, arithmetic, and image mapping operations. Spatial filtering operations, also
known as convolution, also exist that include operations which can enhance and smooth
images, accentuate image edges, and remove 'noise' from an image. There are also
morphological operations that include erosion, dilation, opening, and closing of images.
Geometric operations include scaling, rotating, translating, and flipping of images.

Analysis operations
Inspector's image analysis operations summarize a frame of pixels into a set of
values which relate specific image information. These include basic statistical operations
that extract statistical information from a specified region of an image, such as its
distribution of pixel values or its profile. Pattern matching operations help to determine
how similar certain areas of the image are to a pattern. Blob analysis operations help to
identify and measure connected regions of pixels within an image. These connected
regions are commonly known as blobs. Measurement operations include quick on-thespot distance and angle measurements, as well as measurements using selected spatial
positions or markers.

2.7 SPAD Chlorophyll meter (Minolta 502)
Chlorophyll is a green pigment present in plants that captures the sunlight that is
used in photosynthesis. Nitrogen is a key element found in chlorophyll molecules. A
lightweight, portable instrument was developed by the Soil-Plant Analyses Development
(SPAD) unit of Minolta Camera Company to estimate chlorophyll levels in plants. The
meter approximates the amount of chlorophyll present by measuring the amount of light
that is transmitted through a leaf. In essence, it determines "how green is this plant".
Chlorophyll meters can provide instantaneous, on-site information in a
nondestructive manner. Fields can be monitored easily throughout the year. The
chlorophyll meter is user friendly and can compute the average value of' several samples.
The following two graphs were taken from [28].
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Fig.2.10 Relationship between yield increase and Minolta SPAD 502 chlorophyll
readings at %-inch internode elongation for Cypress (Missouri Rice Farm 1997-98).
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Fig.2.11 Relationship between yield increase and Minolta SPAD 502 chlorophyll
readings at %-inch internode elongation for Kaybonnet (Missouri Rice :Farm 1997-98.)

3. PROCEDURES

Multi-spectral reflectance images are used in conjunction with a neural network
classifier for the purpose of detecting one plant from another. The multi-spectral
reflectance information was used to develop algorithms that could segment the plants
from the background as well as classify them into class 1 and class 2. In order to segment
the plants from the background, the multi-spectral reflectance of plants and the
background was studied and a relationship was derived. It was found that if the ratio of
the image at 803nm by the image taken at 690nm was done, it was possible to segment
the plants from the background. This resulting image was then to be thresholded to a
value of 1.5, where 1.5 is the intensity of the pixels that have a range of' 0 - 255.
The pre-processed image is then fed to a neural network classifier that does the
job of classification. The output of the neural network indicates as to which class the
inputs of the neural network belong to. There are many neural network architectures that
can be used to do the classification such as back-propagation, self organized learning,
competitive learning and many more. However, the best one needs to be selected. The
criteria for selection would be the speed of classification. This is because if this
technology is to be applied to real-world applications, then the classification has to be
fast and accurate. For the criteria just mentioned, the neural network that does the job
best is the "Competitive Neural Network Architecture". As such, this architecture has
been used in devising a program for the classification of Plant 1 and Plant 2. Refer A.1,
A.2, A.3 and A.4.
The results of the classifier were evaluated using a block-based method. The
image was divided into a number of square blocks, each of side 3 pixels. Thus 9 elements
of each block was used as a data stream of length 9. These data streams were used for the
training of the neural network. Different data streams were then used later during the
testing process to see whether the classification is correct or not.

3.1 Image Pre-processing
In all neural network applications, pre-processing the image data is essential. This
helps reduce the amount of data that the network needs to process as well as giving the
network greater sensitivity to small data changes that can be used to differentiate between
classes in the image. Reducing the amount of data to be processed helps decrease the time
needed to classify an image, whereas increasing the sensitivity of the network improves
the classification accuracy. Filtering an image to remove noise, segmenting it into blobs
to provide initial class groups, or thresholding it to remove unnecessary data are all ways
by which these images can be processed. For this work, the goal of pre-processing
algorithms was to segment all the plant pixels from the rest of the image. By doing so, it
was possible to concentrate solely on classifying the plant pixels while ignoring the rest
of the image. It was also desired that the algorithm used could perform the segmentation
of plants from the background without any user intervention.
The first step in developing an algorithm for the segmentation of plants from the
background was accomplished by studying the relative multi-spectral reflectance values
of both plants and the ground across a series of wavelengths. The images that were used
for the classification had four quadrants. Each of these quadrants (corresponded to a
particular wavelength. The algorithm used for pre-processing is
1. AND the 4 images grabbed at 4 different wavelengths.

2. Divide the resultant image by the image grabbed at 690nm corresponding to the red
band of the spectrum to get an image as shown in Fig.3.1 .(b)
3. Threshold the resulting image at a value of 1.5 to get an image as shown in Fig.3.l(c )
4. Do an erode operation of 1 iteration on this image to remove background noise to get
an image as shown in Fig.3.l(d)
5. Perform a dilate operation of 1 iteration on the resultant image to get an image as
shown in Fig.3.l(e).
6. AND this image with the image grabbed at 750nm corresponding to the near infra-red
region of the spectrum to get an image as shown in Fig.3.l(f)

Fig.3.1 Steps in the pre-processing of images
(a) Raw data (b) Image got by the divide operation (c) Thresholded image
(d) Eroded image (e) Dilated image ( 0 Final image

These pre-processing steps have been applied to Plant 1 and Plant 2. Refer A. 1, A.2, A.3
and A.4.

3.2. Neural Network approach
Description of program B.l.l
The program has 2 matrices into which data is to be filled. Vectl matrix is for
Plant 1 data. Vect2 matrix is for plant 2 data. Both these matrices have only 9 columns.
A weight matrix "wts" is initialized to be a matrix of dimension 2x3 and all
values being 100. This value is set so that the initial weight value is somewhere at the
center of the range 0-255. However, 128 is not selected if we wanted the initial weight
vector to be right in the middle of the range. 100 has been selected based on the said
reason and also based on intuition.
Competitive learning has been used in this algorithm. We specify in the
initializing statement that the ranges of the input values will lie in the range of 30 - 255.
And we are using 2 neurons to solve this 2 class problem. The neural network is trained
for 500 epochs.
The trained network is then simulated with the given inputs to see whether
training is taking place in the right direction or not. This tells us of the 2 classes into
which the neural network classifies the input data. The class value is 1 and 2 in this
problem.

Training procedure
1. Collect data associated with Plant 1 and Plant 2
2. Fill up the matrices Vectl and Vect2 in the program titled 'Program for Training'
found at B. 1.1. with these data streams of length 9. Fill Plant 1 data in Vect 1 and
Plant 2 data in Vect2. Also, make the variable 'j' to make 'n' loops
where n = Number of strings of length 9.
3. Run the program.
4. At the end of the program , note down the weight vector which is of order 2x9.
5. This weight vector is to be used for testing which is the next step.

Testing procedure
1. Go to the program titled 'Program for testing' found at B.1.2.
2. Initialize the vector 'wts'with the weights of the weight matrix that was got after
training.
3. Enter data streams of length 9 that are got from the data collections of Plant1 and
Plant2 in P, T and D. P, T and D are the data strings which we are going to use to
know whether the training has been successful to enable the network in proper
classification.
4. Run the program.
5. The results ansl, ans2 and ans3 will tell which class P, T and D belong to.
If P has been picked from Plant 1 data and T and D have been picked from Plant2
data, ansl ,ans2 and ans3 should be such that ans2 and ans3 have a number different
from that of ansl. If this is true, the classification is correct, else wrong.

Developments during training
The weight matrix 'wts' at this instant is
wts = [ 200.9721 191.5128 193.1470 195.3544 195.2125 197.1159 191.1074
192.8307 188.3594;
109.2378 107.7994 111.5794 132.9623 144.4142 132.0676 139.4639
146.8131 144.10721
Now, let us train the network with new inputs.
Here, class 2 corresponds to Plant 1 and class 1 corresponds to Plant 2
Class 2: 140 127 133 126 124 136 133 132 124
Class 1: 155 149 103 175 154 115 170 136 106
If one trains the program now, the weight matrix values of the neural network change.

The new weight matrix is
Columns 1 through 7
200.9721 191.5128 193.1470 195.3544 195.2125 197.1159 191.1074
148.1367 139.1041 116.1817 153.2858 140.8117 124.2998 153.6115

Columns 8 through 9
192.8307 188.3594
134.3210 114.1256

The network is now trained with new inputs.
Class 2:140 127 133 126 124 136 133 132 124
Class 1:155 149 103 175 154 115 170 136 106
After training, new weights are got. The weights have now changed to

Columns 1 through 7
200.9721 191.5128 193.1470 195.3544 195.2125 197.1159 191.1074
147.2000 137.5611 118.5964 149.5247 138.4035 125.9180 150.7636

Columns 8 through 9
192.8307 188.3594
133.9210 115.3593

3.3. Statistical Approach
Program 1 (Refer B.2.1): Images get continuously grabbed and get displayed on the
screen with a grid of 30 blocks on them. The processing takes place on only the fourth
column blocks. Those blocks in this column that have weeds get lit up by a green block
that appears within them. The process goes on continuously on a real-time basis. The
process runs at lmph.

I
Grab image into buffer

Display 5 nozzle

Fig.3.2 Flowchart which portrays the algorithm of program 1

Program 2(Refer B.2.2): In this case, the speed of the process is more because the we use
black and white graphics rather than color graphics. So on the screen, one would see the
image superimposed with a white grid and those blocks that have weeds will get lit up by
a white block rather than a green block. The process runs at 2mph.

II

Grab image into buffer

Display 5 nozzle
outputs with black and
white graphics
I

Fig.3.3. Flowchart which portrays the algorithm of Program 2

Program 3(Refer B.2.3): Here, the speed is higher than in the previous program as we do
not use any graphics. The ON / OFF signals are determined and the values routed to the
output port. The process runs at 5.5mph.

4
Grab image into buffer

I

,

Process Image

I
I
I
Output the nozzle

I

I

+
ON/OFF values to the
output port

Fig.3.4. Flowchart which portrays the algorithm of Program 3

Program 4 (Refer B.2.4): In this case, pipelining techniques have been added to the
previous program. The speed is higher at 1lmph.

r

Grab image into buffer 0

Process image
in buffer 0

into buffer1

Output the 5 nozzle
ONIOFF values to the
output port

fl
Process image
in buffer 1

Grab image
into buffer 0

Output the 5 nozzle
ONIOFF values to the

Fig.3.5. Flowchart which portrays the algorithm of Program 4

Program 5 (Refer B.2.5): In this program, the speed is maximum and the process runs at
40 mph. The program directly routes the ONIOFF signal data to the 5 nozzle inputs via
the output port of the computer system. Pipelining techniques have been adopted in this
program. Here, the whole image is processed rather than a particular column.

Grab image into buffer 0

+
+1
1
I
Grab irrlage
into buff&l

Process image
in buffer 0

I 0 G u t the 30Gzzle I
ONIOFF values to the
Output port

Process image
in buffer 1

into buffer 0

Output the 30 nozzle
ONIOFF values to the
output port

Fig.3.6. Flowchart which portrays the algorithm of Program 5
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3.4. Correlation analysis
Grabbing images real time
1. The program mfileimport8.c (refer B.3.1) is executed to grab images in the field in
real-time. The images are grabbed at 2 mileslhour mainly due to the 1.8miles/hour
constraint set by the GPS system.
2 The GPS position , latitude and longitude, is also stored for every image grabbed in
the file data2.txt.
3

The images get stored in the directory c:/ProgramFiles/Matrox Imaging/mil/images.

4 Whenever we would like to stop grabbing images due to several conditions like
mis-alignment of tractor, tractor having stopped , tractor needs to turn, etc., the
grabbing of images can be temporarily stopped by pressing the PAUSE button. When
image grabbing is to be continued once again, the ENTER button is pressed.
5

This program also needs the following specific header files :
Header files: version.h, res0urce.h

To calculate the statistics of the captured images
1 The program statistics.~(refer B.3.2) is used to process the images.
2

The program calculates the crop percentage and background percentages in the
grabbed image. In addition, it calculates the mean and standard deviation of the crops
and the background.

3

The results are stored in tabular column with the name of the images in the extreme
left hand side of the file data3.txt

4 This program also needs the following specific header files :
Header files: sourcefiles.h, imagedump.h, imagenames.h (refer B.3.3)

Saving the statistics in EXCEL format
1

The file data3.txt that is generated by the execution of the program statistics.~is
imported in EXCEL with space as a de-limiter.

2 The GPS strings which contain the latitude and longitude values are separated out
from the superfluous data. This process is better done separately as the string that is

created by the GPS varies in length and also the latitude and longitllde values position
within the string varies from string to string.
3 The separated out latitude and longitude values are then pasted in the appropriate
column in the EXCEL file that we had created earlier.

Algorithm used to calculate the statistics
1. Quadrant 3 corresponding to the image 1ocaxxx.tif acquired at the 750nm wavelength
is divided by Quadrant 2 which corresponds to the image grabbed at the 690nm
wavelength.
2. The resultant image is then thresholded to a value of 1.5 and then ANDed with
Quadrant 3 (corresponds to the 750nm wavelength).

3 The image that is got gives a clear separation between background and plants. The
image is named destxxx.tif and saved .
4 This image has got a resolution of 320 x 240 pixels . Thus there are 76800 pixels in
all. The pixels which have a value of zero correspond to the background and those
pixels which have a value other than zero correspond to crops.
5 The (x, y) co-ordinates of each of the pixels that correspond to plants in the image
destxxx.tif is stored. Similarly the (x, y) co-ordinates of each of the pixels that
correspond to the background in the said image is stored.
6

Plant Percentage : The number of pixels that correspond to plant matter divided by
the total number of pixels (76800) is calculated. The result is then multiplied by 100
to give the result in percentage.

7

Background Percentage : The number of pixels that correspond to background
divided by the total number of pixels (76800) is calculated. 'The result is then
multiplied by 100 to give the result in percentage.

8

Plant mean : The sum of the pixel values of Quadrant1 which correspond to the (x, y)
co-ordinates corresponding to plants in destxxx.tif is calculated and the result is then
divided by the total number of (x, y) plant co-ordinates. The result is the plant mean
of Quadrant1 . Plant mean of quadrants 2-4 is calculated in the same fashion.

9

Background mean : The sum of the pixel values of Quadrantl which correspond to
the (x,y) co-ordinates corresponding to background in destxxx.tif is calculated and the
result is then divided by the total number of (x, y) background co-ordinates. The
result is the background mean of Quadrantl . Background mean of quadrants 2-4 is
calculated in the same fashion.

10 Plant Standard Deviation : ( XI - Plant
where

XI =

/ (No. of plant (x, y) co-ordinates - 1)

Pixel value of plant pixel (x, y). This is calculated for all quadrants 1-4

11 Background Standard Deviation = ( XI - Background

/ (Separtedbac size - 1)

where xl = Pixel value of background pixel (x, y). This is calculated for all quadrants
1-4
12 Reflection Index (R.I.)
R.I.=Image803nm
/
13 Normalized Reflection Index :
Norm. R.I. = R.I. / Average 240 Ib R.I.
14 NDVI:
NDVI = (Imageao3nm- Image690nm) 1 (hage803nm+ hage69hm)
15 Greenness ratio:
/ Image69hm
Greenness ratio =Image546nm

Correlation graphs
1. Graphs are plotted for the nitrogen treatment levels versus the means in the 4 spectral
regions, namely 546nm, 690nm, 750nm and 803nm , and also versus reflection index,
mormalized reflection index and NDVI.
2. The correlation coefficient is then calculated for each of these 7 graphs. Regression
analysis is also done for each of the graphs. To calculate the correlation coefficient,
the CORREL function in EXCEL is used.
The following is a short description of how the CORREL function works:

The CORREL function returns the correlation coefficient of the array1 and array2 cell
ranges. The correlation coefficient to used to determine the relationship between two

properties. For example, you can examine the relationship between a location's
average temperature and the use of air conditioners.

The Syntax is CORREL(array1,array2)
Array1 is a cell range of values.
Array2 is a second cell range of values.
The arguments must be numbers, or names, arrays, or references that contain
numbers. If an array or reference argument contains text, logical values, or empty
cells, those values are ignored; however, cells with the value zero are included. If
arrayl and array2 have a different number of data points, CORREL returns the #N/A
error value. If either arrayl or array2 is empty, or if s (the standard deviation) of their
values equals zero, CORREL returns the #DIV/O! error value.

The equation for the correlation coefficient is:
px,y = Cov(X,Y)
Px

- PY

where
-1 I p x u I 1
and
n

COV(X,Y) = (lln)

(xi -,Dx)(yi-,D y)
i=l

3. A graph is then plotted of the correlation coefficients of the different image parameters
like 546nm, 690nm, 750nm , 803nm, reflection index, normalized reflection index and
NDVI.

4. Graphs representing the trends that exist within the data for the processed values and

SPAD data are then plotted. Correlation coefficients are calculated for each of the graphs
along with a regression analysis. A correlation coefficient graph is the plotted for the
different image parameters as enumerated in the previous step.

3.5. Verification of procedures
As part of a verification procedure, the efficacy of the software is demonstrated for 12
images loca436.tif, loca350.tif, loca20.tif, localOO.tif, loca420.tif, loca300.tif, loca40.tif,
local45.tif, loca460.tif, loca370.tif, loca50.tif and local40.tif. These images can be found
at A.5. The program used is statistics-proofa1ias.c dest436.tif, dest350.tif, dest20.tif,
destlOO.tif, dest420.tif, dest300.tif, dest40.tif, destl45.tif, dest460.tif, dest370.tif,
dest50.tif and destl40.tif are the images that are separated from the background for each
of the selected images respectively.
1

Let us consider image named loca436.tif. This image has 4 sub-images which have
been grabbed at different wavelengths.

2

The wavelengths are Ql-546nm, Q2-690nm, Q3-750nm, Q4-803nm. We need to first
separate the background from the plant vegetation in order to make processing
simpler. In order to do this, we divide the 750nm sub-image by the 690nm sub-image.
The resultant image is then thresholded to 1.5 to give rise to a clear backgroundvegetation separation. This image is dest436.tif for our example image loca436.tif

3

1)The size of the image dest436.tif is 320 x 240 pixels. Therefore it contains 76,800
pixels in all. The values of each of these pixels is put in the array called Separated.
One can see these values in the file loca436data.txt
2) The pixels in the array Separated which have a value of zero correspond to the
background.
3) The array index numbers which correspond to plant values are then stored in the
array Separatedpla . Similarly, for background values there is the array Separatedbac
4) Plant Percentage : The number of values of the array Separatedpla is calculated.
Plant Percentage= (Number of plant pixel values / Total number of pixels ) x 100 %
= (Number of values in array Separatedpla / 76800 ) x 100 %

5) Background percentage : The number of

values of the array Separatedbac is

calculated.
Background %age = (Number of plant pixel values / Total number of pixels) x 100 %

= (Number of values in array Separatedbac/76800 ) x 100 %

6) It is to be noted that 76800 pixels = Number of plant pixels + Number of
background pixels

= Size of array Separatedpla + Size of array Separatedbac
7) All 76800 pixel values of Quadrant 1 are now determined and placed in the array
Quadrant 1.
8) Plant Mean : The contents of the array locations of Quadrantl which correspond
to the address numbers stored in the array Separatedpla are added up and the
result is then divided by the size of the array Separtedpla.
9) Background Mean : The contents of the array locations of Quadrantl which
correspond to the address numbers stored in the array Separatedbac are added up
and the result is then divided by the size of the array Separtedbac.
~
size - 1)
10) Plant Standard Deviation = ( XI - Plant ~ e a n/ )(Separtedpla
11) Background Standard Deviation=( X I -Background ~ e a n )(Separtedbac
~/
size - 1)
12)Points 7 - 11 are repeated for quadrants 2 - 4.
The verification program sourcefiles-proofa1ias.h needs the following specific files
Header files : sourcefiles-proof.h, imagedump-proof.h, imagenames-proof.h, st0re.h
(Refer B.3.5)
Output files :
1. data3-proof.txt (Stores the statistics of the images selected for verification ) .
Refer C.4.
2. data4-proof.txt (Shows the computation which is done for all the selected images
pixel by pixel) This file can be located at

agvision\summer99\ReportUocaXXXproof\locaXXXdata
where XXX= 436,350,20,100,420,300,40,145,460,370,50 and 140
The final images destxxx.tif got are then colored with red and green by using the Matrox
Inspector program at B.3.6. The images can be found at A.5. The color red is used to
indicate the crop in the image and the green color, if any, is used to indicate the extent of
inaccuracy of the software program. The green color indicates that that part has been
wrongly been classified as soil.
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The diagram of field 8 1 from which images have been analyzed is portrayed below.
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Fig.3.7. Field 81 map
Field 81 portrayed above is a field in the Purdue Agricultural Research Park. Corn is
grown there with different nitrogen treatment levels. The images that were grabbed for
the work were on 06/30/99. The different areas of the field and their nitrogen treatment
levels are presented in the table below.
Field Area Nrate (Ibs)
C1
0
E2
0
0
W1
C4
80
El
80
80
W3
C2
160
E4
160
W4
160
Endrows
160
C3
240
E3
240
W2
240

4. RESULTS

4.1. Neural Network approach
The neural network programs are first trained by using the program B.1.1. After the
training has been completed and the weights of the competitive neural network have been
determined, we test the neural network by using the program B.1.2.

Testing-Checking whether the classification is correct
We input P, T and D in the program titled "Program for testing". Refer B.1.2.

The weight matrix that we have found is by training is as below
wts = [251.4539 241.4893 250.0059 251.0851 251.0758 241.8571

241.4627 241.5759 250.6260;
93.0264 92.9614 53.2673 85.1600

94.8455 100.7948

103.2819 92.5970 100.63771
Let P=[[ 80 $8; 75 $8; 73; 80; 90; 80 ;94];
Let T=[255 ;234; 235; 230 ;219 ;200; 234; 243; 2551;
Let D=[227; 240 ;255; 255; 215; 222; 200; 209; 2181;

After we run that program, the result is

So, we see that the results indicate that the inputs P, T and D have been classified into 2
classes ( 2 and 1).
Also, ansl indicates that P has been classified to be of class 2.
ans2 indicates that T has been classified to be of class 1.
ans3 indicates that D has been classified to be of class 1.

Let us test with another set of inputs.

P=[ 80 ;88; 75 $8; 73; 80; 90; 80 ;94];
T=[125 ;123; 123; 100 ;99 ;SO; 94; 89; 851;
D=[227; 240 ;255; 255; 215; 222; 200; 209; 21 81;
The results are:

ansl =

ans3 =
1
ansl indicates that P has been classified to be of class 2.
ans2 indicates that T has been classified to be of class 2.
ans3 indicates that D has been classified to be of class 1.

Let us test with another set of inputs.

P=[ 200 ;188; 185 ;198; 179; 189; 190; 185 ;194];
T=[125 ;123; 123; 100 ;99 ;80; 94; 89; 851;
D=[227; 240 ;255; 255; 215; 222; 200; 209; 2181;
The results are:

ansl =
1

ansl indicates that P has been classified to be of class 1.
ans2 indicates that T has been classified to be of class 2.
ans3 indicates that D has been classified to be of class 1.

4.2. Statistical Approach
The accuracy of the programs were tested by running the program in-house. The results
are tabulated in the table below.
Table 4.1. Weed detection accuracy for the various trials
Trial number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Accuracy
84
97
82
84
86
78
90
98
85
87
98
88
85
84
95
100
95
92
100
85
86
96
84
90
83
90
100
100
98
88

Trial number

Fig. 4.1. Plot of weed detection accuracy versus the trial number
The average weed detection accuracy from the 30 trials is 90.27 %

Speed improvement with pipelining
Table 4.2. Speed improvement table of the various rprograms used
Program number Speed enabled
1
1
2
2
3
5.5
4
11
5
40

Program 1 : The maximum system speed enabled is just lmph. Color graphics have been
employed. No pipelining techniques adopted.
Program 2 : The maximum system speed enabled is 2 mph. Black and white graphics
have been used to reduce execution time. No pipelining techniques adopted.
Program 3 : The maximum system speed enabled is 5.5 mph. No graph.ics have been
Employed to increase system speed
Program 4 : Software pipelining techniques like loop unrolling and loop parallelism have
been incorporated. The maximum speed enabled is 1 lmph.
Program 5 : Instead of spraying with 5 nozzles at one time, we use 30 nozzles. This helps
In increasing the speed to 40mph.

Software program

Fig. 4.2. Graph indicating the improvement in speed with pipelining

Speed saturation
The instructions in the loop in Program 3 are completely parallel. When we do an
unrolling once, we notice that the speed increases to 1lmph in Program 4. However, if
we unroll yet another time or unroll 4 times or more, the system speecl anabled does not
increase but rather saturates at 1lmph. This is because of Amdahl's Law. Amdahl's Law
expresses the law of diminishing returns. The incremental improvement in speedup
gained by an additional improvement in the performance of just a portion of the
computation diminishes as improvements are added. An important corollary of Amdahl's
Law is that if an enhancement is only usable for a fraction of atask, we can't speed up
the task by more than the reciprocal of 1 minus that fraction.
Table 4.3. Table indicating maximum system speed enabled for various number of times
the loop is unrolled
Number of times the loop is unrolled Maximum system speed enabled
1
5.5
2

3
4
5

11
11
11
11

Number of times the loop is unrolled

Figure 4.3. Graph indicating the effect of loop unrolling

4.3. Correlation Analysis
Refer Tables 5.1 - 5.8
Table 4.4. Table containing correlation coefficient values corresponding to processed
data and the 4 nitrogen treatment levels
Parameter Correlation
coefficient
546nm
0.4150
690nm
0.0056
750nm
0.3948
803nm
0.6439
R.I.
0.3307
Norm. R.I. 0.3848
NDVl
0.3419

Fig. 4.4. Graph which shows for different parameters the extent of correlation between
the processed data values and the 4 nitrogen treatment levels

Correlation is maximum for the values at 803nm and minimum for the values at 690nm.
Correlation is 0.64 at 803nm. This is the maximum correlation .Correlation is 0.006 at
690nm. This is the minimum correlation. Correlation for other parameters lies between
0.33 and 0.42.
Refer tables 5.1, 5.9-5.17
Table 4.5. Table containing correlation values corresponding to processed data and the

SPAD data
Parameter Correlation
Coefficient
546nm
0.3454
690nm
0.1447
750nm
0.3157
803nm
0.7034
R.I.
0.3925
Norm. R.I. 0.4366
NDVl
0.3925

Fig.4.5. Graph which shows for different parameters the extent of correlation between the
processed data values and the SPAD data.
Correlation is maximum for the values at 803nm and minimum for the values at 690nm.
Correlation is 0.70 at 803nm. This is the maximum correlation .Correlation is 0.14 at
690nm. This is the minimum correlation. Correlation for other parameters lies between
0.32 and 0.44

5. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

5.1 Statistical analysis of processed data versus nitrogen treatment levels
The following table contains the average values for the different statistical
values for all images of Field 81.
The individual values for the different treatments can be found in Table 5.18.
Those values are averaged to get the values in the following table.
Table 5.1. Processed values of Field 81 .
N Rate(lbs)
0
80
160
240

546nm
83.2812
73.6742
75.3614
78.2117

690nm
8.4590
6.8007
8.6299
7.8613

750nm
51.9176
46.4131
47.7947
49.0665

803nm
34.6289
33.531 6
29.3101
32.2176

RI
0.4156
0.4089
0.3889
0.41 20

Norm RI
1.0147
0.9916
0.9425
1 .OOOO

NDVl
0.61 37
0.6314
0.5462
0.6092

The standard deviation among the values for the 4 different treatments is
summarized below
N Rate(lbs)
0
80
160
240

546nm Mean
12.6760
9.9064
9.6073
11.3487

690nm Mean
2.4230
2.4056
2.3853
2.0674

750nm Mean
7.9766
6.4078
5.8316
6.8534

803nm Mean
4.2756
3.631 4
4.7955
5.0624

As the standard deviation that exists among the values is small, we can lump
the data together as we have done in Table 5.1.
Graphs are plotted for the different wavelength values versus the different
nitrogen treatment levels. The correlation coefficient is calculated for each graph. A
regression analysis is also done for each graph and its values are tabulated below each
plot.

0 lb

80Ib

1601b

240 Ib

Nitrogen treatment level

Fig. 5.1 . Plot of intensity values taken at 546nm versus the 4 nitrogen treatment levels

Table 5.2. Statistics for Field 81 corresponding to images acquired at 546nm
Correlation : -0.41504
Regression Statistics
Multiple R
0.41 50
R Square
0.1 723
Adjusted R Square -0.2416
Standard Error
4.6866
Observations
4
ANOVA
Regression
~esidual
Total

Intercept
X Variable 1
Intercept
X Variable 1

Df
1
2
3

SS
9.141 5
43.9281
53.0696

MS
F
9.141 5 0.41 62
21.9641

Coefficients Standard Error
t Stat
79.6603
20.3159
3.921 1
-0.0169
0.0262
-0.6451
Lower 95%
Upper 95%
62.7893
96.531 4
-0.1 296
0.0958

P-value
0.0024
0.5850

Significance F
0.5850

k

-c
C)

0 lb

80 Ib

160 Ib

240 Ib

Nitrogen treatment level

Fig. 5.2. Plot of intensity values taken at 690nm versus the 4 nitrogen treatment levels

Table 5.3. Statistics for Field 81 corresponding to images acquired at 690nm
Correlation : 0.005625
Regression Statistics
Multiple R
0.0056
R Square
3.1 646E-05
-0.5000
Adjusted R Square
Standard Error
1 .0123
Observations
4
ANOVA
Regression

Df
1

SS
6.4858E-05

Residual
Total

2
3

2.0494
2.0495

Intercept
X Variable 1
Intercept
X Variable 1

Coefficients Standard Error
7.9323
0.8469
4.5020E-05
0.0057
Lower 95%
Upper 95%
4.2883
11.5764
-0.0243
0.0244

MS
6.4858E05
1.0247

t Stat
9.3660
0.0080

F
Significance F
6.3294E-05
0.9944

P-value
0.0112
0.9944

0 Ib

801b

1601b

2401b

Nitrogen treatment level

Fig. 5.3. Plot of intensity values taken at 750nm versus the 4 nitrogen treatment levels

Table 5.4. Statistics for Field 81 corresponding to images acquired at 750nm
Correlation : -0.3948
Rearession Statistics
Multiple R
0.3948
R Square
0.1559
-0.2662
Adjusted R Square
Standard Error
1 16.2158
Observations
4
ANOVA
Regression
Residual
Total

Intercept
X Variable 1
Intercept
X Variable 1

df
1
2
3

SS
4987.7986
27012.2014
32000

Coefficients Standard Error
968.4584
1397.3876
-1 7.3872
28.6114
Lower95%
Upper95%
-5044.0193
6980.9359
-140.4922
105.7179

MS
4987.7986
13506.1007

t Stat
0.6930
-0.6077

F
Significance F
0.3693
0.6052

P-value
0.5599
0.6052

0 Ib

80Ib

160Ib

240Ib

Nitrogen treatment level

Fig. 5.4. Plot of intensity values taken at 803nm versus the 4 nitrogen treatment levels

Table 5.5. Statistics for Field 81 corresponding to images acquired at 803nm
Correlation : -0.64386
Regression Statistics
Multiple R
0.6439
R Square
0.41 46
Adjusted R Square 0.1 218
Standard Error
96.7836
Observations
4
ANOVA
Regression
~esidual
Total

Intercept
X Variable 1
Intercept
X Variable 1

Df
1
2
3

SS
13265.8828
18734.1172
32000

Coefficients Standard Error
1058.6476
790.2272
-28.9509
24.3274
Lower 95% Upper 95%
-2341.4280
4458.7233
-133.6234
75.721 6

MS
F
Significance F
13265.8828 1.4163
0.3561
9367.0586

t Stat
1.3397
-1.1901

P-value
0.3123
0.3561

Nitrogen treatment level

Fig. 5.6. Plot of reflective index versus the 4 different nitrogen levels

Table 5.6. Statistics for Field 8 1 corresponding to reflective index (R.I.)
Correlation : -0.33074
Rearession Statistics
Multiple R
0.3307
R Square
0.1094
Adjusted R Square
-0.3359
Standard Error
0.01 38
0bservat ions
4
w

ANOVA
Regression
Residual
Total

Intercept
X Variable 1
Intercept
X Variable 1

Df
1
2
3

SS
4.6779E-05
0.0004
0.0004

Coefficients Standard Error
0.01 15
0.41 09
-3.8234E-05 7.71 41E-05
Lower 95%
Umer 95%
0.3613
0.4606
-0.0004
0.0003

MS
4.6779E-05
0.0002

t Stat
35.5940
-0.4956

F
Significance F
0.2457
0.6693

P-value
0.0008
0.6693

Nitrogen treatment level

Figure 5.6. Plot of normalized reflective index versus the 4 different nitrogen levels

Table 5.7. Statistics for Field 81 corresponding to normalized reflective index
Correlation : -0.38477
Reoression Statistics
Multiple R
0.3848
R Square
0.1481
Adjusted R Square -0.2779
Standard Error
0.0354
Observations
4

ANOVA
Regression
~esidual
Total

Df
1

2
3

SS

MS

F

Significance F

0.0004
0.0025
0.0029

0.0004
0.0012

0.3475

0.6152

t Stat

P-value

33.8489
-0.5895

0.0009
0.6152

Coefficients Standard Error

Intercept
X Variable 1
Intercept
X Variable 1

1.0012
-0.0001

0.0296
0.0002

Lower 95%

Upper 95%

0.8739
-0.0010

1 .I285
0.0007

0lb

80Ib

160Ib

240Ib

Nitrogen treatment level

Fig. 5.7 . Plot of NDVI versus the 4 nitrogen treatment levels
Table 5.8. Statistics for Field 81 corresponding to NDVI
Correlation : -0.3419
Regression Statistics
Multiple R
0.3419
R Square
0.1 169
Adjusted R Square -0.3247
Standard Error
0.0428
Observations
4
ANOVA
Regression
Residual
Total

Intercept
X Variable 1
Intercept
X Variable 1

Df
1
2
3

SS
0.0005
0.0037
0.0042

MS
0.0005
0.001 8

F
0.2647

Coefficients Standard Error t Stat
0.61 49
0.0358
17.1579
-0.0001
0.0002
-0.51 45
Lower 95% Upper 95%
0.4607
0.7691
-0.0011
0.0009

P-value
0.0034
0.6581

Significance F
0.6581

5.2 Statistical Analysis of processed data versus SPAD data
Litton Task Inc. imaged the same corn plants in Field 81 on the same date and at
the same time and processed them to get the following values in Table 5.9.

Table 5.9. Yield Data of Field 81 provided by Litton Task
Area of field N Rate (Ibs) Yield(gms)
C1
0
2481.9
E2
0
2314.3
W1
0
3242.8
80
3424.7
E1
C4
80
4050.6
W3
80
2268
W4
160
4487.9
E4
160
4407.8
C2
160
4496.6
W2
240
5299
E3
240
4693.3
C3
240
5413.7

For each treatment level, we do an averaging operation to get values as mentioned in
Table 5.10.

Table 5.10. Summarized yield data for the 4 different nitrogen treatment levels
N Rate(lbs) Yield Mean(lbs)
0
2679.7
80
3247.8
160
4464.1
240
5135.3

Graphs are plotted with values that have been processed by programs mentioned in
Appendix B versus the values in Table 5.10. These values are summarized in Table 5.11.
N Rate(lbs)
0
80
160
240

546nm
83.281 2
73.6742
75.361 4
78.2117

690nm
8.4590
6.8007
8.6299
7.861 3

750nm
51.9176
46.4131
47.7947
49.0665

803nm Yield Mean(lbs)
34.6289
2679.7
33.531 6
3247.8
29.3101
4464.1
32.2176
5135.3

Fig.5.8. Plot of the trend of the processed values and SPAD data taken at 546nm This
data is for the 4 nitrogen levels - Olbs, 801bs, 1601bs, 2401bs
Table 5.11. Correlation and regression statistics for the data acquired at 546nm
Correlation = -0.3454

-

Reoression Statistics
0.3454
0.1193
-0.3211
1286.3328
4

Multiple R
R Square
Adjusted R Square
Standard Error
Observations
ANOVA

Df
Regression
Residual
Total

1
2
3

Coefficients
Intercept
X Variable 1

11016.3672
-91 .go33

Intercept
X Variable 1

Lower 95%
-48029.0315
-851.6470

SS

MS

F

448237.5313 448237.5313 0.2709
3309304.3680 1654652.1840
3757541.8990

Standard
Error
13723.0126
176.5755
U D D95%
~ ~
70061.7659
667.8403

t Stat

P-value

0.8028
-0.5205

0.5063
0.6546

Significance F
0.6546

Fig. 5.9. Plot of the trend of processed values and SPAD data taken at 690nm. This graph
is for the 4 nitrogen levels - 0 lbs, 80 lbs, 160 lbs, 240 lbs

Table 5.12. Correlation and regression statistics for the data acquired at 690nm
Correlation : 0.144675
Regression Statistics
Multiple R
0.1447
R Square
0.0209
Adjusted R Square
-0.4686
Standard Error
1356.2620
Observations
4
ANOVA
Df

Regression
Residual
Total

Intercept

X Variable 1
Intercept
X Variable 1

1
2
3

SS

MS

78648.5108 78648.5108
3678893.3880 1839446.6940
3757541.8990

F
Significance F
0.0428
0.8553

Coefficients

Standard
Error

t Stat

P-value

2326.7460
1 95.8956

7550.5607
947.3776

0.3082
0.2068

0.7871
0.8553

Lower 95%

Umer 95%

-30160.7173 34814.2092
-3880.3438 4272.1351

+Processed
data
SPAD data

+

1

Fig. 5.10. Plot of the trend of processed values and SPAD data taken at 750nm . This
graph is for the 4 nitrogen levels - Olbs, 801bs, 1601bs, 2401bs

Table 5.13. Correlation and regression statistics for the data acquired at 750nm
Correlation : -0.3157
Rearession Statistics
Multiple R
0.3157
R Square
0.0997
Adjusted R Square
-0.3505
Standard Error
1300.5867
Observations
4
ANOVA
-

Df
Regression
Residual
Total

1
2
3

-

MS
F
Sianificance F
374490.2380 374490.2380 0.2214
0.6843
3383051.6610 1 691525.8300
3757541.8990
SS

Coefficients

Standard
Error

t Stat

P-value

Intercept
X Variable 1

1 1233.5614
-150.6588

15638.3598
320.1942

0.7183
-0.4705

0.5471
0.6843

Lower 95%

Upper 95%

Intercept
X Variable 1

-56052.9171 78520.0398
-1 528.3442 1227.0267

3000

1 --t SPAD data

Fig. 5.11. Plot of the trend of the processed data and SPAD data taken at 803nm. The
graph is for the 4 nitrogen levels - Olbs, 801bs, 1601bs, 2401bs
Table 5.14. Correlation and regression statistics for the data acquired at 803nm
Correlation : -0.70344
Regression Statistics
Multiple R
0.7034
R Square
0.4948
0.2423
Adjusted R Square
Standard Error
974.2132
Observations
4
ANOVA
Regression
Residual
Total

Intercept
X Variable 1
Intercept
X Variable 1

Df
1
2
3

SS
MS
F
1859359.0910 1859359.0910 1.9591
1898182.8080 949091.4038
3757541.8990

Coefficients Standard Error
14994.3288
7954.3443
-342.7489
244.8772
Lower95%
Upper95%
-1 9230.4764 49219.1 338
-1396.3714
710.8736

t Stat
1.8850
-1 3997

P-value
0.2001
0.2966

Sianificance F
0.2966

+Processed
data
SPAD data

+

Fig. 5.12. Plot of the trend of the processed data reflective index and SPAD data
reflective index. The graph is for the 4 nitrogen levels - Olbs, 801bs, 1601bs, 2401bs
Table 5.15. Correlation and regression statistics for the reflective index (R.I.) data
Correlation : -0.39253
Regression Statistics
Multiple R
0.3925
R Square
0.1541
Adjusted R Square
-0.2689
Standard Error
1260.6726
Observations
4

ANOVA
Df

egression

SS

MS

F
or3643

Residual
Total

1
2
3
Coefficients

Standard Error

t Stat

P- value

Intercept
X Variable 1

18833.6326
-36794.7306

24780.9980
60963.0986

0.7600
-0.6036

0.5266
0.6075

Lower 95%

Upper 95%

Intercept
X Variable 1

-87790.4703 125457.7355
-299097.9558 225508.4947

578951.0217 578951.0217
3178590.8770 1589295.4390
3757541.8990

Sianificance F

0.6075

-SPAD

data

I

Fig. 5.13. Plot of the trend of the processed data normalized reflective index and SPAD
data normalized reflective index. The graph is for the 4 nitrogen levels - Olbs, 801bs,
1601bs, 2401bs

Table 5.16. Correlation and regression statistics for the normalized reflective index data
Correlation = - 0.43655
Regression Statistics
Multiple R
0.4366
R square
0.1906
Adjusted R Square
-0.2141
Standard Error
1233.1735
Observations
4
ANOVA
Regression
~esidual
Total

Df
1
2
3

SS

Coefficients Standard Error
Intercept
X Variable 1
Intercept
X Variable 1

MS

716108.0647 716108.0647
3041433.8340 1 520716.9170
3757541.8990

19304.6949
-15622.5841

22483.6348
22766.0549

Lower 95%

Upper 95%

-77434.6452 1 16044.0351
-1 13577.0804 82331.9122

F
0.4709

t Stat

P-value

0.8586
-0.6862

0.4810
0.5634

Significance F

0.5634

Fig. 5.14. Plot of the trend of the processed data NDVI and SPAD data NDVI. The
graph is for the 4 nitrogen treatment levels - Olbs, 801bs, 1601bs, 2401bs

Table 5.17. Correlation and regression statistics for the NDVI data
Correlation: -0.39253
Regression Statistics
Multiple R
0.4492
R square
0.2018
Adjusted R Square
-0.1974
Standard Error
1224.6253
Observations
4
ANOVA

Df

SS

MS

F

Significance

0.5055

0.5508

F
Regression
Residual
Total

1
2
3

758127.5284 758127.5284
2999414.3700 1499707.1850
3757541.8990

Coefficients

Intercept

X Variable 1

Standard
Error
11 987.6933 11417.2868
-13507.1864 18997.5237
Lower 95%
Upper 95%

Intercept

-37136.9610

61 112.3476

X Variable 1

-95246.9907

68232.6179

t Stat

P-value

1.0500
-0.7110

0.4039
0.5508

5.3 Plots of mean, reflection index, normalized reflection index and NDVI for the
different areas of field 81
Table 5.18. Table containing plant mean values for the 4 different wavelengths, and also
their reflective index, normalized reflective index and NDVl
Field Area N Rate 546nm 690nm 750nm 803nm Reflection Normalized NDVl
(Ibs) Mean
Mean Mean Mean
lndex
Reflection
lndex
0.9577 0.5398
0
99.8599 11.7712 61.91 23 39.3840 0.3944
C1 Rowl
0.9875 0.5712
C1 Row2
0
91.2534 10.1279 57.5040 37.1 071 0.4066
1.0712 0.6701
0
76.7508 6.6888 47.5137 33.8568 0.4411
E2 Rowl
E2 Row 2
0
75.3719 7.2429 46.9266 32.8529 0.4359
1.0585 0.6387
0
90.6491 9.5829 56.6857 37.1813 0.41 02
0.9961 0.5902
W1 Rowl
W1 Row2
0
65.8024 5.3407 40.9636 27.3911 0.41 63
1 .0109 0.6737
1.5918 0.7596
C4 Rowl
80 65.1954 5.8377 42.7339 42.7339 0.6555
80 70.4290 5.4987 43.8537 31.1647 0.4425
1.0746 0.7000
C4 Row2
E l Rowl
80 76.7180 6.7285 47.7519 33.5118 0.4368
1.0608 0.6656
E l Row2
80 79.5127 7.2692 49.3082 34.0899 0.4287
1.0411 0.6485
W3 Rowl
80 86.5704 9.7050 55.0443 34.5625 0.3992
0.9695 0.561 5
W3 Row2
80 63.6197 5.7652 39.7864 25.1 270 0.3950
0.9591 0.6268
C2 Rowl
160 94.7383 10.9774 58.6278 37.8417 0.3994
0.9700 0.5503
C2 Row2 160 72.9821 7.5069 45.2387 29.6555 0.4063
0.9868 0.5960
E4 Rowl
160 75.6385 8.3715 47.3708 28.8668 0.381 6
0.9268 0.5504
E4 Row2 160 76.6341 8.1954 48.3062 31.0501 0.4052
0.9839 0.5824
W4 Rowl 160 87.7688 13.9799 56.0249 32.0815 0.3655
0.8876 0.3930
W4 Row2 160 68.3360 9.3114 42.0597 27.5674 0.4034
0.9796 0.4950
Endrow
160 69.5657 6.0781 42.7877 30.1970 0.4341
1.0541 0.6649
R1 East
Endrow
160 74.3227 8.5727 50.81 02 24.2938 0.3269
0.7938 0.4783
R1 West
Endrow
160 72.4612 6.0364 45.31 28 31.6535 0.4368
1.0608 0.6797
R2 East
Endrow
160 61.1662 7.2692 41.4085 19.8932 0.3252
0.7898 0.4648
R2 West
C3 Rowl
240 67.1243 6.3993 43.0318 24.7340 0.3685
0.8948 0.5889
C3 Row2 240 72.0429 6.0645 45.2943 32.1317 0.4460
1.0831 0.6825
E3 Rowl
240 93.0831 10.8287 55.8610 38.1849 0.41 02
0.9962 0.5581
E3 Row2 240 79.9723 8.5712 50.5404 32.2148 0.4028
0.9782 0.5797
W2 Rowl
240 89.8932 9.4697 58.0419 37.2171 0.4140
1.0054 0.5943
W2 Row2 240 67.1 543 5.8345 41.6297 28.8227 0.4292
1.0423 0.6633
Average 2401b R.I.=

0.41 18

la,
75

'E
0

50

a
0

R .I.

Norm

.

R .I.

NDVl

Fig.5.15. Plot of the mean for the 4 different wavelengths, reflective index, normalized
reflective index and NDVI for area C1 Row1 (N Rate - Olbs) of Field 81.

R.I.

Norm. R.I.

NDVl

Fig.5.16. Plot of the mean for the 4 different wavelengths, reflective index, normalized
reflective index and NDVI for area C1 Row2 (N Rate - Olbs) of Field 81.

R.I.

Norm. R.I.

NDVl

Fig.5.17. Plot of the mean for the 4 different wavelengths, reflective index, normalized
reflective index and NDVI for area E2 Row1 (N Rate - Olbs) of Field 81.

R I

Norm R I

NDVl

Fig.S.18. Plot of the mean for the 4 different wavelengths, reflective index, normalized
reflective index and NDVI for area E2 Row2 (N Rate - Olbs) of Field 8 1.

RI

Norm R I

NDVl

Fig.5.19. Plot of the mean for the 4 different wavelengths, reflective index, normalized
reflective index and NDVI for area W 1 Row 1 (N Rate - Olbs) of Field 81.

R.I.

Norm R.I.

NDVl

Fig.5.20. Plot of the mean for the 4 different wavelengths, reflective index, normalized
reflective index and NDVI for area W1 Row2 (N Rate - Olbs) of Field 81.
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Fig.5.21. Plot of the mean for the 4 different wavelengths, reflective index, normalized
reflective index and NDVI for area C4 Row 1 (801bs) of Field 81.
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Fig.5.22. Plot of the mean for the 4 different wavelengths, reflective index, normalized
reflective index and NDVI for area C4 Row2 (N Rate - 801bs) of Field 81.
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Fig.5.23. Plot of the mean for the 4 different wavelengths, reflective index, normalized
reflective index and NDVI for area E l Row1 (N Rate - 801bs) of Field 81.
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Fig.5.24. Plot of the mean for the 4 different wavelengths, reflective index, normalized
reflective index and NDVI for area El Row2 (N Rate - 801bs) of Field 81.
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Fig.5.25. Plot of the mean for the 4 different wavelengths, reflective index, normalized
reflective index and NDVI for area W3 Row1 (N Rate - 801bs) of Field 81.
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Fig.5.26. Plot of the mean for the 4 different wavelengths, reflective index, normalized
reflective index and NDVI for area W3 Row2 (N Rate - 801bs) of Field 81.
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Fig.5.27. Plot of the mean for the 4 different wavelengths, reflective index, normalized
reflective index and NDVI for area C2 Row 1 (N Rate - 1601bs) of Field 81.
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Fig.5.28. Plot of the mean for the 4 different wavelengths, reflective index, normalized
reflective index and NDVI for area C2 Row2 (N Rate - 1601bs) of Field 81.
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Fig.5.29. Plot of the mean for the 4 different wavelengths, reflective index, normalized
reflective index and NDVI for area E4 Row1 (N Rate - 16(31bs)of Field 81.
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Fig.5.30. Plot of the mean for the 4 different wavelengths, reflective index, normalized
reflective index and NDVI for area E4 Row2 (N Rate - 16Olbs) of Field 81.
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Fig.5.31. Plot of the mean for the 4 different wavelengths, reflective index, normalized
reflective index and NDVI for area W4 Row1 (N Rate - 1601bs) of Field 81.
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Fig.5.32. Plot of the mean for the 4 different wavelengths, reflective index, normalized
reflective index and NDVI for area W4 Row2 (N Rate - 1601bs) of Field 81.
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Fig.5.33. Plot of the mean for the 4 different wavelengths, reflective index, normalized
reflective index and NDVI for area End row R l East (N Rate - 1601bs) of Field 81.
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Fig.5.34. Plot of the mean for the 4 different wavelengths, reflective index, normalized
reflective index and NDVI for area End row R1 West (N Rate - 1601bs) of Field 81.
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Fig.5.35. Plot of the mean for the 4 different wavelengths, reflective index, normalized
reflective index and NDVI for area End row R2 East (N Rate - 1601bs) of Field 81.
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Fig.5.36. Plot of the mean for the 4 different wavelengths, reflective index, normalized
reflective index and NDVI for area End row R2 West (N Rate - 1601bs) of Field 81.
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Fig.5.37. Plot of the mean for the 4 different wavelengths, reflective index, normalized
reflective index and NDVI for area C3 Row1 (N Rate - 2401bs) of Field 81.
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Fig.5 38. Plot of the mean for the 4 different wavelengths, reflective index, normalized
reflective index and NDVI for area C3 Row2 (N Rate - 2401bs) of Field 81.
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Fig.5.39. Plot of the mean for the 4 different wavelengths, reflective index, normalized
reflective index and NDVI for area E3 Row1 (N Rate - 2401bs) of Field 81.
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Fig.5.40. Plot of the mean for the 4 different wavelengths, reflective index, normalized
reflective index and NDVI for area E3 Row2 (N Rate - 2401bs) of Field 8 1.
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Fig.5.41. Plot of the mean for the 4 different wavelengths, reflective index, normalized
reflective index and NDVI for area W2 Row1 (N Rate - 2401bs) of Field 81.
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Fig.5.42. Plot of the mean for the 4 different wavelengths, reflective index, normalized
reflective index and NDVI for area W2 Row2 (N Rate - 2401bs) of Field 81.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER RESEARCH

6.1 Multi-spectral reflectance method for pre-processing images
In order to do fast processing, we need techniques that would reduce execution
time of the software to a minimum. Multi-spectral reflectance method of pre-processing
the images to classify crops and background is suitable for real-time requirements.

6.2 Neural Network Methods
Neural networks are successful in classifying weeds and crops. However, when
the lighting conditions vary, the number of images that are needed for the training
become quite large.

6.3 Statistics based methods
The weed detection accuracy obtained was 90.27 % (Fig 4.1). By pipelining methods,
we are able to run the weed - crop classification system in real-time at 40mph.( Fig. 4.2).
This means that by adopting pipelining in our software, we are able to increase the speed
of the system from 3mph to 40mph. Also, when we make two copies of the crucial loop
in the software program 3 and pipeline them, the maximum system speed enabled is
1lmph. However, pipelining more number of copies of the loops does not result in any
speed increase due to the limitation of Amdahl's Law (Fig. 4.3).

6.4 Correlation Analysis
6.4.1 Correlation between processed values and nitrogen treatment levels
The correlation between the processed data has the following highlights (Fig. 4.4).
Correlation is maximum for the values at 803nm and minimum for the values at 690nm.
Correlation is 0.64 at 803nm. This is the maximum correlation. Correlation is 0.006 at
690nm. This is the minimum correlation. Correlation for other parameters lies between
0.33 and 0.42.

6.4.2 Correlation between processed values and SPAD data
Refer Fig. 4.5. Correlation is maximum for the values at 803nm and minimum for the
values at 690nm. Correlation is 0.70 at 803nm. This is the maximum correlation.
Correlation is 0.14 at 690nm. This is the minimum correlation. Correlation for other
parameters lies between 0.32 and 0.44
We can conclude that the SPAD images grabbed by Litton Task have been
grabbed at a wavelength very close to 803nm. And that's the reason why the correlation
is maximum at that wavelength. And the other correlation values are less because they
have been correlated against SPAD data which has been imaged at one particular
wavelength and not 4 different wavelengths.

6.5 Future research
1. Try to find out different algorithms that would do the pre-processing with multispectral reflectance images still faster.
2. Research with other kinds of neural networks and determine whether it would be
possible to train the network with lesser number of images.
3. Use other kinds of image processing software and frame-grabbers and come out with
faster systems.
4. The GPS values of latitude and longitude can be used to map the area for other

applications.
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APPENDIX A
IMAGES
A.l Steps in the pre-processing of Plant 1 images

Fig.A.l Pre-processing steps. (a) Original Plant 1 data (b) Image got by the divide
operation (c) Thresholded image (d)Eroded image (e) Dilated image (f) Final Image

A.2 Plant 1 Pre-processing examples

(e)
Fig.A.2. Plant 1 pre-processing examples
(b), (d), ( f ) Final image got after the pre-1:

(c), (e) Original raw data
s i n g operation

Plant 1 Pre-processing examples

Fig.A.2. Plant 1 pre-processing examples ([g), (i), (k) Original raw data
(h), (j), (1) Final image got after the pre-prcocessing operation

A.3 Steps in the pre-processing of Plant 2 images

(e)
Fig.A.3 Pre-processing steps. (a) Original PIlant 2 data (b) Image got by the divide
operation (c) Thresholded image (d) Eroded image (e) Dilated image (f) Final Image

A.4 Plant 2 Pre-processing examples

Fig.A.4. Plant 2 pre-processing examples (a) ,(c), (e) Original raw data
(b), (d), (f) Final image got after the pre-processing operation

Plant 2 pre-processing examples

(f)

Fig.A.4. Plant 1 pre-processing examples (
(h), Cj), (1) Final image got after the pre-prc

,(i), (k) Original raw data
:sing operation

kccuracy of the program

I

.,
Fig.A.5. (a) loca436.iif @) Final image dest 436.tif (c) loca350.tif
(d) Final image dest350.tif (e) loca20.tif (f) Final image dest20.tif

Fig.A.5. (g) loca100.tif (h) Final image dest100.tif (i) loca420.tif
(j) Final image dest420.tif (k) loca300.tif (1) Final image dest300.tif

Fig.A.5. (m) loca40.tif (n) Final image dest40.tif (0)local45.tif
(p) Final image destl45.tif (q) loca460.tif (r) Final image dest460.tif

Fig.A.5. (s) loca370.tif (t) Final image dest370.tif (u) local50.tif
(v) Final image dest50.tif (w) local40.tif (x) Final image destl4O.tif

APPENDIX B : Programs
B.l Neural Network approach programs
B.l.l Program for training

for j=1:1000
% Here 1000 is the number of rows in the matrices Vectl and Vect2
for i =1:9
p(i,l)=VectlCj,i);
p(i,2)=Vect2Cj,i);
end:

end;

B.1.2 Program for testing

96 P. T and D are the data streams to be tested

P=[80 $8; 75 $8; 73; 80; 90; 80 ;94];
answ l=sim(net,P)
ans1=vec2ind(answ1)

plotsom(net.iw{ 1,I } ,net.layers( l }.distances)
% Draws a plot of the cluster points

B.2 Statistical approach programs
B.2.1 Program 1
#include <stdio.h>
#include <mil. h>

I* Target MIL image file specifications. */
#define IMAGE-B AND-NLJM 1L
8+M_UNSIGNED
#define IMAGE-TYPE
#define IMAGE-ATTRIB M-IMAGE+M-DISP+M-PROC
I* Title to put on the display window */
#define WINDOW-TITLE "WEED - CROP CLASSIFICATION IN REAL TIME"
I* Overlay update function prototype */
void MyLineDraw(M1L-ID System, MIL-ID Display, long WindowedMode,int *arra,int first);

void midrow(int *arra,int *thresh,int *count,int *reflector,int *akra,int *check,int *midvalues);
I* Target MIL image file specifications. */
#define IMAGE-WIDTH
320L
#define IMAGE-HEIGHT
240L
#define IM AGE-THRESHOLD-VALUE 1.5L
#define SD
5 3L
#define SR
48L
256L
#define NUM-INTENSITIES
void main(void)
(

MIL-ID MilApplication, I* Application identifier.
*/
Milsystem,
/* System identifier.
*/
MilDisplay,
I* Display identifier.
*/
MilImage,
I* Image buffer identifier. */
Quadrantl,
/* Sub-image buffer identifier. */
Quadrant2,
I* Sub-image buffer identifier. */
I* Sub-image buffer identifier. */
Quadrant3,
Quadrant4,
I* Sub-image buffer identifier. */
MilDigitizer=O,
Block1,HistResult;
long HistVals[NUMINTENSITIES];
long WindowedMode;
int fir=0,first=0,i,j,arra[30],count=l,counter= 1,thresh=500,akra[lO],check=O:,
reflector=O,midvalues[6];

I* Allocate defaults. *I

I* Restrict the region to be processed to the image size. *I
MbufChild2d(MilImage,320L, OL, IMAGE-WIDTH, IMAGE-HEIGHT, LkQuadrantl);
MbufChild2d(MilImage, OL, OL, IMAGE-WIDTH, IMAGE-HEIGHT, &C!uadrant2);
MbufChild2d(MilImage,OL, 240L, IMAGE-WIDTH, IMAGE-HEIGHT, &Quadrant3);
MbufChild2d(MilImage,320L,240L,IMAGE-WIDTH,
IMAGE-HEIGHT, 1kQuadrant4);

MbufChild2d(MilImage,320L,240L, SD, SR, &Blockl);
if(MdispInquire(MilDisplay, M-DISPLAY-MODE, M-NULL)==M-WINIIOWED)
WindowedMode=M-TRUE;
else
WindowedMode=M-FALSE;
I* Change display window title. *I
if (WindowedMode)
MdispControl(MilDisplay, M-WINDOW-TITLE-NAME,
I* Select the windowed image on the display. *I
MdispSelect(MilDisplay, MilImage);
I* Draw text and graphics in the overlay buffer *I

I* If the system can grab. *I
while(MilDigitizer!=O)
{ /*fir++;
if(fir==200)
getchar();
*I
for(i=O;i<=29;i++)
arra[i]=O;

I* Load source image into an image buffer. *I

MdigGrabContinuous(MilDigitizer,MilImage);
I* Pause to show the original image. *I
MdigHalt(Mi1Digitizer);

MbufCopy(Quadrant3,QuadranQ);

(1ong)WINDOW-TITLE);

I* Binarize the image so that particles are represented in white and the background in black.*/
MirnBinarize(Quadrant1, Quadrant4, M-LESS-OR-EQUAL,IMAGE-TKRESHOLD-VALUE,
M-NULL);
I* Remove small particles. *I
I1 MimOpen(Quadrant4, Quadrant4, 1, M-BINARY);
I1 MimClose(Quadrant4,Quadrant4, 1, M-BINARY);

I* Allocate a histogram result buffer. *I
for(counter= 1;counter<6;counter++)

I
for(count=1;count<7;count++)

1
MbufChild2d(MilImage,(320L+((count-1)*SD)),240L+(counter-l)*SR, SD, SR, &Blockl);

MimAllocResult(MilSystem,NUM-INTENSITIES, M-HIST-LIST, &HistResult);
I* Perform the histogram. *I
MimHistogram(Block1, HistResult);
I* Get the results. *I
MimGetResult(HistResult, M-VALUE, HistVals);
if((counter==l)&&(count==4))
{if(HistVals[255]>thresh)
arra[O+count-l.]=l;else arra[O+count-l]=0;
11 printf("Counter= %d White= %d count =%d\n",counter,HistVals[255],count);
//getchar();

1
if((counter==2)&&(count==4))
{if(HistVals[255]>thresh)
arra[6+count-1]= 1;else arra[6+count- l]=0;
I1 printf("Counter= %d White= %d count =%d\n",counter,HistVals[255],count);
11getchar();

1
if((counter==3)&&(count==4))
{midvalues[count-l]=HistVals[255];
I1
printf("Midvalues[%d.]=%d\n",(count- l),HistVals[:255]);

1
if((counter==4)&&(count==4))
{if(HistVals[255]>thresh)
arra[l8+count- 1]=1;else arra[ 18+count-l]=0;
I1 printf("Counter= %d White= %d count =%d\n",counter,HistVals[255],c~ount);
11 getchar();

I

if((counter==5)&&(count==4))

{if(HistVals[255]>thresh)
arra[24+count- l]=l ;else arra[24+count- l]=0;
N printf("Counter= %d White= %d count =%d\n",counter,HistVals[255],count);
// getchar();

1
I*

printf("arra values in the main function\nU);
for(i=O;i<=29;i++)
{printf("Counter = %d arra %d = %d\nV,counter,i,arra[i]);
getchar();

I

midrow(&arra,&thresh,&count,&reflector,&akra,&check,&midvalues);
/* printf("arra values once again in the main functionh");
for(i=O;i<=29;i++)
(printf("Counter = %d arra %d = %d\nU,counter,i,arra[i]);
getchar();

1
*/
I* Draw text and graphics in the overlay buffer */
MyLineDraw(MilSystem,MilDisplay,WindowedMode,&arra,first);
first=l;

I* Pause to show the image. */
//getchar();
/* Stop the continuous grab and free digitizer (if needed). */

if (MilDigitizer)
MdigHalt(Mi1Digitizer);
MdigFree(Mi1Digitizer);
I* Pause to show the result. */
/I getchar();

1
/* Deselect the windowed image from the display. */
MdispDeselect(MilDisplay, MilImage);

MirnFree(HistResu1t);
I* Free image. */
MbufFree(Mil1mage);
MbufFree(Quadrant 1);
MbufFree(Quadrant2);
MbufFree(Quadrant3);
MbufFree(Quadrant4);
MbufFree(Block1);

MappFreeDefault(MilApplication, Milsystem, MilDisplay, MilDigitizer, MilImage);

1

void midrow(int *arra,int *thresh,int *count,int *reflector,int *akra,int
{int k,temp,value,deviation=O;
double result;
//printf("You have entered the subsidiary function\nN);

* chec:k,int *midvalues)

/*Decide which block in the mid row has the largest area */
/*
temp=midvalues[O] ;
value=l ;

Allotting values as per the algorithm for the other blocks of the middle row
(*count)=value;
printf("Value=%d\n",value);
for(k= l;k<7;k++)
{ if(k!=(*count))
{if(midvalues[k- l]>(*thresh))
arra[l2+k-l]=l;
else
arra[l2+k-l]=0;

1

1
*/

*count=4;
I* Processing till the array akra of 8 is filled up with 7 values*/
if((*check)==O)

/*After 7 values have been stored in the array a h a */
if((*check)==l)
{

/*Calculation of the standard deviation */

deviation=akra[O]-akra[9];
deviation*=deviation;
k+=deviation;
deviation =k;
/****I deviationl=7;
N printf("the num is %d\nU,deviation);
result=sqrt(deviation);
llprintf("origina1 number= %d deviation= %d\nU,(akra[7]-akra[8]),deviation);
printf("Thew square root of %t\n",result);

/*if(akra[7]>(50+akra[8]))
arra[12+(*count)-l]=l ;

else
arra[12+(*count)- l]=0;
*/

for(k=O;k<8;k++)
akra[k]=akra[k+ 1] ;
/I else
// if(akra[7]<(((int)(2*result))+akra[8])-5)
//
arra[ 12+(*count)- l]=O;
printf("Thresho1d
for comparing
akra[8],((int)(l *result))+akra[9] ,akra[9]);
//getchar();

akra[8]

=%d

is

%d

akra

9

=%d\nW,

I
/*for(k=O;k<=9;k++)
printf("akra %d=%d

reflector = %d
%d\nU,k,akra[k],*reflector,*check,*count,akra[8]);
getchar();*/
akra[9]=0;

I

check=%d

count

=

%d

akra[8]=

................................................................................

/* Name:

MyLineDraw

* Synopsis: This function enables and writes graphics into the
*
overlay buffer.

*/

//void MyLineDraw(MIL-ID MilSystem, MIL-ID MilDisplay, long WirtdowedMode,int i,int
*arra,int first)
void MyLineDraw(M1L-ID MilSystem, MIL-ID MilDisplay, long WindoviedMode,int *arra,int
first)

I
MIL-ID
MilOverlayImage;
long
Imagewidth, ImageHeight;
long
Transparentcolor;
int 1;
/* Prepare overlay buffer. */
.............................

/* Disable overlay display while preparing the data. */

MdispControl(MilDisplay, M-WINDOW-OVR-SHOW,

M-DISABLE);

/* Enable writing Overlay graphics on top of display buffer. */

MdispControl(MilDisplay, M-WINDOW-OVR-WRITE,

M-ENABLE);

I* Inquire the Overlay buffer associated with the displayed buffer. */

MdispInquire(MilDisplay, M-WINDOW-OVR-BUF-ID,

&MilOverlayImage);

I* Inquire the current keying color. */

MdispInquire(MilDisplay, M-KEY-COLOR, &Transparentcolor);
/* Clear the overlay buffer with the keying color. */

MbufClear(MilOverlayImage, Transparentcolor);
I* Enable the overlay display. */

MdispControl(MilDisplay, M-WINDOW-OVR-SHOW,

M-ENABLE);

/* Draw MIL monochrome overlay annotation */
................................................
/* Inquire MilOverlayImage size x and y. */
ImageWidth = Mbuflnquire(MilOverlayImage,M~SIZE~XXM~NULL);
ImageHeight = MbufInquire(MilOverlayImage,M~SIZE~Y,M~NULL);

/* Draw MIL color overlay annotation */
.......................................
/* If the overlay buffer is monochrome, associate a pseudo-color */

*/
I* LUT to the overlay display and draw color annotations.
if (MbufInquire(MilOverlayImage, M-SIZE-B AND, M-NULL) == 1)
(

I* Local variables and arrays. *I
ML-ID
MILLut, MILLutChildLow, MILLutChildHigh;
I* LUT data for PSEUDO-COLOR:
R G B Entry: Color: *I
static unsigned char LutLow[30] = { 0, 0, 0, I/ Index 0 = black
128, 0, 0, 11Index 1 = dark-red
0, 128, 0, 11Index 2 = dark-green
128, 128, 0, 11Index 3 = dark-yellow
0, 0, 128,ll Index 4 = dark-blue
128, 0, 128, /I Index 5 = dark-magenta
0, 128, 128, 11Index 6 = dark-cyan
192, 192, 192, 11Index 7 = bright-grey
192,220, 192, 11Index 8 = lite-green
166,202,240 I/ Index 9 = lite-blue
1;
static unsigned char LutHigh[30] = ( 255, 251,240,ll Index 246 = lite-white
160, 160, 164,ll Index 247 = lite-grey
128, 128, 128, I1 Index 248 = dark-grey
255, 0, 0, I1 Index 249 = red
0,255, 0, I1 Index 250 = green
255,255, 0, 11Index 251 = yellow
0, 0,255, /I Index 252 = blue
255, 0,255, 11Index 253 = magenta
0,255,255, 11Index 254 = cyan
255,255,255 11Index 255 = white
1;
I* Create a grey scale LUT with pseudo-colors in the 2 extremes. *I
I* This LUT match the Windows default palette in 8 bit VGA mode *I
I* and give the best results for grayscale image display with *I
I* color anotations.
*I
MbufAllocColor(MilSystem, 3L, 256L, lL, 8L+M_UNSIGNED, M-LUT, &MILLut);
MbufChild2d(MILLut, 0, 0, 10, 1, &MILLutChildLow);
MbufChild2d(MILLut, 246,0, 10, 1, &MILLutChildHigh);
MgenLutRamp(MILLut, 0, 0,255,255);
MbufPutColor(MILLutChildLow, MRGB24+MPPACKED, M-ALL-B.4ND, &LutLow);
MbufPutColor(MILLutChildHigh,M_RGB24+M_PACKED, M-ALL-BAND, &LutHigh);
#if !M-MIL-USE-DOS-32
I* Insert the transparent color in the LUT *I
(

PALETTEENTRY PalEntry ;
HDC
hDC;
COLORREF
ColRef;
MIL-ID
MILLutChildKey;
hDC = GetDC(NULL);

GetSystemPaletteEntries(hDC,Transparentcolor, 1, &PalEntry);
ColRef = RGB(PalEntry.peRed, PalEntry.peGreen, PalEntry.peB1ue);
MbufChildld(MILLut, Transparentcolor, 1, LkMILLutChildKey);
MbufPutColor(MILLutChildKey,(M-RGB24 I M-PACKED), M-ALL-BAND, &ColRef);

/* Associate the pseudo-color LUT to the overlay display. *I
MdispControl(MilDisplay, M-WINDOW-OVR-LUT, MILLut);
/* Free the LUT. */
MbufFree(MILLutChi1dHigh);

MbufFree(M1LLutChildLow);
MbufFree(M1LLut);

#if !M-MIL-USE-DOS-32
/* Draw GDI color overlay annotation */
.......................................
if (WindowedMode)
{

HDC hCustornDC;
HPEN hpen, hpenOld;
if(first==O)
/* Create a device context to draw in the overlay buffer with GDI.
MbufControl(MilOverlayIrnage, M-WINDOW-DC-ALLOC, M-DEFAULT);
/* Inquire the device context. */

hCustornDC = ((HDC)MbufInquire(MilOverlayIrnage,M-WINDOW-DC, M-NULL));
if (hCustomDC)
{

/* Create a red pen. */
hpen=CreatePen(PS-SOLID, 1, RGB(255,0,0));
hpenOld = SelectObject(hCustomDC,hpen);

//320L+((count-l)*SD)), 240L, SD, SR

/* for(l=0;1<=29;1++)
( if((arra[l]==l)&&(1<5))
MgraRectFill(M-DEFAULT, MilOverlayImage, 10L+I*SD, lOL,(l+l:)*SD-lOL,40 );
if((arra[]]==1)&&(1>=5)&&(1<=10))

MgraRectFill(M-DEFAULT, MilOverlayImage, 10L+(I-5)*SD, 58L,((l-5)+1)*SD-lOL, 88

MgraColor(M_DEFAULT,250);
if(arra[3]==1)
MgraRectFill(M-DEFAULT, MilOverlayImage, lOL+3*SD, 10L,(3+1)*SDif(arra[9]== I )
MgraRectFill(M-DEFAULT,

MilOverlayImage,

10L+(9-6)*SD, 58L,((9-

6)+ l)*SD- 10L,88L);
if(arra[ l5]==l)
MgraRectFill(M-DEFAULT, MilOverlayImage, 10L+(15-.12)*SD, 106L,((1512)+1)*SD-10L,136L);
if(arra[2 l]==l)
MgraRectFill(M-DEFAULT, MilOverlayImage, 10L+(21- 18)*SD, l!i4L,((21- 18)+1)*SD10L,184L);
if(arra[27]== 1)
MgraRectFill(M-DEFAULT, MilOverlayImage, 10L+(27-24)*SD, 202L,((27-24)+1)*SDlOL,232L);

/* Deselect and destroy the red pen. */

SelectObject(hCustornDC,hpenOld);
DeleteObject(hpen);

I
/* Signal MIL that the overlay buffer was modified. */
MbufControl(MilOverlayImage, M-MODIFIED, M-DEFAULT);

1
#endif

1

B.2.2 Program 2 : Uses black and white graphics to increase speed

I* Target MIL image file specifications. */
#define IMAGEB AND-NUM IL
#define IMAGE-TYPE
8+M_UNSIGNED
#define IMAGE-ATTRIB M-IMAGE+M-DISP+M-PROC
I* Title to put on the display window */
#define WINDOW-TITLE "WEED - CROP CLASSIFICATION IN REAL TIME"
I* Overlay update function prototype */
void MyLineDraw(M1L-ID System, MIL-ID Display, long WindowedMode,int *arra,int first);

void midrow(int *arra,int *thresh,int *count,int *reflector,int *akra,int *check,int *midvalues);

I* Target MIL image file specifications. */
#define IMAGE-WIDTH
320L
240L
#define IMAGE-HEIGHT
#define IMAGE-THRESHOLD-VALUE 1.5L
#define SD
53L
#define SR
48L
#define NUM-INTENSITIES
256L
void main(void)

I

MIL-ID MilApplication, I* Application identifier.
*I
Milsystem,
I* System identifier.
*/
MilDisplay, I* Display identifier.
*/
MilImage,
I* Image buffer identifier. */
Quadrantl,
I* Sub-image buffer identifier. */
Quadrant2,
I* Sub-image buffer identifier. */
Quadrant3,
I* Sub-image buffer identifier. */
Quadrant4,
I* Sub-image buffer identifier. */
MilDigitizer=O,
Block1 ,HistResult;
long HistVals[NUM-INTENSITIES];
long WindowedMode;
int

fir=0,first=0,i,j,arra[30].count=4,counter=l ,thresh=500,akra[10],check=O,reflector=O,niidvalues[6];

I* Allocate defaults. *I

I* Restrict the region to be processed to the image size. *I
MbufChild2d(MilImage,320L,OL, IMAGE-WIDTH, IMAGE-HEIGHT, &Quadrant 1);
MbufChild2d(MilImage, OL, OL, IMAGE-WIDTH, IMAGE-HEIGHT, &C!uadrant2);
MbufChild2d(MilImage,OL, 240L, IMAGE-WIDTH, IMAGE-HEIGHT, &Quadrant3);
MbufChild2d(MilImage,320L,240L,IMAGE-WIDTH,
IMAGE-HEIGHT, 1kQuadrant4);

MbufChild2d(MilImage,320L, 240L, SD, SR, &Blockl);

if(MdispInquire(MilDisplay, M-DISPLAY-MODE, M-NULL)==M-W1NI)OWED)
WindowedMode=M-TRUE;
else
WindowedMode=M-FALSE;
I* Change display window title. *I
if (WindowedMode)
MdispControl(MilDisplay, M-WINDOW-TITLE-NAME,
I* Select the windowed image on the display. *I
MdispSelect(MilDisplay, MilImage);
I* Draw text and graphics in the overlay buffer *I

I* If the system can grab. *I
while(MilDigitizer!=O)
{ fir++;
if(fir==200)
getchar();

I* Load source image into an image buffer. *I

MdigGrabContinuous(MilDigitizer,MilImage);
I* Pause to show the original image. *I
MdigHalt(Mi1Digitizer);

(1ong)WINDOW-TITLE);

/* Binarize the image so that particles are represented in white and the background in black.*/

MirnBinarize(Quadrant1, Quadrant4, M-LESS-OR-EQUAL.IMAGE-THliESHOLDOVALUE,
M-NULL) ;
/* Remove small particles. *I
// MimOpen(Quadrant4, Quadrant4, 1, M-BINARY);
// MimClose(Quadrant4,Quadrant4, 1, M-BINARY);

I* Allocate a histogram result buffer. *I
for(counter= 1;counter<6;counter++)

{

//for(count= 1;count<7;count++)

MbufChild2d(MilIrnage,(320L+((count-l)*SD)),240L+(counter-l)*SR,SD, SR, &Blockl);

MirnAllocResult(MilSystern.NUM-INTENSITIES, M-HISTLIST, &.HistResult);
/* Perform the histogram. *I
MimHistogram(Block1, HistResult);

I* Get the results. */
MirnGetResult(HistResult, M-VALUE, HistVals);
if((counter== l)&&(count==4))
{if(HistVals[255]>thresh)
arra[O+count-1]= 1;else arra[O+count- l]=0;
// printf("Counter= %d White= %d count =%d\n",counter,HistVals[255],count);
//getchar();

1
if((counter==2)&&(count==4))
{if(HistVals[255]>thresh)
arra[6+count- I ]=l;else arra[6+count-l]=O;
// printf("Counter= %d White= %d count =%d\n",counter,HistVals[255],count);
// getchar();

1
if((counter==3)&&(count==4))
{ midvalues[count-l]=HistVals[255];

I1

printf("Midvalues[%d]=%d\n,(count-l),HistVals[255]);

1
if((counter==4)&&(count==4))
{if(HistVals[255]>thresh)
arra[l8+count-1]= 1;else arra[l8+count- l]=O;
// printf("Counter= %d White= %d count =%d\n",counter,HistVals[255],count);

I1 getchar();

1
if((counter==5)&&(count==4))
{if(HistVals[255]>thresh)
arra[24+count- l]=l ;else arra[24+count- l]=O;
I1 printf("Counter= %d White= %d count =%d\n",counter,HistVals[255],count);
11 getchar();

I
MbufFree(B lock1);
MimFree(HistResu1t);

midrow(&arra,&thresh,&count,&reflector,&akra,&check,&midvalues);
I* printf("arra values once again in the main function\n0);
for(i=O;i<=29;i++)
(printf("Counter = %d arra %d = %d\n",counter,i,arra[i]);
getchar();

1
*/
/* Draw text and graphics in the overlay buffer *I

if(arra[3]== 1)
MgraRectFill(M-DEFAULT, MilImage, 10L+3*SD, 10L,(3+l)*SD-lOL,40L);
if(arra[9]==1)
MgraRectFill(M-DEFAULT, MilImage, 10L+(9-6)*SD, 58L,((9-6)+1)*SD10L,88L);
if(arra[ l5]== I)
MgraRectFill(M-DEFAULT, MilImage, 10L+(15-12)*SD, 106L,((15-12)+1)*SD10L,136L);
if(arra[21]==1)
MgraRectFill(M-DEFAULT,

MilImage,

10L+(21- 18)*SD,

1ii4L,((21- 18)+l)*SD-

if(arra[27]== 1)
MgraRectFill(M-DEFAULT,

MilImage,

10L+(27-24)*SD,

202L,((27-24)+1)*SD-

10L,184L);

10L,232L);
11 for(i=O;i<=lO;i++)
11forQ=O;j<=lO;j++);

1
/* Pause to show the image. *I
//getchar();
I* Stop the continuous grab and free digitizer (if needed). *I
if (MilDigitizer)

(

MdigHalt(Mi1Digitizer);
MdigFree(Mi1Digitizer);
/* Pause to show the result. */
I/ getchar();

1
/* Deselect the windowed image from the display. */
MdispDeselect(MilDisplay, MilImage);
MimFree(HistResu1t);
/* Free image. */
MbufFree(Mil1mage);
MbufFree(Quadrant1);
MbufFree(Quadrant2);
MbufFree(Quadrant3);
MbufFree(Quadrant4);
MbufFree(Block1);
MappFreeDefault(MilApplication, Milsystem, MilDisplay, MilDigitizer, MilImage);

1

.................................................................................
void midrow(int *arra,int *thresh,int *count,int *reflector,int *akra,int * checlk,int *midvalues)
(int k,temp,value,deviation=O;
double result;
*count=4;
I* Processing till the array a h a of 8 is filled up with 7 values*/
if((*check)==O)
(

akra[*reflector]=midvalues[(*count)- 11;

/*After 7 values have been stored in the array akra */
if((*check)==1)
(

/*Calculation of the standard deviation */

deviation=akra[O]-akra[9];
deviation*=deviation;
k+=deviation;
deviation =k;
/****I deviationl=7;
// printf("the num is %d\nW,deviation);
result=sqrt(deviation);
//printf("original number= %d deviation= %d\nM,(akra[7]-akra[8]),deviation);
printf("Thew square root of %f\nW,result);

/*if(akra[7]>(50+akra[g]))
arra[l2+(*count)-l]=l ;

else
arra[l2+(*count)-l]=O;
*/
if(akra[g]>(((int)(l *result))+akra[9]))
{arra[l2+(*count)-l]=l ;

if(abs(akra[8]-akra(9])<=30)
arra[12+(*count)- l]=O;

I
for(k=O;k<g;k++)
akra[k]=akra[k+ I.];
I1 else
I1 if(akra[7]<(((int)(2*result))+akra[8])-5)
//
arra[ 12+(*count)- l]=0;
printf("Thresho1d
for comparing
akra[g],((int)(l *result))+akra[9],akra[9]);
//getchar();

akra[8]

=%d

is

%d

akra

9

=%d\nW,

I
/*for(k=O;k<=9;k++)
printf("akra %d=%d
reflector = %d
%d\nW,k,akra[k]
,*reflector,*check,*count,akra[8]);
getchar();
*/
akra[9]=0;

I

check=%d

count

=:

%d

akra[8]=

B.2.3 Program 3 : Uses no graphics to increase speed. Directly sends values to the output port.

I* Target MIL image file specifications. */
#define IMAGEBAND-NUM
1L
#define IMAGE-TYPE
8+M_UNSIGNED
#define IMAGE-ATTRIB
M-IMAGE+M-DISP+M-PROC
I* Title to put on the display window *I
#define WINDOW-TITLE "WEED - CROP CLASSIFICATION IN REAL TIME"
I* Overlay update function prototype */
void MyLineDraw(M1L-ID System, MIL-ID Display, long WindowedMode.,int *arra,int first);

void midrow(int *arra,int *thresh,int *count,int *reflector,int *akra,int *checE;,int *midvalues);

I* Target MIL image file specifications. */
#define IMAGE-WIDTH
320L
240L
#define IMAGE-HEIGHT
#define IMAGE-THRESHOLD-VALUE 1.5L
#define SD
53L
#define SR
48L
#define NUM-INTENSITIES
256L
void main(void)
(

MIL-ID MilApplication, I* Application identifier.
*/
Milsystem,
I* System identifier.
*/
MilDisplay, I* Display identifier.
*/
MilImage,
I* Image buffer identifier. */
Quadrantl,
I* Sub-image buffer identifier. */
Quadrant2,
I* Sub-image buffer identifier. */
I* Sub-image buffer identifier. */
Quadrant3,
I* Sub-image buffer identifier. */
Quadrant4,
MilDigitizer=O,
Block1 .HistResult;
long HistVals[NUM-INTENSITIES];
long WindowedMode;
int

fir=0,first=0,i,j,arra[30],count=4,counter=l,thresh=500,akra[lO],check=O,reflector=O,midvalues[6];

/* Allocate defaults. */

I* Restrict the region to be processed to the image size. */
MbufChild2d(MilImage,320L, OL, IMAGE-WIDTH, IMAGE-HEIGHT, &Quadrantl);
MbufChild2d(MilImage, OL, OL, IMAGE-WIDTH, IMAGE-HEIGHT, &C!uadrant2);
MbufChild2d(MilImage,OL, 240L, IMAGE-WIDTH, IMAGE-HEIGHT, &Quadrant3);
MbufChild2d(MilImage,320L,240L,IMAGE_WIDTH,
IMAGE-HEIGHT, dkQuadrant4);

MbufChild2d(MilImage,320L,240L, SD, SR, &Blockl);
if(MdispInquire(MilDisplay, M-DISPLAY-MODE, M-NULL)==M-WINIIOWED)
WindowedMode=M-TRUE;
else
WindowedMode=M-FALSE;
I* Change display window title. */
if (WindowedMode)
MdispControl(MilDisplay, M-WINDOW-TITLE-NAME,
I* Select the windowed image on the display. */
MdispSelect(MilDisplay, MilImage);
/* Draw text and graphics in the overlay buffer */

/* If the system can grab. */
while(MilDigitizer!=O)
{ fir++;
if(fir==200)
getchar();

I* Load source image into an image buffer. */

MdigGrabContinuous(MilDigitizer,MilImage);
I* Pause to show the original image. */
MdigHalt(Mi1Digitizer);

(1ong)WINDOW-TITLE);

/* Binarize the image so that particles are represented in white and the background in black.*/
MirnBinarize(Quadrant 1, Quadrant4, M-LESS-OR-EQUALJMAGE-THIXESHOLD-VALUE,

M-NULL) ;
/* Remove small particles. */
// MimOpen(Quadrant4, Quadrant4, 1, M-BINARY);
// MimClose(Quadrant4,Quadrant4, 1, MBINARY);

/* Allocate a histogram result buffer. */
for(counter=l ;counterc6;counter++)

I
//for(count= 1;countc7;count++)

MbufChild2d(MilImage,(320L+((count-l)*SD)),240L+(counter-l)*SR, SD, SR, &Blockl);
MirnAllocResult(MilSystem,NUM-INTENSITIES, M-HISTLIST, &HistResult);
/* Perform the histogram. */
MirnHistogram(Block1, HistResult);
/* Get the results. */

MimGetResult(HistResult, M-VALUE, HistVals);
if((counter== l)&&(count==4))
{if(HistVals[255]>thresh)
arra[O+count- l ] = l ;else arra[O+count- l]=0;
// printf("Counter= %d White= %d count =%d\n",counter,HistVals[255],count);
//getchar();

1
if((counter==2)&&(count==4))
{if(HistVals[255]>thresh)
arra[6+count- l ] = l ;else arra[6+count- l]=0;
/I printf("Counter= %d White= %d count =%d\n",counter,HistVals[255]:count);
// getchar();

1
if((counter==3)&&(count==4))
{midvalues[count- l]=HistVals[255];
//

printf("Midvalues[%d]=%d\n",(count-l).HistVals[255]);

I
if((counter==4)&&(count==4))
{if(HistVals[255]>thresh)
arra[l8+count- I]=1;else arra[l8+count-l]=0;
// printf("Counter= %d White= %d count =%d\n",counter,HistVals[255],count);

// getchar();

1
if((counter==5)&&(count==4))
{if(HistVals[255]>thresh)
arra[24+count-l]=l ;else arra[24+count-l]=O;
/I printf("Counter= %d White= %d count =%d\n",counter,HistVals[255].,count);
// getchar();

1
MbufFree(Block1);
MimFree(HistResu1t);

/* Pause to show the image. *I
//getchar();
/* Stop the continuous grab and free digitizer (if needed). *I
if (MilDigitizer)

I
MdigHalt(Mi1Digitizer);
MdigFree(Mi1Digitizer);
/* Pause to show the result. */
// getchar();

1
/* Deselect the windowed image from the display. */
MdispDeselect(MilDisplay, MilImage);
MimFree(HistResu1t);
/* Free image. *I
MbufFree(Mil1mage);
MbufFree(Quadrant1);
MbufFree(Quadrant2);
MbufFree(Quadrant3);
MbufFree(Quadrant4);
MbufFree(Block1);
MappFreeDefault(MilApplication, Milsystem, MilDisplay, MilDigitizer, Mi,lImage);

1

void midrow(int *arra,int *thresh,int *count,int *reflector,int *akra,int
{int k,temp,value,deviation=O;
double result;
*count=4;
/* Processing till the array akra of 8 is filled up with 7 values*/
if((*check)==O)
{
akra[*reflector]=midvalues[(*count)- 11;

/*After 7 values have been stored in the array akra *I
if((*check)==l)
{

akra[8]=midvalues[(*count)-11;
for(k=O;k<8; k++)
(akra[9])+=akra[b] ;
(akra[9])/=8.0;
/*Calculation of the standard deviation */

* check,int *midvalues)

deviation=akra[O]-akra[9];
deviation*=deviation;
k+=deviation;
deviation =k;
/****I deviation/=7;
// printf("the num is %d\nW,deviation);
result=sqrt(deviation);
//printf("original number= %d deviation= %d\nW,(akra[7]-akra[8]),deviation);
printf("Thew square root of %f\nW,result);

/*if(akra[7]>(50+akra[8]))
arra[l2+(*count)-l]=1;
else
arra[l2+(*count)-l]=O;
*/
if(akra[g]>(((int)(l *result))+akra[9]))
(arra[ 12+(*count)- [.]=I;

if(abs(akra[S]-akra[9])<=30)
arra[l2+(*count)-].]=0;

1
for(k=O;k<g;k++)
akra[k]=akra[k+ 1] ;
// else
N if(akra[7]<(((int)(2*result))+akra[8])-5)
//
arra[12+(*count)- l]=0;
printf("Thresho1d for comparing
akra[8],((int)(l*result))+akra[9] ,akra[9]);
//getc har();

akra[8]

=%d

is

%d

aha

9

=%d\nU,

1
/*for(k=O;k<=9;k++)
printf("akra %d=%d
reflector = %d
%d\n",k,akra[k],*reflector,*check,*count~akra[8]);
getchar();
*/
akra[9]=0;

1

check=%d

count

=:

%d

akra[8]=

B.2.4 Program 4: this program does not use any graphical display but ratheir just computes the
signals to be sent to the output port

I* Target MIL image file specifications. */
#define I M A G E BAND-NUM 1L
#define IMAGE-TYPE
8+M_UNSIGNED
#define IMAGE-ATTRIB
M-IMAGE+M-DISP+M-PROC
I* Title to put on the display window */
#define WINDOW-TITLE "WEED - CROP CLASSIFICATION IN REAL 1:IME"
I* Overlay update function prototype */
void MyLineDraw(M1L-ID System, MIL-ID Display, long WindowedMode.,int *arra,int first);

void midrow(int *arra,int *thresh,int *count,int *reflector,int *akra,int *check;,int *midvalues);

I* Target MIL image file specifications. */
#define IMAGE-WIDTH
320L
#define IMAGE-HEIGHT
240L
#define IMAGE-THRESHOLD-VALUE 1.5L
#define SD
53L
#define SR
48L
#define NUMINTENSITlES
256L
void main(void)

MIL-ID MilApplication, I* Application identifier.
*/
Milsystem,
I* System identifier.
*/
MilDisplay,
I* Display identifier.
*/
MilImage[2],
I* Image buffer identifier. */
Quadrant1 ,Quadrant 1I,
/* Sub-image buffer identifier. */
Quadrant2,Quadrant21,
I* Sub-image buffer identifier. */
I* Sub-image buffer identifier. */
Quadrant3,Quadrant3 1,
I* Sub-image buffer identifier. */
Quadrant4,Quadrant41,BinImage,

MilDigitizer=O,MilImageDisp,
Blockl,Block2,HistResult;
long HistVals[NUM-INTENSITIES];
long WindowedMode;
int fir=O,first=O,ij,arra[30],count=4,counter= 1,thresh=500,akra[lO] ,check=O,reflector==O,midvalues[6];

I* Allocate defaults. */
//

MappAll~~Default(M~SETUP,&MilApplication,&MilSystem,&MilDisplay,&MilDigitizer,&MilImage);
MbufAlloc2d(M-DEFAULT,

//

5OOL,700L,

8+M-UNSIGNED,M-IMAGE+M-PROC+M-DISP,
&BinImage);
/*Allocate Defaults */

MappAllocDefault(M~SETUP,&Mi1Application,&MilSystem,&MiI:Display,&MilDigitiz
er,M-NULL) ;
/*Allocate 2 grab buffers */
MbufAlloc2d(MilSystem,640,480,8L+M-UNSIGNED,M-IMAGE+M-GRAB+M-PRO
C,&MilImage[O]);

MbufAlloc2d(MilSystem,640,480,8L+M~UNSIGNED,M~IMAGE+M~GRAB+M~PRO
C,&MilImage[l]);
/*Allocate 1 display buffer and clear it */
MbufAlloc2d(MilSystem,640,480,8L+M-UNSIGNED,M-IMAGE+M-GRAB+M-DISP
,&MilImageDisp);

MbufClear(MilImageDisp,Ox0);
/*Display the buffer */
//

MdispSelect(MilDisplay,MilImageDisp);
/*Allocate and prepare a LUT for the LUT map processing(reverse r;imp)*/

/*Do a first grab in the first buffer */

MdigGrab(MilDigitizer,MilImage[O]);
MbufChild2d(MilImage[0],320L, OL,
IMAGE-WIDTH,
IMAGE-HEIGHT,
&Quadrant 1);
MbufChild2d(MilImage[O], OL, CIL, IMAGE-WIDTH, IMAGE-HEIGHT, #&Quadrant2);
MbufChild2d(MilImage[O],OL,24OL, IMAGE-WIDTH, IMAGE-HEIGHT.,&Quadrant3);
MbufChild2d(MilImage[0],320L,240L,IMAGE~WIDTH,
IMAGE-HEIGHT, &Quadrant4);
MbufChild2d(MilImage[11,320L,

OL,

IMAGE-WIDTH,

IMAGE-HEIGHT,

&Quadrant11);

MbufChild2d(MilImage[l],OL, OL, IMAGE-WIDTH, IMAGE-HEIGHT, hQuadrant21);
MbufChild2d(MilImage[ L],OL, 240L, IMAGE-WIDTH, IMAGE-HEIGHT, &Quadrant31);
MbufChild2d(MilImage[1],320L,240L,IMAGE-WIDTH,
IMAGE-HEIGHT, &Quadrant41);
//MbufChild2d(MilImage[O],320L,
240L, SD, SR, &Blockl);
/*Put digitizer in asynchronous mode *I

MdigControl(MilDigitizer,M~GRAB~MODE,M~ASYNCHRONOUS);

/I

/*Process one buffer while grabbing the other */
while(!kbhit())
N -cputs( "Hit me!! " );

I* Use -getch to throw key away. */
I/ ( "\nKey struck was Vocln", -getch() );
/I -getch();

I* Restrict the region to be processed to the image size. */

I* if(MdispInquire(MilDisplay, M-DISPLAY-MODE, M-NULL)==M-WINDOWED)

WindowedMode=M-TRUE;
else
WindowedMode=M-FALSE;
*I
I* Change display window title. *I

/*if (WindowedMode)
MdispControl(MilDisplay, M-WINDOW-TITLE-NAME,

(1ong)WINDO~W-TITLE);

*/

I* Select the windowed image on the display. */
/I MdispSelect(MilDisplay, MilImage);
I* Draw text and graphics in the overlay buffer */
// MdigGrabContinuous(MilDigitizer,MilImage);
I* If the system can grab. */

//while(MilDigitizer!=O)
MimAllocResult(MilSystem, NLTM-INTENSITIES, M-HIST-LIST, &HistResult);
printf("Start\nn);

/* Load source image into an image buffer. *I

lIMdigGrabContinuous(MiIDigitizer,MilImage);
/*Grab second buffer during first buffer processing */

MdigGrab(MilDigitizer,MilImage[I]);
/* Pause to show the original image. */
//MdigHalt(MilDigitizer);
//MbufCopy(MilImage,BinImage);

MimArith(Quadrant3,Quadrant2,Quadrant1,M-DIV);

/* Binarize the image so that particles are represented in white and the background in black.*/
MimBinarize(Quadrant I , Quadrant4, M-LESS-OR-EQUALJMAGE-THRESHOLD-VALUE,
M-NULL);
/* Remove small particles. */
// MimOpen(Quadrant4, Quadrant4, 1, MBINARY);
// MimClose(Quadrant4,Quadrant4, I , MBINARY);

MbufChild2d(MilImage[0],(320L+((3)*SD)),
240L, SD, SR, &Blockl);
MimHistogram(Block1, HistResult);
MimGetResult(HistResult, M-VALUE, HistVals);

if(HistVals[255]>thresh)
arra[O+count- l]=l ;
//
else arra[O+count- l]=0;
MbufFree(Block1);

MbufChild2d(MilImage[0],(320L+((3)*SD)),
240L+SR, SD, SR, &Blockl);
MimHistogram(Block1, HistResult);
MimGetResult(HistResult, M-VALUE, HistVals);

if(HistVals[255]>thresh)
arra[6+count- l]=l;
//else arra[6+count-l]=0;
MbufFree(Block1);

MbufChild2d(MilImage[0],(320L+((3)*SD)),
240L+(2)*SR, SD, SF., &Blockl);
MimHistogram(Block1, HistResult);
MimGetResult(HistResult, M-VALUE, HistVals);
midvalues[count- I ]=HistVals[255];
MbufFree(Block1);

MbufChild2d(MilImage[0],(320L+((3)*SD)),
240L+(3)*SR, SD, SR, &.Blockl);
MimHistogram(Block1, HistResult);
MimGetResult(HistResult,M-VALUE, HistVals);
if(HistVals[255]>thresh)
arra[lg+count-I.]=1;//else arra[lg+count-l]=0;
MbufFree(B lock 1);

MbufChild2d(MilImage[0],(320L+((3)*SD)),240L+(4)*SR, SD, SR, &Blockl);
MimHistogram(Block1, HistResult);
MimGetResult(HistResult, M-VALUE, HistVals);
if(HistVals[255]>thresh)
arra[24+count- A]= 1;//else arra[24+count- l]=0;
MbufFree(Block1);

midrow(&arra,&thresh,&count,&reflector,&akra,&check,&midvalues);
/* printf("arra values once again in the main functionh");
for(i=O;i<=29;i++)
(printf("Counter = %d arra %d = %dh",counter,i,arra[i]);
getchar();

I
*/

// for(i=O;i<=lO;i++)
// forCj=O;j<=lO;j++);

//-sleep(1);
//printf("This is round number %d\nM,fir);
//if(fir==199)
I/
printf("Code =%d%d%d%d%d\n",arra[3],arra[9],arra[15],arra[2l],arra[27]);
fir++;

/*Grab second buffer during first buffer processing */

MdigGrab(MilDigitizer,MilImage[O]);
/* Pause to show the original image. */
//MdigHalt(MilDigitizer);
//MbufCopy(MilImage,BinImage);
MimArith(Quadrant3 1,Quadrant21 ,Quadrant11 ,M-DIV);

/* Binarize the image so that particles are represented in white and the background in black.*/

MimBinarize(Quadrant 11,

M-LESS-OR-EQUAL.IMAGE-THRESHOLD-VALUE,M-NULL);
/* Remove small particles. */
// MimOpen(Quadrant4, Quadrant4, 1, M-BINARY);
// MimClose(Quadrant4,Quadrant4, 1, M-BINARY);

Quadrant41,

MbufChild2d(MilImage[1],(320L+((3)*SD)),240L. SD, SR, &Block2);
MimHistogram(Block1, HistResult);
MimGetResult(HistResult, M-VALUE, HistVals);
if(HistVals[255]>thresh)
arra[O+count- l]=l ;
//
else arra[O+count-l]=0;
MbufFree(Block2);

MbufChild2d(MilImage[1],(320L+((3)*SD)),
240L+SR, SD, SR, &Block2);
MimHistogram(Block2, HistResult);
MimGetResult(HistResult, M-VALUE, HistVals);
if(HistVals[255]>thresh)
arra[6+count- 1]= 1 ;
//else arra[6+count- l]=0;
MbufFree(Block2);

MbufChild2d(MilImage[1],(320L+((3)*SD)),
240L+(2)*SR, SD, SR., &Block2);
MimHistogram(Block2, HistResult);
MimGetResult(HistResult, M-VALUE, HistVals);
midvalues[count- l]=HistVals[255];
MbufFree(Block2);

MbufChild2d(MilImage[1],(320L+((3)*SD)),
240L+(3)*SR, SD, SR, &Block2);
MirnHistogram(B lock2, HistResult);
MimGetResult(HistResult, M-VALUE, HistVals);
if(HistVals[255]>thresh)
arra[l8+count-l]=l ;//else arra[l8+count- l]=0;
MbufFree(Block2);

MbufChild2d(MilImage[ 1],(320L+((3)*SD)). 240L+(4)*SR, SD, SR, &:Block2);
MimHistogram(Block2, HistResult);
MimGetResult(HistResult, M-VALUE, HistVals);
if(HistVals[255]>thresh)
arra[24+count- 1]=1 ;//else arra[24+count- l]=0;
MbufFree(Block2);

//printf("This is round number %d\nN,fir);
//if(fir==3999)
//
printf("Code =%d%d%d%d%d\n",arra[3],arra[9],arra[l5],arra[21

],arra[27]);

/* Pause to show the image. */
//getchar();
/* Stop the continuous grab and free digitizer (if needed). */
if (MilDigitizer)

I
MdigHalt(Mi1Digitizer);
MdigFree(Mi1Digitizer);
I* Pause to show the result. */
// getchar();

1
/* Deselect the windowed image from the display. */
N MdispDeselect(MilDisplay, MilImage);
MimFree(HistResu1t);
/* Free image. */
MbufFree(Mil1mageDisp);
MbufFree(MilIrnage[O]);
MbufFree(MilImage[ 11);
//MbufFree(MilImage);
MbufF;ree(Quadrant1);
MbufFree(Quadrant2);
MbufFree(Quadrant3);
MbufFree(Quadrant4);
MbufFree(B1ock1);
/*Free Deafults */

MappFreeDefauIt(MilApplication,MilSystem,MilDisplay,MilDigitizer,M-NULL);
N MappFreeDefault(MilApplication,Milsystem, MilDisplay, MilDigitizer. hdilImage);

1

void midrow(int *arra,int *thresh,int *count,int *reflector,int *akra,int * check,int *midvalues)
{int k,temp,value,deviation=O;
double result;
*count=4;
/* Processing till the array akra of 8 is filled up with 7 values*/
if((*check)==O)

I

akra[*reflector]=midvalues[(*count)- 11;

/*After 7 values have been stored in the array akra */
if((*check)==1)

I

/*Calculation of the standard deviation */

deviation=akra[O]-akra[9];
deviation*=deviation;
k+=deviation;
deviation =k;

/*** *I deviationl=7;
// printf("the num is %d\nW,deviation);

result=sqrt(deviation);
//printf("original number= %d deviation= %d\nM,(akra[7]-akra[8]),deviation);
// printf("Thew square root of %f\nM,result);

/*if(akra[7]>(50+akra[8]))
arra[12+(*count)-l]=l;
else
arra[12+(*count)-l]=O;
*/

for(k=O;k<8;k++)
akra[k]=akra[k+ I];
I/ else
/I if(akra[7]<(((int)(2*result))+akra[8])-5)
//
arra[ l2+(*count)- l]=0;
I/
printf("Thresho1d for comparing
akra[8] ,((int)( 1*result))+akra[9],akra[9]);
//getchar();

akra[8]

=%d

is

%d

aha

9

=%d\n",

1
/*for(k=O;k<=9;k++)
printf("akra %d=%d
reflector =
%d\n",k,akra[k],*reflector,*check,*count,aha[8]);
getchar();
*/
akra[9]=0;

%d

check=%d

count

=

%d

akra[8]=

B.2.5 Program 5: This program does not use any graphical display but rather just computes the
signals to be sent to the output port. However, the program does the processing for all the 30 blocks
at once and sends 30 ONIOFF signals instead of just 5.

/* Target MIL image file specifications. */
#define IMAGE-BAND-NUM 1L
8+M_UNSIGNED
#define IMAGE-TYPE
#define IMAGE-ATTRIB M-IMAGE+M-DISP+M-PROC

I* Title to put on the display window */
#define WINDOW-TITLE "WEED - CROP CLASSIFICATION IN REAL TIME"
/* Overlay update function prototype *I
void MyLineDraw(M1L-ID System, MIL-ID Display, long WindowedMode,int *arra,int first);

void midrow(int *arra,int *thresh,int *count,int *reflector,int *akra,int *check.,int *midvalues);

/* Target MIL image file specifications. */
#define IMAGE-WIDTH
320L
240L
#define IMAGE-HEIGHT
#define IM AGE-THRESHOLD-VALUE 1.5L
#define SD
53L
#define SR
48L
#define NUM-INTENSITIES
256L
void main(void)
(
MIL-ID MilApplication, I* Application identifier.
*/
Milsystem,
/* System identifier.
*I
MilDisplay, /* Display identifier.
*/
MilImage[2],
/* Image buffer identifier. */
I* Sub-image buffer identifier. */
Quadrant1,Quadrantl 1,
/* Sub-image buffer identifier. */
Quadrant2,Quadrant21,
/* Sub-image buffer identifier. */
Quadrant3,Quadrant31,
Quadrant4,Quadrant4l,BinImage,
/* Sub-image buffer identifier. */

MilDigitizer=O,MilImageDisp,
Blockl,Block2,HistResult;
long HistVals[NUM-INTENSITIES];
long WindowedMode;

int
fir=O,first=O,ij,arra[30] ,count=4,counter=1 ,thres h=5OO,akra[ 101,check=O,reflector=O,midvalues[6];

I* Allocate defaults. */
I/

MappAllo~Default(M~SETUP,&MilApplication,&MilSystem,&Mi1Display,&MiIDigitizer,&MiIImage);
MbufAlloc2d(M_DEFAULT,

/I

500L,700L,

8+M-UNSIGNED,M-IMAGE+M-PROC+M-DISP,
&BinImage);
/*Allocate Defaults */

MappAllocDefault(M~SETUP,&MiIApplication,&MilSystem,&Mil~Display,&MilDigitiz
er ,M-NLILL) ;
/*Allocate 2 grab buffers */

MbufAlloc2d(MiISystem,640,480,8L+M~UNSIGNED,M~IMAGE+M~GRAB+M~PRO
C,&MilImage[O]);
MbufAlloc2d(MilSy stem,640,480,8L+M-UNSIGNED,M-IMAGE+M-GRAB+M-PRO
C,&MilImage[ 11);
/*Allocate 1 display buffer and clear it */

MbufAlloc2d(MilSystem,640,480,8L+M~UNSIGNED,M~IMAGE+M~GRAB+M~DISP
,&MilImageDisp);

MbufClear(MilImageDisp,OxO);
/*Display the buffer */
N

MdispSelect(MilDisplay,MilImageDisp);
/*Allocate and prepare a LUT for the LUT map processing(reverse ramp)*/

/*Do a first grab in the first buffer */

MdigGrab(MilDigitizer,MilImage[O]);
MbufChild2d(MilImage[0],320L, OL,
IMAGE-WIDTH,
IMAGE-HEIGHT,
&Quadrant 1);
MbufChiId2d(MilImage[O], OL, OL, IMAGE-WIDTH, IMAGE-HEIGHT, BrQuadrant2);
MbufChild2d(MilImage[0l,OL,
240L, IMAGE-WIDTH, IMAGE-HEIGHT, &Quadrant3);
MbufChild2d(MiIImage[O],320L,240L,IMAGE-WIDTH, IMAGE-HEIGHT, &Quadrant4);
MbufChild2d(MilImage[1],320L,

OL,

IMAGE-WIDTH,

IMAGE-HEIGHT,

&Quadrant1 I);

MbufChild2d(MilImage[I],OL, OL, IMAGE-WIDTH, IMAGE-HEIGHT, &Quadrant2 1);
MbufChild2d(MilImage[ l],OL, 240L, IMAGE-WIDTH, IMAGE-HEIGHT, &Quadrant31);
MbufChiId2d(MilImage[l],320L,240L,IMAGE-WIDTH,
IMAGE-HEIGHT, &Quadrant4 1);
//MbufChiId2d(MilImage[O],320L,
240L, SD, SR, &Blockl);

/*Put digitizer in asynchronous mode */

MdigCon~ol(MilDigitizer,M-GRAB-MODE,M-ASYNCHRONOL~S);
//

/*Process one buffer while grabbing the other */
while(!kbhit())
// -cputs( "Hit me!! " );

I* Use -getch to throw key away. */
// ( %Key struck was Y o c ~ ~-getch()
",
);
// -getch();

I* Restrict the region to be processed to the image size. */

I* if(MdispInquire(MilDisplay, M-DISPLAY-MODE, M-NULL)==M-WINDOWED)
W indowedMode=M-TRUE;
else
WindowedMode=M-FALSE;
*/
/* Change display window title. */
/*if (WindowedMode)
MdispControl(MilDisplay, M-WINDOW-TITLE-NAME, (1ong)WINDOW-TITLE);
*/
I* Select the windowed image on the display. */
// MdispSelect(MilDisp1ay. MilImage);
I* Draw text and graphics in the overlay buffer */
// MdigGrabContinuous(MilDigitizer,MilImage);

I* If the system can grab. */
//while(MilDigitizer!=O)

MimAllocResult(MilSystem,NUM-INTENSITIES, M-HIST-LIST, LkHistResult);
printf("Start\nW);
while( !-kbhit() )
( fir++;
// if(fir>=4000)

// (printf("g1ghgblijhgbliugblugb");
// getchar();
11 1

for(i=O;i<=29;i++)
arra[i]=O;

I* Load source image into an image buffer. */
//MdigGrabContinuous(MilDigitizer,MilImage);
/*Grab second buffer during first buffer processing */
MdigGrab(MilDigitizer,MilImage[l]);
I* Pause to show the original image. */
IIMdigHalt(MilDigitizer);
//MbufCopy(MilImage,Binlmage);

MimArith(Quadrant3,Quadrant2,Quadrant 1,M-DIV);

I* Binarize the image so that particles are represented in white and the background in black.*/
MimBinarize(Quadrant1, Quadrant4, M-LESS-OR-EQUAL,IMAGE-THIESHOLD-VALUE,
M-NULL) ;
I* Remove small particles. */
/I MimOpen(Quadrant4, Quadrant4, 1, MBINARY);
N MimClose(Quadrant4,Quadrant4, 1, M-BINARY);

MbufChild2d(MilImage[0],(320L+((3)*SD)),
240L, SD, SR, &Blockl);
MimHistogram(Block1, HistResult);
MimGetResult(HistResult, M-VALUE, HistVals);
if(HistVals[255]>thresh)
arra[O+count- I]= 1;
//
else arra[O+count-l]=0;
MbufFree(B lockl);

MbufChild2d(MilImage[0],(320L+((3)*SD)),240L+SR, SD, SR, &Blockl);
MimHistogram(Block1, HistResult);
MimGetResult(HistResult, M-VALUE, HistVals);
if(HistVals[255]>thresh)
arra[6+count- l]=l ;
//else arra[6+count- l]=0;
MbufFree(Block1);

MbufChild2d(MilImage[0],(320L+((3)*SD)),240L+(2)*SR, SD, SR, &Blockl);
MimHistogram(Block1, HistResult);
MimGetResult(HistResult,M-VALUE, HistVals);
midvalues[count- l]=HistVals[255];
MbufFree(B1ock 1);

MbufChild2d(MilImage[01,(320L+((3)*SD)),240L+(3)*SR, SD, SR, &Blockl);
MimHistogram(Block1, HistResult);
MimGetResult(HistResult, M-VALUE, HistVals);

MbufChild2d(MilImage[0],(320L+((3)*SD)),
240L+(4)*SR, SD, SR, &Blockl);
MimHistogram(Blockl, HistResult);
MimGetResult(HistResult, M-VALUE, HistVals);
if(HistVals[255]>thresh)
arra[24+count-l]=l ;//else arra[24+count-l]=0;
MbufFree(Block1);

midrow(&ma,&thresh,&count,&reflector,&akra,&check,&midvalues);
/* printf("arra values once again in the main functionh");
for(i=O;i<=29;i++)
{printf("Counter= %d arra %d = %d\n",counter,i,arra[i]);
getchar();

I
*/

// for(i=O;i<=l O;i++)
// for(j=O;j<=lO;j++);

//-sleep( 1);
//printf("This is round number %dhU,fir);
//if(fir==199)
//
printf("Code =%d%d%d%d%d\n",arra[3],arra[9],arra[15],ma[2l.],a~rra[27]);
fir++;

/*Grab second buffer during first buffer processing */

MdigGrab(MilDigitizer,MilImage[O]);
I* Pause to show the original image. */
//MdigHalt(MilDigitizer);
//MbufCopy(Mi1Image,BinImage);
MimArith(Quadrant31,Quadrant21 ,Quadrant11 ,M-DIV);

/* Binarize the image so that particles are represented in white and the backjyound in black.*/

I* Remove small particles. */
// MimOpen(Quadrant4, Quadrant4, 1, M-BINARY);
// MimClose(Quadrant4,Quadrant4, 1, MBINARY);

MbufChild2d(MilImage~],(320L+((3)*SD)),
240L, SD, SR, &Block2);
MimHistogram(Block1, HistResult);
MimGetResult(HistResult,M-VALUE, HistVals);
if(HistVals[255]>thresh)
arra[O+count-I]= 1;
//
else arra[O+count- I]=O;
MbufFree(Block2);
MbufChild2d(MilImage[1],(320L+((3)*SD)),
240L+SR, SD, SR, &Block2);
MimHistogram(Block2, HistResult);
MimGetResult(HistResult,M-VALUE, HistVals);
if(HistVals[255]>thresh)
arra[6+count- I.]= 1 ;
//else arra[6+count-l]=O;
MbufFree(B1ock2);

MbufChild2d(MilIrnage[11,(320L+((3)*SD)),
240L+(2)*SR, SD, SR, &Block2);
MimHistogram(Block2, HistResult);

MimGetResult(HistResult,M-VALUE, HistVals);
midvalues[count-l]=HistVals[255];
MbufFree(B lock2);

MbufChild2d(MilImage[1],(320L+((3)*SD)),
240L+(3)*SR, SD, SR, &Block2);
MimHistogram(Block2, HistResult);
MimGetResult(HistResult, M-VALUE, HistVals);
if(HistVals[255]>thresh)
arra[l8+count-l]=l ;//else arra[l8+count-l]=0;
MbufFree(Block2);

MbufChild2d(MilImage[1],(320L+((3)*SD)),
240L+(4)*SR, SD, SR, &lBlock2);
MimHistogram(Block2, HistResult);
MimGetResult(HistResult,M-VALUE, HistVals);
if(HistVals[255]>thresh)
arra[24+count- l]=l ;//else arra[24+count- l]=O;
MbufFree(Block2);

//printf("This is round number %d\nU,fir);
//if(fir==3999)
N printf("Code =%d%d%d%d%d\n",ana[O],arra[6],ana[l2],arra[l8],arra[24]);
I/ printf("Code =%d%d%d%d%d\n",arra[l],ana[7],ana[13],ana[19],ana[25]);
/I printf("Code =%d%d%d%d%d\nv,arra[2],ana[8],arra[l4],arra[20],arra[26]);
/I printf("Code =%d%d%d%d%d\n",arra[3],arra[9],ana[l5],arra[2
l],ana[27]);
// printf("Code =%d%d%d%d%d\n",arra[4],ana[lO],ana[16],arra[22],a~a[28]);
/I printf("Code =%d%d%d%d%d\nU,arra[5],arra[1
l],arra[17],ana[23],arra[29]);

1
I* Pause to show the image. *I
//getchar();
I* Stop the continuous grab and free digitizer (if needed). */
if (MilDigitizer)

I
MdigHalt(Mi1Digitizer);
MdigFree(Mi1Digitizer);
I* Pause to show the result. */
// getchar();

1
I* Deselect the windowed image from the display. */
// MdispDeselect(MilDisplay, MilImage);

MirnFree(HistResu1t);
I* Free image. */
MbufFree(Mil1mageDisp);
MbufFree(MilImage[O]) ;
MbufFree(MilImage[ 11);
//MbufFree(MilImage);
MbufFree(Quadrant I);
MbufFree(Quadrant2);
MbufFree(Quadrant3);
MbufFree(Quadrant4);
MbufFree(Block1);
/*Free Deafults */

MappFreeDefault(MilApplication,MilSystem,MilDisplay,Mi~Digitizer,M~NL~L);
/I MappFreeDefault(MilApplication, Milsystem, MilDisplay, MilDigitizer, hlilImage);

1

void midrow(int *arra,int *thresh,int *count,int *reflector,int *akra,int * check,int *midvalues)
{int k,temp,value,deviation=O;
double result;
*count=4;
I* Processing till the array akra of 8 is filled up with 7 values*/

/*After 7 values have been stored in the array akra */
if((*check)==l)

I

/*Calculation of the standard deviation */

deviation=akra[O]-akra[9];
deviation*=deviation;
k+=deviation;
deviation =k;

/****I deviationl=7;
// printf("the num is %d\nU,deviation);
result=sqrt(deviation);
Nprintf("origina1 number= %d deviation= %d\nU,(akra[7]-akra[8]),deviation);
// printf("Thew square root of %f\nW,result);

/*if(akra[7]>(5O+akra[S]))
arra[12+(*count)-l]=l ;
else
arra[l2+(*count)- 1]=0;
*/

if(akra[g]>(((int)(I *result))+akra[9]))
{arra[l2+(*count)-1]=1;

if(abs(akra[S]-akra[9])<=30)
arra[l2+(*count)-l]=0;

1
for(k=O;k<g;k++)
akra[k]=akra[k+ I];
// else
// if(akra[7]<(((int)(2*result))+akra[8])-5)
//

arra[l2+(*count)- l]=0;

//
printf("Thresho1d for
akra[8],((int)(l *result))+akra[9],akra[9]);
//getchar();

comparing

akra[8]

=%d

is

%d

akra

9

=%d\nU,

1

/*for(k=O;k<=9;k++)
printf("akra %d=%d
reflector =
%d\nN,k,akra[k],*reflector,*check,*count,akra[8]);
getchar();
*/

akra[9]=0;

%d

check=%d

count

=:

%d

akra[8]=

B.3 Correlation Analysis
B.3.1 Program 1 : A program for grabbing images in real-time and simultaneously noting down the
GPS co-ordinates of latitude and longitude
I/ File name: mfileimport8.c
/*Synopsis: This program grabs images and stores them in the directory c:\program Files\Matrox
ImagingUmages in .tif format like local.tif, loca2.tif,etc.
It also stores the GPS values in the file c:\leonard\C programs\WIP\data2.txt
Note that before grabbing images, the data2.txt file needs to be manually erased using CUT and
DELETE. No option for automatic erasing has been provided to prevent accidental erasing due to some
malfunction of the power circuitry involved with the computer or other unforseeable causes while grabbing
images in the field

Program runs at 2.27272... mileshour. It was found that 50 images are grabbed and processed in
60 seconds. i.e. 1 image in 1.2 seconds.
4' 1.2 secs.
?
3600secs
= 12000'
5280' 1 mile
12000' ?
=2.2727miles
Therefore 2.272.. miles /hour
In summary, mileshour= 115280feet * 3600secs * (Length of the image in feet) *n *l/Time taken
to grab n images in seconds
PRESS PAUSE BUTTON TO STOP AND ENTER TO RESUME */

#define GWL-NPTTYINFO
#define TTYEXTRABYTES

0
sizeof( LONG )

#define AB OUTDLG-USEB ITMAP 1
#define ATOM-TTYINFO

Ox 100

// hard coded maximum number of ports for device under Win32

#define MAXPORTS

4

N terminal size

#define MAXROWS

25

#define MAXCOLS
#define MAXBLOCK

#define RXQUEUE
#define TXQUEUE

80
80

4096
4096

// cursor states

// Flow control flags

// ascii definitions

0x07
#define ASCII-BEL
#define ASCII-BS
0x08
#define ASCII-LF
OxOA
#define ASCII-CR
OxOD
#define ASCII-XON
Ox 11
#define ASCII-XOFF 0x1 3
// data structures

typedef struct tagTTYINF0

I
HANDLE idComDev ;
BYTE bPort;
BOOL fconnected, fXonXoff,
fUseCNReceive, fDisplayErrors;
BYTE bByteSize, bFlowCtr1, bParity, bStopBits ;
DWORD dwBaudRate ;
OVERLAPPED osWrite, osRead ;
} TTYINFO, NEAR *NPTTYINFO ;

#define -fmemset memset
#define -fmemmove memmove
BOOL CreateTTYInfo( ) ;
BOOL DestroyTTYInfo( ) ;
int ReadComrnBlock( ) ;
BOOL Openconnection() ;
BOOL Setupconnection() ;
BOOL CloseConnection() ;
NPTTYINFO npTTYInfo;
char gpsinfo[l28];

BOOL CreateTTYInfoO
{

if (NULL == (npTTYInfo =
(NPTTYINFO) LocalAlloc( LPTR, sizeof( TTYINFO ) )))
return ( FALSE ) ;

COMDEV( npTTYInfo )
=0 ;
CONNECTED( npTTYInfo ) = FALSE ;
PORT( npTTYInfo )
= 1;
BAUDRATE( npTTYInfo ) = CBR-9600
BYTESIZE( npTTYInfo ) = 8 ;

;

FLOWCTRL( npTTYInfo ) = FC-XONXOFF ;
PARITY( npTTYInfo )
= NOPARITY ;
STOPBITS( npTTYInfo ) = ONESTOPBIT ;
XONXOFF( npTTYInfo )
= FALSE ;
USECNRECEIVE( npTTYInfo ) = TRUE ;
DISPLAYERRORS( npTTYInfo ) = TRUE ;
WRITE-OS( npTTYInfo ).Offset = 0 ;

WRITE-OS( npTTYInfo ).OffsetHigh = 0 ;
READ-OS( npTTYInfo ).Offset = 0 ;
READ-OS( npTTYInfo ).OffsetHigh = 0 ;
READ-OS( npTTYInfo ).hEvent = CreateEvent( NLTLL, 11 no security
TRUE, 11 explicit reset req
FALSE, I/ initial event reset
NULL ) ; I/ no name
if (READ-OS( npTTYInfo ).Event == NULL)
(

LocalFree( npTTYInfo ) ;
return ( -1 ) ;

I

WRITE-OS( npTTYInfo ).hEvent = CreateEvent( NULL, 11 no security
TRUE, 11 explicit reset req
FALSE, /I initial event reset
NULL ) ;/I no name
if (NULL == WRITE-OS( npTTYInfo ).hEvent)
(

CloseHandle( READ-OS( npTTYInfo ).hEvent ) ;
LocalFree( npTTYInfo ) ;
return ( -1 ) ;

I
return ( (LRESULT) TRUE ) ;

I
BOOL DestroyTTYInfo()
(

if (CONNECTED( npTTYInfo ))
CloseConnection();
I/ clean up event objects

CloseHandle( READ-OS( npTTYInfo ).hEvent ) ;
CloseHandle( WRITE-OS( npTTYInfo ).hEvent ) ;
LocalFree( npTTYInfo ) ;
return ( TRUE ) ;
j I/ end of DestroyTTYInfo()

BOOL Openconnection()

I

char
szPort[ 15 1;
BOOL
fRetVal ;
COMMTIMEOUTS CommTimeOuts ;

// open COMM device
if(CreateTTYInfo() == FALSE)
(

printf("The port is not connected, there is an error\nU);
return FALSE;

I
wsprintf( szPort, "%s%dW,"COM", PORT (npTTYInfo));
if ((COMDEV( npTTYlnfo ) =
CreateFile( szPort, GENERIC-READ 1 GENERIC-WRITE,
0,
// exclusive access
NULL,
/Ino security attrs
OPEN-EXISTING,
FILE-ATTRIBUTE-NORMAL I
FILE-FLAG-OVERLAPPED, N overlapped I/O
NULL )) == (HANDLE) -1 )
printf("Connection failed!\nU);
return ( FALSE ) ;

1
else
(
// get any early notifications

SetCommMask( COMDEV( npTTYInfo ), EV-RXCHAR ) ;
I/ setup device buffers

// purge any information in the buffer

PurgeComm( COMDEV( npTTYInfo ), PURGE-TXABORT ( PURGE-RXABORT
PURGE-TXCLEAR I PURGE-RXCLEAR ) ;

1

// set up for overlapped VO

CommTimeOuts.ReadIntervalTimeout= OxFFFFE-FFF ;
CommTimeOuts.ReadTotalTimeoutMultiplier= 0 ;
CommTimeOuts.ReadTotalTimeoutConstant= 1000 ;
I/ CBR-9600 is approximately lbytelms. For our purposes, allow
/I double the expected time per character for a fudge factor.
CommTimeOuts.WriteTotalTimeoutMultiplier= 2*CBR_9600AAUDRATE( npTTYInfo ) ;
CommTimeOuts.WriteTotalTimeoutConstant= 0 ;
SetCommTimeouts( COMDEV( npTTYInfo ), &CommTimeOuts ) ;

I

if (fRetVal)

I
CONNECTED( npTTYlnfo ) = TRUE ;

// assert DTR

EscapeCommFunction( COMDEV( npTTYInfo ), SETDTR ) ;

I
else

1
CONNECTED( npTTYInfo ) = FALSE ;
CloseHandle( COMDEV( npTTYInfo ) ) ;
return FALSE;

I

return TRUE ;
) // end of Openconnection()

BOOL Setupconnection( )
{

BOOL
BYTE
DCB

fRetVal ;
bSet ;
dcb ;

dcb.DCBlength = sizeof( DCB ) ;
GetCommState( COMDEV( npTTYInfo ), &dcb ) ;
dcb.BaudRate = BAUDRATE( npTTYInfo ) ;
dcb.ByteSize = BYTESIZE( npTTYInfo ) ;
dcb.Parity = PARITY( npTTYInfo ) ;
dcb.StopBits = STOPBITS( npTTYInfo ) ;
// setup hardware flow control

bSet = (BYTE) ((F'LOWCTRL( npTTYInfo ) & FC-DTRDSR) != 0) ;
dcb.fOutxDsrFlow = bSet ;
if (bSet)
dcb.fDtrContro1= DTR-CONTROL-HANDSHAKE ;
else
dcb.fDtrControl = DTR-CONTROL-ENABLE ;
bSet = (BYTE) ((FLOWCTRL( npTTYInfo ) & FCPTSCTS) != 0) ;
dcb.fOutxCtsFlow = bSet ;
if (bSet)
dcb.fRtsContro1= RTS-CONTROL-HANDSHAKE ;
else
dcb.fRtsContro1= RTS-CONTROL-ENABLE ;
// setup software flow control

bSet = (BYTE) ((FLOWCTRL( npTTYInfo ) & FC-XONXOFF) != 0) ;
dcb.flnX = dcb.fOutX = bSet ;
dcb.XonChar = ASCII-XON ;
dcb.XoffChar = ASCII-XOFF ;
dcb.XonLim = 100 ;
dcb.XoffLim = 100 ;
I1 other various settings
dcb.fBinary = TRUE ;
dcb.fParity = TRUE ;
fRetVal= SetCommState( COMDEV( npTTYInfo ), &dcb ) ;
return ( fRetVal ) ;
) I1 end of Setupconnection()

BOOL CloseConnection( )

I
I1 set connected flag to FALSE
CONNECTED( npTTYInfo ) = FALSE ;
I1 disable event notification and wait for thread
I1 to halt
SetCornmMask( COMDEV( npTTYInfo ), 0 ) ;
I1 block until thread has been halted

EscapeCommFunction( COMDEV( npTTYInfo ), CLRDTR ) ;
I/ purge any outstanding readslwrites and close device handle
PurgeComm( COMDEV( npTTYInfo ), PURGE-TXABORT 1 PURGE-RJCABORT
PURGE-TXCLEAR ( PURGE-RXCLEAR ) ;
CloseHandle( COMDEV( npTTYInfo ) ) ;
I1 change the selectable items in the menu

return TRUE ;
) I1 end of CloseConnection()

int ReadCommBlock(char* IpszBlock)

I

DWORD nMaxLength = 128;
BOOL
fReadStat ;
COMSTAT ComStat ;
DWORD
dwErrorFlags;
DWORD
dwLength;
DWORD
dwError;
char
szError[ 10 ] ;
ClearComrnError( COMDEV( npTTYInfo ), &dwErrorFlags, &ComStat ) ;
dwLength = min( (DWORD) nMaxLength, ComStat.cbInQue ) ;
if (dwLength > 0)
(

fReadStat = ReadFile( COMDEV( npTTYInfo ), IpszBlock,
dwlength, &dwLength, &READ-OS( npTTYInfo ) ) ;
if (!fReadStat)
(

if (GetLastError() == ERROR-10-PENDING)
(

OutputDebugString("\n\rIOPending");
I1 We have to wait for read to complete.
/I This function will timeout according to the
/I CommTimeOuts.ReadTotalTimeoutConstantvariable
// Every time it times out, check for port errors

while(!GetOverlappedResult( COMDEV( npTTYInfo ),
&READ-OS( npTTYInfo ), &dwLength, TRUE ))
(

dwError = GetLastError();
if(dwError == ERROR-10-INCOMPLETE)
I/ normal result if not finished
continue;
else
(

/I an error occurred, try to recover
wsprintf( szError, "<CE-%u>", dwError ) ;

ClearComrnError( COMDEV( npTTYInfo ), &dwErrorFlags, &ComStat);
if ((dwErrorFlags > 0) && DISPLAYERRORS( npTTYInfo ))
(

wsprintf( szError, "<CE-%u>", dwErrorFlags ) ;

1
break;

I
I
else
(

/I some other error occurred
dwLength = 0 ;

return ( dwLength ) ;
} // end of ReadComrnBlock()

#define
#define
#define
#define
#define

IMAGE-DEPTH 8L
IMAGE-WIDTH
320L
240L
IMAGE-HEIGHT
IMAGE-THRESHOLD-VALUE 1.5L
WINDOW-TITLE "Real-time image grab"

FILE *fopen(),*first-file_pointer,*second-file-pointer;
void main(void)
{

MIL-ID MilApplication, /* Application identifier. */
Milsystem,
/* System identifier.
*/
MilDisplay, /* Display identifier. */
Millrnage,
I* Image buffer identifier. */
Quadrant 1,
Quadrant2,
Quadrant3,
Quadrant4,
MilDigitizer=O;
long WindowedMode;
I* Error code value.
*/
int con=l,i;
char ch='y';
char *gpspointer=&gpsinfo;
char gpsstore[3000];

if(MdispInquire(MilDisplay, M-DISPLAY-MODE, M-NULL)==M-WINIDOWED)
WindowedMode=M-TRUE;
else

I* Change display window title. *I
if (WindowedMode)
MdispControl(MilDisplay, M-WINDOW-TITLE-NAME,

(1ong)WINDO'N-TITLE);

if((con-1)==4000) (printf("4000 images done ");getchar();)
I* Load source image into an image buffer. *I

MdigGrabContinuous(MilDigitizer,MiIImage);
I* Pause to show the original image. *I
MdigHalt(Mi1Digitizer);

if(OpenConnection()==FALSE)
(

printf("The connection cannot be made\nU);
return;

I

printf("Someone please attach the GPS Unit! !!!\nM);

fprintf(second-file-pointer,"Image %d GPS value is %s%d\n",con,gpsinfo);

DestroyTTYInfo();
con++;
printf("%d images have been taken\nM,con-1);

I
I* Release defaults. *I

MappFreeDefault(MilApplication, Milsystem, MilDisplay, MilDigitizer, MilImage);

I
//Some specific header files used for mfileimport8.c

#define VER-MAJOR 3
#define VER-MINOR 10
#define VER-BUILD 0

#define ABOUTDLGBOX
100
#define SETTINGSDLGBOX 101
#define TTYACCEL
#define TTYMENU
#define TTYICON
#define TTYBITMAP

200
300
400
500

#define IDD-OK
1
#define IDD-CANCEL

2

#define IDM-CONNECT
Ox 100
#define IDM-DISCONNECT Ox 101
#define IDM-EXIT
Ox102
#define IDM-SETTINGS
0x103
#define IDM-ABOUT
Ox104
#define IDM-SENDBLOCK
Ox105
#define IDD-ABOUTICON
0x210
#define IDD-TITLELINE
0x211
#define 1DD-VERSION
0x212
#define IDDBYLINE
0x2 13
#define IDD-WINDOWSMODE 0x214
#define IDD-FREEMEM
0x2 15
#define IDD-RESOURCES
0x216
#define IDD-PORTCB
0x220
#define IDD-BAUDCB
0x221
#define IDD-DATABITSCB 0x222
#define IDD-PARITYCB
0x223
#define IDD-STOPBITSCB 0x224
#define IDD-DTRDSR
0x225
#define IDD-RTSCTS
0x226
#define IDD-XONXOFF
0x227
#define IDD-AUTOWRAP
0x228
#define IDD-NEWLINE
0x229
#define IDD-LOCALECHO
Ox22A
#define IDD-FONT
Ox22B
#define IDD-USECNRECEIVE Ox22C
#define IDD-DISPLAYERRORS Ox22D

#define IDS-BYLINE
0x300
#define IDS-MODE-STANDARD 0x301
#define IDS-MODE-ENHANCED 0x302
#define IDS-MODE-WLO
0x303
#define IDS-MODE-UNDEF 0x304
#define IDS-COMPREFIX

0x310

#define IDS-BAUD110
#define IDSBAUD300
#define IDS-BAUD600
#define IDSBAUD1200
#define IDS-BAUD2400
#define IDSBAUD4800
#define IDSBAUD9600
#define IDS-B ALD14400
#define I D S B AUD19200
#define IDS-BAUD38400
#define IDS-BAUD56000
#define IDS-BAUD128000
#define IDS-BAUD256000

0x320
0x321
0x322
0x323
0x324
0x325
0x326
0x327
0x328
0x329
Ox32A
Ox32B
Ox32C

#define IDS-PARITYNONE
#define IDS-PARITYEVEN
#define IDS-PARITYODD
#define IDS-PARITYMARK
#define IDS-PARITYSPACE

0x330
0x331
0x332
0x333
0x334

#define IDS-ONESTOPBIT 0x340
#define IDS-ONE5STOPBITS 0x341
#define IDS-TWOSTOPBITS 0x342

B.3.2 Program 2 : Statistical Analysis
//A program that calculates the mean and standard deviation of plants and background for 4 different
//wavelengths (546nm , 690nm, 750nm, 803nm ), in addition to calculating the crop percentage and
//background percentage by using the database of grabbed images

#define IMAGE-DEPTH 8L
#define IMAGE-WIDTH
320L
#define IMAGE-HEIGHT
240L
#define IMAGE-THRESHOLD-VALUE 1.5L
FILE *fopen(),*first-file-pointer,*second-file-pointer;
void main(void)

1
MIL-ID MilApplication, /* Application identifier. */
Milsystem,
/* System identifier.
*I
MilDisplay, I* Display identifier.
*I
MilImage,
I* Image buffer identifier. */
Quadrantl,
Quadrant2,
Quadrant3,
Quadrant4,
BinImage;
long Errorcode;
I* Error code value.
*/
double result;
int con=l ,i,j,k,diffp,diffb, pla,bac,sum,plant[76800], back[76800];//,Quadr[l8];
double Quadr[ 181;
unsigned char BinIma[76800];

/* Allocate defaults. */

MappAllocDefault(M-SETUP, BrMilApplication, &Milsystem, &MilDisplay,
M-NLJLL, M-NLJLL) ;

I* Allocate an image buffer with the default dimensions to do graphics. *I

MbufAlloc2d(MilSystem, 640,480,
M-DEF-IMAGE-TYPE, M-IMAGE+M-DISP+MPROC, &MilImage);

MbufChild2d(MilImage,320L,OL, IMAGE-WIDTH, IMAGE-HEIGHT, &Quadrantl);
MbufChild2d(MilImage, OL, OL, IMAGE-WIDTH, IMAGE-HEIGHT, &C!uadrant2);
MbufChild2d(MilImage,OL, 240L, IMAGE-WIDTH, IMAGE-HEIGHT, &Quadrant3);
MbufChiId2d(MilImage,320L,240L,IMAGE~WIDTH,
IMAGE-HEIGHT, ikQuadrant4);

fprintf(second-file-pointer,"Image name
Latitude
Longitude
Plant %%%age
546nm.Plant Mean
546nm.PLant SD
546nm.Others Mean
546nm.Others
Others %%%age
SD
690nm.Plant Mean
690nm.PLant SD
690nm.Others Mean
690nm.Others SD
750nm.Plant Mean
750nm.PLant SD
750nm.Others Mean 750nm.Others SD
803nm.Plant
Mean
803nm.PLant SD 803nm.Others Mean
803nm.Others SD\n\nV);

forCj=O,pla=O,bac=O;j<76800;j++)
( if(BinlmaU]>O)
( plant[pla]=j;pla++; }
else
{ back[bac]=j;bac++;

1

printf("The mean of the plant values of the Quadrant 1 is %d\n",sum/pla);
printf(lqThepercentage of Quadrant 1 that has plants is %f\n",((float)pla/76800.00)*100);
Quadr[2]= (float)sum/(float)pla; /* Mean of plant values of quadrant 1 */

result=sqrt(result);
printf("The standard deviation of the plant values in Quadrant 1 is %f\nW,result);
Quadr[3]= result; /*Standard deviation of plant values of Quadrant 1 */

printf("The mean of the background values of Quadrant 1 is %d\n",sumlbac);
printf("The percentage of Quadrant 1 that has background is %f\n",((float)bac/76800.O0)*100);
Quadr[4]=(float)sum/(float)bac; /* Mean of background values of quadrant 1 "I

result=sqrt(result);
printf("The standard deviation of the background values in Quadrant 1 is %f\n.",result);
Quadr[S]=result; /*Standard deviation of background values of Quadrant 1 */

Quadr[O]=((float)pla/76800.00)*100; /*plant percentage*/
Quadr[l]=((float)bac/76800.O0)*100;/*background percentage */

printf("The mean of the plant values of the Quadrant 2 is %d\nV,sum/pla);
printf("The percentage of Quadrant 2 that has plants is %f\n",((float)pla/768OO.O0)*100);
Quadr[6]=(float)sum/(float)pla;I* Plant values of quadrant 2 */

result=sqrt(result);
printf("The standard deviation of the plant values in Quadrant 2 is %f\n",result);
Quadr[7]=result; /* S.D . of plant values in quadrant 2 */

for(j=O,k=O,sum=O;j<bac;j++,k++)
sum+=BinIma[backlj]];
printf("The mean of the background values of Quadrant 2 is %d\n",sumlbac);
printf("The percentage of Quadrant 2 that has background is %f\n",((float)bac/76800.00)*100);

Quadr[8]=(float)sum/(float)bac;

/* Background values of Quadrant 2 */

result=sqrt(result);
printf("The standard deviation of the background values in Quadrant 2 is %f\n~",result);

Quadr[9]=result; /* S.D. of background values of Quadrant 2 */

printf("The mean of the plant values of the Quadrant 3 is %d\n",sum/pla);
printf("The percentage of Quadrant 3 that has plants is %f\n",((float)pla/7680O.O0)*100);

Quadr[ lo]= (float)sum/( float)pla; /*Plant mean value of quadrant 3 */

result=sqrt(result);
printf("The standard deviation of the plant values in Quadrant 3 is %f\n",resnlt);
Quadr[l l]=result; /*SD plant value in quadrant 3 */

for(j=O,k=O,sum=O;j<bac;j++,k++)
sum+=BinIrna[backu]];
printf("The mean of the background values of Quadrant 3 is %d\n",sum/bac);
printf("The percentage of Quadrant 3 that has background is %f\n",((float)bac/76800.OO)*100);

Quadr[12]=(float)sum/(float)bac;/*Background mean in quadrant 3 *I

result=sqrt(result);
printf("The standard deviation of the background values in Quadrant 3 is %f\nW,result);
Quadr[l3]=result;/* Background SD in quadrant 3 */

printf("The mean of the plant values of the Quadrant 4 is %d\n",sum/pla);
printf("The percentage of Quadrant 4 that has plants is %Rn",((float)pla/7680O~.00)*100);

Quadr[l4]=(float)sum/(float)pla;/*

Plant mean in Quadrant 4 *I

result=sqrt(result);
printf("The standard deviation of the plant values in Quadrant 4 is %nnn,result);

Quadr[l5]=result;/*PlantSD in Quadrant 4 *I

printf("The mean of the background values of Quadrant 4 is %d\n",sum/bac);
printf("The percentage of Quadrant 4 that has background is %~n",((float)ba~:/76800.00)*100);

Quaclr[l6]=(float)sum/(float)bac;I* Mean of the background values in Quad 4 *I

result=sqrt(result);
printf("The standard deviation of the background values in Quadrant 4 is %f\n~",result);
Quadr[17]=result;/*SDof background values in Quad 4 */

if(i==75)

fprintf(second-file-pointer,"\n\nThis data is of FIELD 81 C 1-Olb-acre Row l\nV);
fclose(second~file~pointer);
con++;

1
MbufFree(Bin1mage);
MbufFree(QuadrantI);
MbufFree(Quadrant2);
MbufFree(Quadrant3);
MbufFree(Quadrant4);
MbufFree(Mi1Image);
I* Release defaults. *I

MappFreeDefault(MilApplication,Milsystem, MilDisplay, M-NULL, M-NULL);

1

B.3.3 The specific header files used

#define IMAGE-FILE 1
#define IMAGE-FILE2
#define IMAGE-FILE3
#define IMAGE-FILE4

M-IMAGE-PATH"loca43 1. tif'

M-IMAGE-PATH"loca432.tif'
M-IMAGEPATH" loca433.tif'

M-IMAGE-PATH"loca434.tif'

B.3.4 Program 3 : For verifying the results got by statistics.~

#define IMAGE-DEPTH 8L
#define IMAGE-WIDTH
320L
240L
#define IMAGE-HEIGHT
#define IMAGE-THRESHOLD-VALUE 1.5L

void main(void)
{

MIL-ID MilApplication, I* Application identifier. *I
Milsystem,
I* System identifier.
*I
MilDisplay, I* Display identifier.
*I
I* Image buffer identifier. *I
MilImage,
Quadrant1,
Quadrant2,
Quadrant3,
Quadrant4,
BinImage;
long Errorcode;
I* Error code value.
*I
double result;
pla,bac,sum,tempo,plant[76800],
back['76800];//,Quadr[l8];
int backo,con=l,i,j,k,proof,diffp,diffb,
double Quadr[l8];
unsigned char BinIma[76800];

I* Allocate defaults. *I

MappAllocDefault(M-SETUP, &MilApplication, &Milsystem, &MilDisplay,
M-NULL, M-NULL);
I* Allocate an image buffer with the default dimensions to do graphics. *I

MbufC hild2d(MilImage,320L, OL, IMAGE-WIDTH, IMAGE-HEIGHT, 6tQuadrantl);
MbufChild2d(MilImage, OL, OL, IMAGE-WIDTH, IMAGE-HEIGHT, &Quadrant2);
MbufChild2d(MilImage,OL, 240L, IMAGE-WIDTH, IMAGE-HEIGHT, 8rQuadrant3);
MbufChild2d(MilImage,320L,240L,IMAGE~WIDTH,
IMAGE-HEIGHT, &Quadrant4);

second-file-pointer=fopen("data3-proof.txt"," w");
fprintf(second-file-pointer,"Image name
Latitude
Longitude
Plant
%%%age
Others %%%age
546nm.Plant Mean
546nm.PLant SD
546nm.Others Mean
546nm.Others SD
690nm.Plant Mean
69Onm.PLant SD
690nm.Others M[ean 690nm.Others
SD
750nm.Plant Mean
750nm.PLant SD
750nm.Others Mean
750nm.Others SD
803nm.Plant Mean
803nm.PLant SD
803nm.Others Mean
803nm.Others SDm\nV);

printf("How many images would be required for proof (1-12): ");
scanf("%dM,&proof);
if(proof > 12)
{proof= 12;
printf("\n It is felt that 12 images are more than sufficientb");
printf("Press ENTER to continue\nU);

printf(" What con value do you want to set ?\nu);
printf("Defau1t value of con=l. If you want the program to run from the second image onwards,
then enter con=2 b " ) ;
scanf("%dU,&con);
getchar();
for(i=O;i<=(proof- l);i++)

I* Binarize the image so that particles are represented in white and the background in black.*/

I* Remove small particles. */

fprintf(first-file-pointer,"h\n\n\nThe following is the data of the image ");
if(con== 1) fprintf(first-file-pointer,"dest436.tif ');
if(con==2) fprintf(first-file-pointer,"dest350. tif
if(con==3) fprintf(first-file-pointer, "dest20.tif ');
if(con==4) fprintf(first-file-pointer,"dest 100.tif ');
if(con==5) fprintf(first-file-pointer,"dest420.tif ');
if(con==6) fprintf(first-file-pointer,"dest300.tif');
if(con==7) fprintf(first-file-pointer,"dest40,tif ');
if(con==8) fprintf(first-file-pointer,"destl45.tif');
if(con==9) fprintftfirst-file-pointer,"dest460.tif );
if(con== 10) fprintf(first-file-pointer,"dest370.tif);
if(con==l 1) fprintf(first-file-pointer,"dest50.tif '1;
if(con==12) fprintf(first-file-pointer,"dest140.tif');
I);

fprintftfirst-file-pointer," which has been separated from the background\nW);

fprintf(first-file-pointer."Pixel

number

Pixel value (0-255)\n\n1');

forCj=O,pla=O,bac=O,sum=0;j<76800;j++)
fprintf(first-file-pointer,"Separated[%d]=%l2d\nw,j,

BinImaLi]);

sum+=BinImalj];
if(BinImaul>O)
{ plant[pla]=j ;pla++; }
else
{ back[bac]=j;bac++;}

fprintf(first-file-pointer,"Array number
forCj=O;j<pla;j++)

Plant Pixel reference\n\nU);

fprintf(first-file-pointer,"\nThe number of plant values in the separated image is %d\nM,pla);
fprintf(first-file-pointer,"The percentage of the image that consists of plants = Number of plant
pixels1768 = %f %L7c%\nM,pld768.0);
fprintf(first-file-pointer,"\n\n\nArray number
forCj=O;j<bac;j++)

fprintf(first-file-pointer,"\nThe
%d\nU,bac);

Background Pixel reference\n\nV);

number of background values in the separated image is

fprintf(first-file-pointer,"The percentage of the image that consists of background is = Number of
background pixels 1 768=%f%%%\nV,bacl768.0);
fprintf(first-file-pointer,"The sum of plant pixel number %d and background pixel number %d is
%d\n",pla,bac,pla+bac);

if(i==O)

fprintf(first-file-pointer,"\n\n This is 546nm data of image loca436.tif\n\n");
if(i== 1)
fprintf(first-file-pointer," \n\nThis is 546nm data of image loca350.tif\n\n");
if(i==2)
fprintf(first-file-pointer," \n\nThis is 546nm data of image loca20.tifln\n");
if(i==3)
fprintf(first-file-pointer," \n\nThis is 546nm data of image localOO.tif\n\n");
if(i==4)
fprintf(first-file-pointer," \n\nThis is 546nm data of image loca420.tif\n\n");
if(i==5)
fprintf(first-file-pointer," \n\nThis is 546nm data of image loca300.tifb\n");
if(i==6)
fprintf(first-file-pointer," \n\nThis is 546nm data of image loca40.tif\n\n");
if(i==7)
fprintf(first-filegointer," \n\nThis is 546nm data of image local45.tit\n\n");
if(i==8)
fprintf(first-file-pointer," \n\nThis is 546nm data of image loca460.tifb\n");

if(i==9)
fprintf(first-filegointer," \n\nThis is 546nm data of image loca370.tih\nU);
if(i==lO)
fprintf(first-file-pointer," \n\nThis is 546nm data of image loca50.tih\n");
if(i==ll)
fprintf(first-file-pointer," \n\nThis is 546nm data of image local40.tif\n\n");

fprintf(first-file-pointer,"Pixel number

Pixel value (0-255)\n\nW);

for(j=O,sum=O;j<7680O;j++)
{ fprintf(first-file-pointer,"Quadrantl [%dl=% 12d\nWj,
BinImau]);

I

fprintf(first-file-pointer,"\n The sum of all the plant values of the 546nm Quadrant (Ql) is %d\nU,sum);
fprintf(first-file-pointer,The number of plant pixels is %d\nM,pla);
Quadr[2]= (float)sud(float)pla; I* Mean of plant values of quadrant 1 *I

fprintf(first-file-pointer,"The mean of the plant values = Sum of all plant pixel values/Number of plant
pixels = %d /%d = %f\n",sum,pla,Quadr[2]);

fprintf(first-file-pointer,"h The sum of all the background values of the 546nn1 Quadrant (Ql) is
%d\nM,sum);
fprintf(first-file-pointer,"The number of background pixels is %d\nW,bac);
Quadr[4]=(float)sum/(float)bac; I* Mean of background values of quadrant 1 */

fprintf(first-file-pointer,"The mean of the background values = Sum of background pixel values 1 Number
of background pixels= %d l%d = %h",sum,bac,Quadr[4]);
backo=sum;
sum=tempo;
fprintf(first-file-pointer,"\n\nCalculation of standard deviation for plant values\nM);
fprintf(first-file-pointer," (x-Mean)
(x-Mean)(x-Mean)\n\nU);

1
printf("k=%d diffp=%d\nU,k,diffp);
getchar();
getchar();
fprintf(first-file-pointer,"\nThe sum of (x-xbar)**2 is %d\nV,k);
printf("k=%d\nW
,k);
printf("pla=%d\nW,pla);
result=(float)W(float)pla;

result=sqrt(result);
printf("The standard deviation of the plant values in Quadrant 1 is %AnM,result);
Quadr[3]= result; /*Standard deviation of plant values of Quadrant 1 */

fprintf(first-file-pointer,"The

standard deviation of the plant values in Quadrant 1 is

%f\nN,Quadr[3]);

result=sqrt(result);
printf("The standard deviation of the background values in Quadrant 1 is %An",result);
Quadr[S]=result; /*Standard deviation of background values of Quadrant 1 */

fprintf(first-file-pointer,"The Standard deviation of the background values is 4'nAn",Quadr[5]);

Quadr[O]=((float)pla/76800.00)*100; /*plant percentage*/
Quadr[l]=((float)bac/76800.00)*100; /*background percentage */

if(i==O)

fprintf(first-file-pointer,"h\n This is 690nm data of image loca436.tih\n");
if(i==l)
fprintf(first-file-pointer," \n\nThis is 690nm data of image loca350.tih\n");
if(i==2)
fprintf(first-filegointer," \n\nThis is 690nm data of image loca20.tif\n\n");
if(i==3)
fprintf(first-file-pointer," \n\nThis is 690nm data of image localOO.tih\n");
if(i==4)
fprintf(first-file-pointer," \n\nThis is 690nm data of image loca420.tif\n\n");
if(i==5)
fprintf(first-file-pointer," \n\nThis is 690nm data of image loca300.tih\nV);
if(i==6)
fprintf(first-file-pointer," \n\nThis is 690nm data of image loca40.tif\n\n");
if(i==7)
fprintf(first-file-pointer," \n\nThis is 690nm data of image local45.tih\n");
if(i==8)
fprintf(first-file-pointer," \n\nThis is 690nm data of image loca460.tih\n");
if(i==9)
fprintf(first-file-pointer," \n\nThis is 690nm data of image loca370.tih\n");
if(i==lO)
fprintf(first-file-pointer," \n\nThis is 690nm data of image loca50.tifln\n");
if(i==l 1)
fprintf(first-file-pointer," \n\nThis is 690nm data of image local40.tif\n\n");

fprintf(first-file-pointer,"Pixel number
Pixel value (0-255)\n\nV);
for(j=O,sum=O;j<76800;~++)
{fprintf(first_file_pointer,"Quadrant2[%d]=% 12d\n"j. BinImau]);

fprintf(first-file-pointer,"\n The sum of all the plant values of the 690nrn Quadrant (42) is
%d\nv,sum);
fprintf(first-filegointer,"The number of plant pixels is %d\nW,pla);

Quadr[6]= (float)suml(float)pla; I* Mean of plant values of Quadrant 2 *I

fprintf(first-file-pointer,"The mean of the plant values = Sum of all plant pixel values/Number of
plant pixels = %d /%d = %f\n",sum,pla,Quadr[6]);

fprintf(first-file-pointer,"h
%d\nW,sum);

The sum of all the background values of the 690nm Quadrant (Q2) is

fprintf(first-file-pointer,"The number of background pixels is %d\n", bac);
Quadr[8]=(float)sum/(float)bac; I* Mean of background values of Quadrant 2: */

fprintf(first-file-pointer,The mean of the background values = Sum of background pixel values /
Number of background pixels= %d /%d = %fln",sum,bac,Quadr[B]);
backo=sum;

sum=tempo;
fprintf(first-file-pointer,"b\nCalculation of standard deviation for plant value:sb");
fprintf(first-file-pointer," (x-Mean)
(x-Mean)(x-Mean)\n\nl');

1
printf("k=%d diffp=%d\nq',k,diffp);
getchar();
getchar();
fprintf(first-file-pointer,"bThe sum of (x-xbar)**2 is % d h " ,k);
printf("k=%d\nV,k);
printf("pla=%d\n",pla);
result=(float)W(float)pla;

result=sqrt(result);
printf("The standard deviation of the plant values in Quadrant 2 is %f\n",result:);
Quadr[71= result; /*Standard deviation of plant values of Quadrant 2 *I
fprintf(first-file-pointer,The
%f\nW,Quadr[7]);

standard deviation of the plant values in Quadrant 2 is

result=sqrt(result);
printf("The standard deviation of the background values in Quadrant 2 is %flnn,result);
Quadr[9]=result; /*Standard deviation of background values of Quadrant 2 */

fprintf(first-file-pointer,"The Standard deviation of the background values is %t\nU,Quadr[9J);

Quadr[O]=((float)pla/76800.00)*100;/*plant percentage*/
Quadr[1]=((float)bac/76800.00)*100; /*background percentage */

i f(i==O)

fprintf(first-file-pointer,"\n\n This is 750nm data of image loca436.tiAn\n");
if(i==l)
fprintf(first-file-pointer," \n\nThis is 750nm data of image loca?50.tiAn\n");
if(i==2)
fprintf(first-file-pointer." \n\nThis is 750nm data of image loca20.tifln\n");
if(i==3)
fprintf(first-file-pointer," \n\nThis is 750nm data of image localOO.tih\n");
if(i==4)
fprintf(first-file-pointer," \n\nThis is 750nm data of image loca420.tif\n\n");
if(i==5)
fprintf(first-file-pointer," \n\nThis is 750nm data of image loca300.tih\n");
if(i==6)
fprintf(first-file-pointer," \n\nThis is 750nm data of image loca40.tiAnb");
if(i==7)
fprintf(first-file-pointer," \n\nThis is 750nm data of image local45.tiAn\n");
if(i==8)
fprintf(first-file-pointer," \n\nThis is 750nm data of image loca460.tiAn\n");
if(i==9)
fprintf(first-file-pointer," \n\nThis is 750nm data of image loca370.tiAn\n");
if(i==lO)
fprintf(first-file-pointer," \n\nThis is 750nm data of image loca50.tiAn\n");
if(i==l 1)
fprintf(first-file-pointer," \n\nThis is 750nm data of image loca140.tih\n");

fprintf(first-file-pointer,"Pixel number

Pixel value (0-255)\n\nU);
forlj=O,sum=O;j<76800;j++)
{ fprintf(first-file_pointer,"Quadrant3[%d]=% 12dh",j, BinImau]);

1

fprintf(first-file-pointer,"h The sum of all the plant values of the 746r~mQuadrant ( Q l ) is
%d\nW
,sum);
fprintf(first-file-pointer,"The number of plant pixels is %d\n", pla);

Quadr[lO]= (float)sum/(float)pla; I* Mean of plant values of Quadrant 3 */

fprintf(first-file-pointer,"The mean of the plant values = Sum of all plant pixel values/Number of
plant pixels = %d l%d = %t\n",sum,pla,Quadr[lO]);

fprintf(first-file-pointer,"h The sum of all the background values of the 746nm Quadrant (Ql) is
%d\nV,sum);
fprintf(first-file-pointer,"The number of background pixels is %d\nW,bac);

Quadr[12]=(float)suml(float)bac; I* Mean of background values of Quadrant 3 *I
fprintf(first-file-pointer,"The mean of the background values = Sum of background pixel values /
Number of background pixels= %d l%d = %fln",sum,bac,Quadr[12]);
backo=sum;
sum=tempo;
fprintf(first-file-pointer,"h\nCalculation of standard deviation for plant valuesh");
fprintf(first-file-pointer," (x-Mean)
(x-Mean)(x-Mean)\n\nf');

1
printf("k=%d diffp=%d\nW,k,diffp);

getchar();
getchar();

fprintf(first-file-pointer,"\nThe sum of (x-xbar)**2 is %d\n0,k);
printf("k=%d\nn,k);
printf("pla=%d\n",pla);
result=(float)W(float)pla;

result=sqrt(result);
printf("The standard deviation of the plant values in Quadrant 3 is %f\nU,result);
Quadr[l I]= result; /*Standard deviation of plant values of Quadrant 3 *I

fprintf(first-file-pointer,The
%f\n",Quadr[l 11);

standard deviation of the plant values in Quadrant 3 is

result=sqrt(result);
printf("The standard deviation of the background values in Quadrant 3 is %f\n",result);
Quadr[l3]=result; /*Standard deviation of background values of Quadrant 3 */
fprintf(first-file_pointer,"The Standard deviation of the background values is %f\n",Quadr[l3]);

Quadr[O]=((float)pla/76800.00)* 100; /*plant percentage*/
Quadr[l]=((float)bac/76800.O0)*100; /*background percentage *I

if(i==O)
fprintf(first-file-pointer,"\n\n This is 803nm data of image loca436.tifln\n");
if(i== 1)
fprintf(first-file-pointer," \n\nThis is 803nm data of image loca350.tih\n");
if(i==2)
fprintf(first-file-pointer," \n\nThis is 803nm data of image loca20.tifln\n");
if(i==3)
fprintf(first-file-pointer," \n\nThis is 803nm data of image localOO.tifln\n");
if(i==4)
fprintf(first-file-pointer," \n\nThis is 803nm data of image loca420.tih\nN);
if(i==5)
fprintf(first-file-pointer," \n\nThis is 803nm data of image loca300.tifh\n");
if(i==6)
fprintf(first-file-pointer," \n\nThis is 803nm data of image loca40.tifln\n");
if(i==7)
fprintf(first-filegointer," \n\nThis is 803nm data of image loca145.tif\n\n");
if(i==8)
fprintf(first-file-pointer," \n\nThis is 803nm data of image loca460.tifh\nW);
if(i==9)
fprintf(first-file-pointer," \n\nThis is 803nm data of image loca370.tih\n");
if(i== 10)
fprintf(first-file-pointer," \n\nThis is 803nrn data of image loca50.tifln\n");
if(i== 11)
fprintf(first-file-pointer," \n\nThis is 803nm data of image local40.tih\n");

fprintf(first-file-pointer,Pixel number
forCj=O,sum=O;j<7680O;j++)

Pixel value (0-255)\n\nW);

{fprintf(first-file-pointer,"Quadrant4[%d]=%12d\n",j,

BinImah]);

fprintf(first-file-pointer,"\n The sum of all the plant values of the 800nm Quadrant (Ql) is
%d\n",sum);
fprintf(first-file-pointer,"The number of plant pixels is %d\nW,pla);
Quadr[l4]= (float)sum/(float)pla; I* Mean of plant values of Quadrant 4 *I

fprintf(first-file-pointer,"The mean of the plant values = Sum of all plant pixel values/Nurnber of
plant pixels = %d I%d = %fln",sum,pla,Quadr[l4]);

fprintf(first-file-pointer,"h The sum of all the background values of the 8080nm Quadrant (Ql) is
%d\nU,sum);
fprintf(first-file-pointer,The number of background pixels is %d\n", bac);

Quadr[l6]=(float)sum/(float)bac; I* Mean of background values of Quadran!: 4 */
fprintf(first-file-pointer,"The mean of the background values = Sum of bacikground pixel values /
Number of background pixels= %d /%d = %An",sum,bac,Quadr[4]);
backo=sum:
sum=tempo;
fprintf(first-file-pointer,"h\nCalculation of standard deviation for plant valuesh");
fprintf(first-file-pointer," (x-Mean)
(x-Mean)(x-Mean)\n\n7');

I
printf("k=%d diffp=%d\nM,k,diffp);
getchar();
getchar();
fprintf(first-file-pointer,"hThe sum of (x-xbar)**2 is %d\nM,k);
printf("k=%d\nU,k);
printf("pla=%d\nV,pla);
result=(float)W(float)pla;

result=sqrt(result);
printf("The standard deviation of the plant values in Quadrant 4 is %An",result);
Quadr[l5]= result; /*Standard deviation of plant values of Quadrant 4 */

fprintf(first-file-pointer,"The
%f\nM,Quadr[15]);

standard deviation of the plant values in Quadrant 4 is

result=sqrt(result);
printf("The standard deviation of the background values in Quadrant 4 is %f\nM,result);
Quadr[ 17]=result; /*Standard deviation of background values of Quadrant 4 *I
fprintf(first-file-pointer,"The Standard deviation of the background values is %f\nV,Quadr[l7]);

Quadr[O]=((float)pla~76800.00)*100;/*plant percentage*/
Quadr[l]=((float)bac/76800.00)*100; /*background percentage */
printf("quadr[4]=%f\n",Quadr[4]);
second~file~pointer=fopen("data3-proof.txt","a");

if(i==(proof-1))
fprintf(second-tile-pointer,"h\nThis data is of FIELD 81 C 1-Olb-acre Row1 h " ) ;
fclose(second-file-pointer);
con++;

1
MbufFree(Bin1mage);
MbufFree(Quadrant1);
MbufFree(Quadrant2);
MbufFree(Quadrant3);
MbufFree(Quadrant4);
MbufFree(Mil1mage);

/* Release defaults. */

MappFreeDefault(MilApplication, Milsystem, MilDisplay, M-NULL, M-NULL);

1

B.3.5 The specific header files used
//Sourcefiles-proof. h
#define IMAGE-FILE1
#define IMAGE-FILE2

M-IMAGE-PATH"loca436.tif'
M-IMAGE-PATH"loca35O.tif'

#define IMAGE-FILE12

M-IMAGE-PATH"loca140.tif'

#define IMAGE-DEST1
#define IMAGE-DEST2

M-IMAGE-PATHUdest436.tif'
M-IMAGE-PATHUdest35O.tif'

#define IMAGE-DEST12

M-IMAGEPATHUdest 140.tif'

if(con==12) fprintf(second-file-pointer,"loca 140.tif

B.2.6 Program 6 :Program for showing the percentage of corn in red-green color format
//Key: 12101
//Description:
Def color(1-PROC 107-TIF,I-PROC207-TIF)

1
I~YELLOW~TIF=ImgLoad("C:\Program
FilesWatrox ImagingUmages\yellow.tif ');
I-GREEN-TIF=ImgLoad("C:\ProgramFilesMatrox ImagingUmages\green.tif ');
ImgLoc kSrc1(I-PROC107_TIF, R-Def, ALL-B ANDS);
ImgLockSrc2(1-YELLOW-TIF,R-Def, ALL-BANDS);
I-IMAGEl=ImgNewDisp(320, 240, 3, IMG-RGB,
IMG-AUTOSCALE, 8);
ArithAnd();

IMG_8U,

ALLBANDS,

0,

ImgLockSrc 1 (I_PROC207_TIF, R-Def, ALL-B ANDS);
ImgLockSrc2(1-GREEN-TIF,R-Def, ALL-BANDS);
I-IMAGE2=ImgNewDisp(300,
240, 3, IMG-RGB,
IMG-AUTOSCALE, 8);
ArithAnd();

IMG_8U,

ALL-BANDS,

0,

ImgLockSrc 1(I-IMAGE2, R-Def, ALLBANDS);
ImgLockSrc2(1-IMAGE 1, R-Def, ALL-BANDS);
I-IMAGE3=ImgNewDisp(300,
240, 3, IMG-RGB,
IMG-AUTOSCALE, 8);
Arith AbsDiff();

IMGBU,

ALLBANDS,

0,

1

